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AB STRACT

Multiprocessor compute¡ systems pose complex design problems. A system

design methodology to specify and validate abstract multiprocessor system designs at the

a¡chitectural level is presented. A subclass of the general Petri net defînition is used to

specify functionally equivalent validation models of the multiprocessor systems'

conculent nature. A temporal analysis technique is described that converts the validation

models into ¡elation structures conforming to the linear, discrete, and absolute view of

time. Consequently, Propositional Linear Temporal Logic can be used to state safety and

liveness correctness criteria. Validation consists of showing that the PLTL formulae

stating the conectness criteria are tautologies with respect to the relation structures. The

proofs of logical consistency and completeness ensure that the validation method is sound.

This methodology provides the theoretical basis ofa computer assisted design sysrem for

multiprocessors.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

Section 1-1 : Thesis,

Muhiprocessor computer ,r)st¿tlts pose complex design problems. They are

increasingly used in critical applications where failu¡es can have disastrous consequences.

Some mulúprocessor systems interact with the real world, making decisions in real-time.

Wi¡h realtime systems, their inputs can never be predicted, and their timing is dictated by

the real world and not by the system designer. Nevertheless, systems must be relíable,

safe, and execute without an unacceptable level of risk I BL ]. Hence, techniques to

design safe and ¡eliable systems are necessary. This dissertation describes a systent

design methodology to specify and vølidate abstract multiprocessor system desigrs at the

architectural I Tan ] level. The methodology is based on the notions of specifying

functionally equivalent models of system designs and of providing a means to validate that

certain time-related reliability and safety criteria hold for these validation models. The

premise is that if the criteria hold for the validation models, it can be infened that the

designs are valld.

The two ways of expressing system reliability and safety criteria determine the

type of system design methodology required. Performance criteria rcqute that systems

execute functions reliably, safely, and effrciently within measu¡ed ¡eal+ime intervals. The

system design methodology must provide a means of predicting system performance by

constructing stochastic models of system designs to serve as a basis for automated

simulation. The simulations provide an understanding of system perfomance in different

situations before the system design is implemented. Correctness criterrø require that only

desi¡able situations result from system execution. Real-time measurements are not

t- I



necessary, since cor¡ectness criteria are expressed in terms of states and sequences of

states, with no concern for the duration of time. The system design methodology must

provide modelling techniques to show that conecmess criteria hold for the system design.

A conect implementation of such a system design results in a system honouring the

correctness criteria. Although performance issues are a major consideration in selecting

the best system design, performance studies are valuable only if applied to a correct

system design I PetriTT ]; therefore, this dissertation concentrates on system design

validity in terms of cor¡ectness.

Rigorous specification and validation techniques assist the process of derivizg

abstract, valid system designs, i.e. enor-free descriptions ofdesign problem solutions that

honour the correctness criteria. Valid system designs are an important step towards

implementing systems honouring the criteria, because decisions made while specifying

system designs affect the success of correctly implementing the designs. However,

techniques of ensuring conect implementation of system designs are not considered here.

The methodology presented here guides and assists the process of deriving valid

system designs and is intended to be used in a heu¡istic manner. Systems designs are

derived using an indeterminate process of composition, by combining validated sub-

designs into larger sub-designs, which are in turn validated. Aithough selection of

designs for validation is indeterminate, the validation technique is a proof method applied

to new prospective designs in an iterative manner until an acceptable design is achieved.

The validation techniques essentially prove that the criteria hold for validation models of

prospective designs. Hence, the inference that if the criteria hold for the validation models

the criteria hold for the system designs depends on whether the validation models a¡e

accurate fepresentations of the system design.

The methodology is used to validate that correctness criteria hold for abstact

multiprocessor system designs. The multiprocessor system designs and thei¡ concunent



nature are modelled using a subclass of P¿¡rl rørs. Through reachabiliry analysls the Petri

net models are reduced to state-based trarcition nnd¿ls. The søte based transition models

are interpreted in terms of an abstract view of time so that correctness criteria may be

expressed using Propositional Linear Temporal Logic,PUlL, formulae. By showing that

the corectness criteria formulae are tautologies with respect to the models, the system

designs are deemed correct, i.e. valid with respect to corectness.
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Section 1-2 : Multiprocessor Systems.

This dissertation considers the problem of designing multíprocessor systems.

There a¡e two general multiprocessor system models I GP ], illusuated in Figure 1- 1.

P = Processor M=Memory

Figure 1-l : Multiprocessor Models

A shared memory multiprocessor consists of numerous distributed processors that

communicate using an interconnection network and common memory for data storage. A

message-passing multiprocessor consists of numerous distributed processors, each with

their own local memory, that communicate using messages passed through a connection

lnterconnection Network

Shared Memory Multiprocessor

Message-Passing Multiprocessor



nelwork. By maximizing system throughput, these systeûìs are a cost-effective means of

increasing computing power and speed. The methodology presented here is applicable to

either multiprocessor model.

The problems of designing correct multiprocessor systems are complex. In

general, multiprocessor systems consist of numerous concurrently executing slsr¿m

components that interact. Accordingly, the closely related design issues of

communication, data coherence, and the ordering of events among system components

must be considered I DSB ]. Communication is the exchange of data âmong the system

components using functions provided by communication protocols I PZ I.

Synchronizatio¿ is a subclass of communication where exchanged data are control

information to enforce data coherence and ordering of events. Communication can be

used to implement synchronization and vice versa. Data coherence is the software

system's ability to correctly access data. For example, it may be incorrect for one

component to read data while another component is writing the data. The ordering of

events ¡efers to the proper sequencing of data accesses and ordering of synchronization

and communication primitives. Strongly ordered systems have all components continually

execute in a globally specified order. Weakly ordered systems do not impose a global

execution ordering, except for data accesses and when issuing synchronization and

communication primitives.
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Section 1-3 : Related Past Work.

Although this dissertation develops a modelling technique strictly for validation

purposes, many system and system design modelling techniques have been used in the

past for different purposes. The techniques are presented in terms of system and system

components, but could be extended to theh abstract designs. The techniques surveyed

here a¡e those capable of modelling concurrency in multiprocessor systems, with and

without respect to time. Some of the techniques incorporating time are extensions of

techniques that do not incorporate time, thus the latter are discussed fust.

The first group of techniques use the language of mathematics, in particular sef

theory I HaI I and graph theory [ Ber ]. Such models are essentially mathematical

structures with techniques to analyse the models I Pra ].

Techniques that specify system models based on the notion of a state a¡e called

state-based transino¿ models. Each system component model begins execution holding a

local state, where some function has not been provided. Furthermore, each system

component model can never hold mo¡e than one state simultaneously. Through interaction

defined by transitions, the system component model changes to a state where the function

has been completed. A transition has an enabling state, that must hold before the

transition may proceed, and a resultíng state, that results f¡om the procession of the

transition. It may be necessary for a series of gansitions to occur, each resulting in an

intermediate state, before the function is completed. Since a system model is a collection

of system component models, the system component models' local states are combined

into a global state of the system model. Like the system component models, multiple

global states can never be held simultaneously and a sequence of global states may be held

by the system model. Thus, changes to state-based transition models a¡e expressed

through changes to the global states.

L-6



The state-based transition models provide the method of state exploratíon

veríf cation I Wes ]. Verification begins with determining which system cha¡acteristics a¡e

to be demonstrated. Verification requires that the state-based transition models contain

enough information to describe the execution of the system. Some arbitra¡y global state is

chosen as the initial state of the model and, beginning with that initial state, the set of state

sequences is generated by a procession of transitions. All the states reachable by these

state sequences a¡e arranged into a re achability state gr4på. Each individual reachable state

is analysed to determine if it represents an error condition such as deadlock or an

incomplete design. Other types of enors, such as unwanted infinite loops, are identified

by analysing state sequences. Verification is achieved by comparing the (un)desirable

cha¡acteristics with the results of the state exploration.

As West points out, some problems of perfo¡ming state exploration verification on

state-based transition models must be solved. First, given that communicating system

components execute concurently, the global state phenomena exhibited by the system

must be reflected in the global state specified by the model. Modelling a global state may

not be a trivial task. Second, co[ectness criteria must be defined and tested by the

verification technique. The state-based models defined do not necessarily give useful

means of solving úis problem; funhermore, this verification technique does not yet have a

notion of time to reflect the temporal characteristics of the systems. Third, the efficiency

of the verification procedure must be considered. To enumerate state sequences and then

to determine if the conectness criteria are honoured by the sequences can be impractical in

terms of the time and space computing requirements; moreover, there is the added

complexity of infinite state sequences. Complex system models have a large number of

states; this difficulty is known as lhe state space explosion.

The main causes of state space explosion in system models and their possible

solutions are as follows. Communication among components may have many possible

r-7



peÍnutations. The analysis ofall these state sequences requües a lot of time and space,

since there are usually many more state sequences than individual states. An investigation

of all possible communication sequences may be unnecessary, but the minimal set of

communication sequences that need to be investigated must be determined. The size of

communication sequences can be unbounded. This problem is solved by setting a bound

on the size of communication sequences. Similarly, a system may reference sequence

numbers and variables having a large number of possible values, e.g. a buffer and a

window I Tan ]; again, assigning bounds to the domain of the sequence numbers and

va¡iables can solve this problem. A common means of solving a problem is to decompose

it into smaller more manageable sub-problems. Problem decomposition can reduce the

number of states and state sequences to be considered at one time. Moreover, there are

natural points that partition models into phøses I CGL l. Each phase can be verified

separately, but does not allow the detection of erro¡s which c¡oss over phase boundaries.

Given that a large state-space is unavoidable, it is desirable that each state within a

sequence be analysed only once. This can be achieved by re-forming the reachability state

graph into a free structure 1, and employing a depth-frst or breadth-frst analysis of the

Eee,

There are many state-based transition models. A conìmon state-based Eansition

model is aJinite state automaton t HU lt RS I. Many techniques employing finite state

automata have been suggested, including a theory of infinite sequences of states generated

by finite state automata t Cho lt McN l[ Per ][ Lau ]. A number of other techniques

are available to specify concurrent processing I PeterSl ]. They include finíte state

machines and their extensions, Petri nets and their extensions, marked graphs,

computation graphs, P / V systems, message systems, UCLA graphs, vector addition

r Or a lattice I Pra ]; a tee is defined below
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systems, and vector replacement systems. A detailed discussion of these techniques can

be found in the references cited in I PeterS l ].

Some institutions have expended considerable resources to employ extende.d finite

state machines as the basis for formal communication protocol specification techniques

IRudin ]. Comitë Consultatif Internationale de Télégraphique et Téléphanique, CCITT,

has developed the Specdícation and Description Innguage, SDL, to specify X.21 and

X.25 definitions I Tan ]. Subg¡ottps oî International Standard.s Organization,ISO aæ

developing Formal Description Techniques, FDTs, for communication protocol

definitions in their Open Systems Interconnect, OSI, architecture. Subgroup A is

concerned with the OSI a¡chitectural concepts relevant to the FDTS. Subgroup B is

developing Extended State Trarcition Language, ESTL, based on Pascal, to assist the

definition of finite state machines. IBM is using Fonnat and Protocol Language, F APL,

for defining protocols in Sysrem.s Network Architectur¿, SNA; this language is based on

PL / I and contains constructs for finite state machines.

The second g¡oup of techniques use hybrid languages to specify designs. The

îotatiorr of Cotrrnunicating Sequential Proc¿ss¿s, CSP, by Hoare I Hoa78 ], extends his

earlier wo¡k on the axiomatic basis for computer programming I Hoa69 ]. This notation

uses a Pascal-like syntax, which includes the commands to specify parallel executing

system components and input and output through communication channels. Although

CSP is sufficiently abstract to serve as a design tool, it also seryes as a foundation of

some techniques described below. The Calculus of Cotwnunicating ,Systens, CCS,

I Mil ] is based on the notion of describing a concuÍent system with the behaviour

experienced by an external observer. The CCS algebra, with the binary operation of

concurrent composition, describes the behaviour dynamics with derívations. The

behaviour derivatives a¡e based on the premise that observation and communication are

1-9



equivalent. Distinct from the mathematical notations above, CSP and CCS use a high-

level notation for system models.

Numerous proposals to incorporate time with modelling techniques have been

suggested I CPW ]; detailed discussions a¡e found in the references cited there. Without

time, the theo¡etical basis for corectness analysis is restricted to investigation of

individual model states for errors such as deadlock. One advantage of incorporating time

is a justification for the meaning of state sequences, that is, the execution of a system over

time. Furthermore, explicit models of time-dependent multiprocessor details, such as time

intervals, data tansfer delays, and timeouts, are possible.

It seems reasonable to interpret a model based on global time, by envisioning a

global clock that all communicating system components can read. Unfortunately, co-

ordinating the components is impractical, since each component would have a different

view of time because of va¡iable delays when reading the clock. Another approach is to

establish a local clock for each component. Since no two clocks a¡e identical and each

clock will operate at minutely different rates, synchronization of the clocks is mandatory.

Physical synchronization of the clocla can be expensive and may not be perfect. To solve

this problem, Lamport I Lam78 ] suggests logícal time, Logical time is based on the

notion that, for an event A to influence an event B, event A must happen before event B.

This concept is the basis for an algorithm to synchronize local clocks with respect to

globa-l time. Morgan I CPW ] showed that it is possible to specify a system design with

global time, but implement the design in terms of logical time.

State-based transition models incorporate the concept of logical time in the

following manner. Logical time is modelled by associating time variables with each

communicating component; when a transition proceeds, each component's time variable is

incremented by a particular time value associated with the transition. But before a

transition can proceed, the transition enabling state must hold for a minimum time period
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T*¡n. Furthermore, an enabling state can only hold for a maximum time period T''u*

before the enabled transition must proceed. Each local time must be kept close to a single

global time, within certain defined tolerances. If it is necessa¡y to ensure that certain

transitions occu¡ within a certain time period, then incrementing the time variables must be

strictly conrolled.

Some examples of state-based modelling techniques incorporating logical time are

given here. Finite state automata can be defined in terms of logical time. The coupled

time grapt? technique uses finite state machines to specify a graph model of a sysrem

component design, for each component and the [inter]connection network. The vertices

of the graphs model the component states, while the arcs of the graph model the

transitions among the states. A time variable is associated with each component graph

model, so that logical time may be represented. Interaction among communicaring

components is represented by coupling selected Eansitions from each graph model that

must proceed together. Analysis is achieved by network flow analysis of graph theory.

Timed Petri Í¿ff are Petri net extensions that adopt logical time by associating T,n¡n and

T*r, with their Eansitions. These techniques have sufficient power to specify system

models, but for large mdels, the state space explosion makes analysis impractical.

ISO Subgroup C is developing Language OfTemporal Ordering Specifications,

LOTOS, as an FDT for OSI. LOTOS is an executable specification language comprised

of CCS and an abstract data type technique ACT-ONE I BB ]. A major advantage of

LOTOS is its means of step-wise refinement of a design problem. Although primarily

designed for protocols, LOTOS can be used for multiprocessor systems in general.

Two other miscellaneous approaches a¡e Real-Time Auribute Grammars and

Concwrent State Dehas. Tlte fotmer technique provides quick specification and testing of

z A formal definition of a graph is presented b€low.



system design prototypes. It is a grammar that allows for top down definitions of system'

models, and that has the expressive power to specify time. A transition represents the

sending and receiving of communication data, represented by a terminal symbol in the

grammar. A design specified with the grammar is tested by a parser which determines the

semantics of the system design. The weakness of real-time attribute grammars is that they

lack analytical power and have no means to formally verify the system models. The latter

approach was developed strictly for shared memory multiprocessors based on the concept

of communication through shared variables. A segment of concu¡rent execution is

specified by a enabling condition, a set of shared va¡iables that can be read, a set of shared

variables that can be written on, a time it takes for the computation to complete, and a

resulting condition. Thus, if an enabling condition is held within the computation time, a

system will end up in a state where the resulting condition holds. This modelling

technique has limitations in specifying certain concepts of asynchronous processes, and

are not well suited to message-passing multiprocessors.

Temporal logic IHC lt RS 1t McA I is a form of modal logic orginally

developed by philosophers that can express temporal relations. Temporal logics are

extensions of classical First Order Logic I Smu ] by the addition of modal operators with

temporal meanings. The definition of time is implicit in the usage of temporal logic

formulae. There are two types of temporal lo g¡c, branching temporal logic bæed on a ree

structure of time and linear temporal logic based on a determinate structue of time. An

ínteresting debate about whether the linear view of time is better for expressing system

design correctness criteria than the branching view of time is described in

t BMP lt EH82 l[ EH83 ]l EL I. Although each view of time has its advantages and

disadvantages, both forms of temporal logic have equivalent expressive powers. The bulk

of temporal logic research in multiprocessor system design, especially protocols, has

involved the linear form. Linea¡ temporal logic is a language that can express correctness

L-t2



criteria based on logical models 3 consisting of possibly infinite sequences of states;

hence, a system mdel must be reduced to form sequences of global states generated ftom

each communicating system component. By synchronizing the communicating

components in terms of some concurrent execurton discipline I LPS ], the allowable

sequences are constrained.

Temporal logics are a convenient language to express certain time-dependant

correctness criteria I Hai ][ HO ][ LamS3iii ][MP79 ][ MP8ri ][ MP81ii ]

t MP83 lt SM-S l. Safery cnteria refer to properties which are invariant over the

execution of the system, and once proved ensule that nothing bad ever happens. Liveness

criteria refer to properties that must eventually hold and usually state that something good

will happen. Of course, these properties are stated in more precise appiication orientated

statements. Safety and liveness criteria can be stated without explicit real-time

measurements, thus, because of their implicit time definition, temporal logics are well

suited for expression of these criteria. To show that these criteria hold for a system

model, it is necessary to show that the correctness criteria formulae ue tautologies with

respect to the models.

Pnueli inroduced temporal logic as a logical system for use with Hoare's program

axioms, CSP, and moníror concept I Hoa74]tLPltMPT9 ltMPSli ll MP8lii l

t MP83 lt Pnu l. For example, the authors of I Hai ][ HO ] apply temporal logic and

Hoare's axiomatic system to concurent processing. Other groups have pursued research

in temporal logic I CE ][ EH82 ]t EH83 ll EL lt Eme l[ ES ]t GPSS li GS l

I Lam80 ][ Lam83iii ]l LPS lt SC lI Wol ]t SM-S l. Because programming

language models can be reduced to state-based models I MP8li ], some research has

A model as in model theory [ Sac ].



used Temporal logic with state-based transition models IAEIKOT lt CES ]t DGU l

I Sis ]; this resea¡ch owes much to the fundamental rcsult achieved by Rabin I Rab ].



Section l-4 : The \{ork Presented Here.

This dissertation defines a technique for validating that safety and liveness

correctness criteria hold for abstract multiprocessor system designs. The technique

consists of specifying a validation model of a system design with a Peri net, interpreting

the validation model with respect to an absmct concept of time, and using linear temporal

logic to state safety and liveness criteria; showing that safety and liveness criteria formulae

are tautologies with respect to the validation models validates the system design. It is

intended that this validation technique be used as pan of a heuristic approach for

multiprocessor system design.

A state-based transition model is used to specify the concurrent nature of the

multiprocessor system design. Each system component is modelled with a finite state

machine. A, coupled graph I CGL I is used to combine the system component models

into a model of a complete system design, however network flow analysis of graph theory

is not used. Coupled graphs æe a subclass of Petri nets. Using Petri net reachability

analysis I Peter8l ], the system design model is reduced to a reachability graph, a frnite

state machine. The reachability graph serves as the foundation for the validation

technique.

Because temporal logics are appropriate for stating safety and liveness criteria,

Propositional Linear Temporal Logic,PLTL, is used. The PLTL definitions a¡e based on

the work by Pnueli and his associates I Pnu ]t MP79 lt MP8li l[ MP8lii ]t GPSS l.

A setnantic tableaux procedur¿ based on I Kri59 ]t Kd63 l[ RU ] determin es iÎ a PLTL

formula is true for a given reachability graph, A PLTLformal deductive sys¡¿rn is defined

here, based on the concepts of model theory [ Bri ][ Sac), modal normal form formulae

I Fine ], and Henkin Proofs IHC] to show consístency and completeness. The

deductive system allows tautologies to be derived in a syntactic Íìanner.
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Hence, because temporal logic and Petri nets a¡e used rogether, this approach is

simila¡ to that of I AEIKOT ]l DCU I. However, the authors of I AEIKOT ] describe

the Petri nets and thei¡ transition firings with temporal logic. Instead, this approach

attaches propositions to reachability graph vertices and interprets the PLTL formulae with

respect to sequences of reachability graph vertices. Like this dissertarion, t DGU l

develops a semantic method, an axiomatic approach, and defînes safety and liveness

criteria. However, I DGU ] uses first order logic as the basis for the temporal logic,

whereas the approach used here takes p ropositional logic as a basis. The axiomatic basis

of IDGU ] is different f¡om the one used he¡e.
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Section 1-5 : Outline.

Chapter 2 defines the basic notations and symbols, gives some preliminary

definitions, and defines the concept of a language.

Chapter 3 defines a subclass of General Petri nets, to specify validation models.

The validation models are composed of systern component models concurrently holding a

local state. Each system component model is a finite state machine expressed as a directed

graph, whose vertices represent the local states and whose arcs represent the relation

among the local states. The validation model holds a global state composed of all

conculfent system component model local states. Interaction among the system

component models determines the relation among global states; reachability analysis

provides a means to determine this relation. \\e reachability graph algoitlvn converts the

validation model Petri net into a strongly connected directed reachability graph, whose

vertices represent global states and whose arcs represent the global state relation.

Propositions are mapped to the global states to more precisely dehne the meaning of a

state.

Chapter 4 defines a temporal analysis technique, that converts the strongly

connected, directed reachability graph to a structure conforming to the lirvar, discrete, and

absolute view of tírne requfued for PLTL. The execution of a validation model is

represented by constructing the set of distinct finite and infinite walks that begin with a

particulü vertex in the reachability graph, where each walk represents one possible

sequence of global states over time. Standards of conduct define the a-relation, which

select a subset of all countably infinite walls. This set of infinite walks is condensed into

a collection of finite walks, that contains sufficient information to specify the maximal

strongly connected reachability graph component specified by the o-relation. The

information can be expressed as a family of predicates, whose sentences conespond to the
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finite walks. The relation structure is defined from the predicates and forms a structu¡e of

finite sequences of propositions providing the basis for the PLTL definitions.

Chapter 5 defines the PLTL language. The syntax selects words f¡om the PLTL

language which can be assigned meaning. The temporal semantics determine whether a

word asserts something true in a given sequence of propositions. The semantic tableaux

procedure tests if a word is valid in the relation structu¡e. A proof is supplied to show that

the semantic tableaux procedure does what is claimed.

Chapter 6 defines the PLTL deductive system. T'he terms of the deducrive sysrem

correspond to the validation model states. A set of axiom schemata defîne the theses of

the deductive system. The ¡elation structure is expressed with a set of hypotheses.

Together, the terms, theses, and hypotheses define the axiomatic basis fo¡ the pLTL

deductive system. The process of deduction derives a set of theorems ûom the axiomatic

basis; the theorems a¡e said to be consistent. Tlte maximal consistent set of ofl theorems is

defined. A proof is given that the deductive system is complete if, and only if, deductive

system does not derive inconsistent formulae.

Chapær 7 ends this dissertation with some conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2 : PRELIMINARIES

Section 2-1 : Basic Notation and Symbols,

The following is a summary of the mathematical and logical symbols used in this

dissertation.

N the natu-ral numbers 1,2,3, ... Z+ Z+ =df N u { 0 )

R ca¡dinal numbers Ng smallest transfi¡ite ca¡dinal number

û) infinitely many 3oo there a¡e infinitely ma-ny

¡ such that : satisfying the condition that

lXl cardinality of set X =df is defined as

= a compa¡ison of equality := assignment

<+ if, and only if ; abbr. iff + implies

x Cartesian prcduct -) a mapping between two sets

U union ñ intersection

e is included in É is not included in

c proper containment C containment

à greater than or equal to < less than or equal to

> greater than < less than

Ø empty set * not equal to

f there exists V for every

n conjunction v disjunction

-1 negation lol length ofa sequence o
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It is assumed that the reader is familia¡ with basic concepts from set theory and

First Order l,ogic, that can be found in references such as t Bri ll Hal lt Smu I.

Definitions a¡e associations of terms with meanings; they are made by listing some

term notation, the symbol =df, and an explanation of the term. The term notation and

explanation ca-n be any form, prose, set theory, First Order l,ogic, etc. For example, a set

X is defined using the notation X =df { xt condition of membership ), read as X is

defined as the set of x such that the condition of membership holds, The dissertation

adopts the convention that sets are denoted with upper case letters, while the elements of

the set are denoted with lower case letters. Sometimes COM(x) is used as an arbitrary

condition of membership. Some structttres are defined as nrples of distinct sub-structu¡es;

for example, S =df < A, B, C > defines a structue S composed of three distinct sub-

structures A, B, and C.

This dissertation employs the sets of naturalN, ordinal ORD, and cardinal R

numbers I Hal ]. The set of natural numbe¡s is denoted N =df { 1,2, ... , i, ... l; u

finite subset I c N is denoted I =df { 1, 2, ... ,i }, Greek letters o, P, T, ... a¡e used to

denote ordinal numbers. The symbol o is the smallest t¡ansfinite ordinal number; the

symbol ro is read as "infinitely many". A set X is countably Íínite if X is equivalent to a

subset of N; Xis countably ínfinite ilX is equivalent to N. A finite ca¡dinal number is

denoted with the equivalent natural number, the smallest transfinite cardinal numbe¡ is

denoted N g, viz. N g =df I N l, and other Eansfinite cardinals a¡e denoted N ' with the

fact R'> R0 explicitly stated. To define a set with cardinality of N6, condition of

membership statements of the form 3r(x) : COM(x) are used; the statement is read "there

exists infinitely many x satisfying the condition that COM(x) is true"; i.e.,

l{x:COM(x) } l= N0 tCVl. In the few cases when zero is required, Z+ is used.

Functions may be injective, surjective, and bijective I Pra ]. An arbitrary

function is wrinen A : B -r C, which is interpreted as "function A is a mapping from set
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B to set C". XY denotes a mapping from the set Y to the set X. The notation 2P

describes a mapping from the set P to the Íield denoted by 2, viz. ( 0, I J , and denotes

the power set.

A number of definitions a¡e in the form of Cartesian products and the tuples they

define. A function A : B -+ C is a subset of the Cartesian product B x C. An index set I

of a Cartesian product is some subset of N. In general, given the f,rnite collection of sets

S t, Sz, ... , Sn, indexed by the set I, the Ca¡tesian producr

S 1 x 52 x ... x Sn =df { ( st, s2,... , sn ) ¡ si e S¡ forie IcN }. It is

possible to define an infinite Cartesian product, 51 x 52x ... x Snx ... =df
{ ( st, s2,... , Sn,... ) r s¡ e S¡ fori e N }. }Vhen an n-tuple represenrs a vector or a

Ca¡tesian product Xn, it is denoted (xt, xz,... , xn ).

Relations and predicates are used in this dissertation. Relations are defined over a

setxof elements. Given x e X,the degree of the relation R is l(x'r x R x')1. One

type of relation in particular is required.

Definition 2.1.1 : Equivalence Relation

A relation R is an equivalence relation over a set X iff, for elements x, y, z e X2

i) xRx

ü) xRy

reflexitiviry;

=+ yRx symmetry|

ü)xRy and yRz =+ xRz transirtvíry.

Predicates are n-ary relations and are denoted R( xl, x2, ... , x¡ ), x¡ e X, 1 < i < n.

xt, x2, ... , xn are called variables of the predicate. A sentence of a predicate

R( x1, x2, ... , xn ) is an n-tuple (yr y2,... , In ).
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Section 2-2 : Preliminary Definitions.

Some preliminary def,initions are required I CV ]. X is used to denote some

arbitrary set. A fundamental mathematical structure used in this dissertation is a sequence.

Definition 2-2.1 : Sequence

For the index s¿f I= {0, 1,...,cr- 1},oe ORD, a. sequence inasetXisa

surjective mapping v : I -+ X, where :

l) T}:'e lengrå of v, denoted I v l, is the ca¡dinality of the index set I;

i.e., lv l=df lIl;
iÐ There may be countablyy'nite sequences vo, where I v" I < N 6,

countably ínfinite sequences v., where I v, I = |19, and transfinite sequences

v-, where lv- I = N', t{'> Rg;

üi) Furthermore, the set of all countably finite se{uences vo in X is denoted X*,

the set of all countably infinite sequences vo in X is denoted X<0, and the set

of all ransfinite sequences v- is denoted X-;

iv) The notation vo =df ( xO, xt, ... , xo - I ), a e ORD, explicitly describes the

components of a sequence oflengh lvo I in X;

v) The B+h component of a sequence vd, p < a, is denoted vo(p) =df xB for the

sequence vo =df ( x0, xl, ... ' xp, ... 
' 
xa - I );

vi) For a sequence va, va[Ê] denotes the prefix of length 9, Ê . a, a restriction

of the domain of sequence vd, volpl: ( 0,... , Þ - I Ì --+ X, defining the

tuple v¡¿lÊl =df ( x0, x1 ,..., *p - r ), where for every 1< p,

v"tÞl(T) = vo(T);

vij) The empry prefixl. =df v[0];

viü) Tl;.e portíon of length y of a sequence vd, Ê + T. cr, is a sequence denoted

v'[P, T] =df ( xp, xp + 1, ... , xp +,y );
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ix) A sequence is a structu¡e (vc, ( ) whe¡e the relation < is a well order over

the components of the sequence ( x0, xl, ... , Xc¿ _ 1 ) defined by the ordinal

indices; i.e., v.r(p) < vo(T) <+ T < p.

This dissertation adopts the convention of using natural numbers for the index sets of

countable sequences. A countably finite sequence v. indexed with natural numbers

{ 1,2,... , i J, where lv"l=df IçN is denoted ( xr, xz,...,xi ). Likewise, a

countably infinite sequence v¡¡ =flf ( xt, x2, ... , xi, ... ). The finite portion of length

k of a countable sequence v is denoted vti, jl, 1<i<j e N ¡ lv le N + j< Iv l,

where k = j -i+ 1, and is the mapping v[i, j]:{i, i + 1, i+ 2,... ,i - 2, j - I, j)
+ X defining the tuple v[i, j] =df ( x¡, x¡ a l, ... xj _ 1, x¡ ). A prefix is a special

case where v[j] =df v[1, j].

Definition 2-2-2 : Infinity Set

T}:.e infiníty set for an countably infinite sequence v, e Xo is

INF(v.) =df { xe X r3.(i) : vr(i) =xandi e N }.

The infinity set contains those elements of X that appear infinitely often in an infinire

sequence in X.

The following definition is crucial for the development of linear temporal logic

t Bri l.

Definition 2-2-3 : Collections of Countable Sequences

Given an arbieary non-empty collection S of sequences, that may include finite v" and

infinite v. sequences in a set X :

i) the i-th components of the sequences in S form a set denoted S¡; {S¡rie I )

denotes the collection of S¡ indexed by the set I = [ l, 2, ... , n ];

i) the uníon of { S¡rie I ), denoted \Jie ISi,is {s>se 51 forsomeie I };
ut) the íntersection of { Si t i e I }, denoted n¡. ¡ S¡, is

ana



{ srse Slfor all i e I};
iv) the product of { Si r i e I ), denoted xi. I Si, is the set offnire choice functions

{ f. r f" : I -+ u¡. ¡ S¡, where f.(i) e S¡ for all i e I };
for I= { 1,...,n }, n e N, the n-tuple (f.(1),... , f.(n) ) e

51 x... x Sn is a weil ordering of the range of some fînite choice function

f.:I-+ Uie t,...,nSii
v) The product of { S¡ r i e N }, denoted x¡. ¡ Si, is the set of infinite choice

functions { f.:fr:N-+ u¡. ¡¡ Si, where fr(i) e S¡ for all ie N }; for

I =N, the infinite tuple (fo(l),,.., fr(n), ... ) e Sl x ...x Sn x ... is

a well ordering of the range of some infinite choice function

f, : I --+ Ui e 1,.,. , n,... Si.

The essence of this definition is that a predicate S¡( v1, v2, ..., v¡ ), whose variables

vl, v2,... , vi are bound by components of the sequences; in fact, by the Axiom of

Choice I Hal ], the function f" ( fo ) selects a distinct sequence in ui. ¡ 51

( ui . ¡t Si ) from xi. I Si ( xi. N Si ), and defines a sentence of the predicate.

The next mathematical structure is found throughout this disse¡tation. The

definiúons and nomenclatu¡e are based upon those presented in I Ber].

Definition 2-2-4 : Graph

A graph I Ber ] is a tuple G =df < V, A > where :

Ð V is a set { vl, v2, ... , v^ | of vertices; where v¡ = vj iff vi and v¡ are the

same vertex and v¡ * v¡ iff v¡ and v¡ are not the same vertex, for I I i < m a¡ld

1<j<m;

iÐ T\e order of the gnph is I V l;

iü) Aisaset { at, a2,...,an } of arcs, where a¡ e V xV, l liSn;
iv) Given an arc ( v¡ v¡ ) e A, v¡ and v¡ are the endpoints of the arc, v¡ is the
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initial endpoint and the predecessor ofv¡, and v¡ is the terminal endpoint and

the successor of vi;l

v) A loop is an a¡c where the terminal and successor endpoints are the same

vefiex;

vi) Two arcs are adjacent if they have an endpoint in coûtmon; two adjacent arcs

arc paralkl rt their initial and terminal endpoints are the same; two adjacent arcs

we in series if the predecessor endpoint of one a¡c is equal to the successor

endpoint of the other arc;

vä) The multiplicity of a pair of vertices is the number of parallel arcs defined with

the vertices; this dissertation is restricted to graphs where the multiplicity of a

pair of venices is not greater than one, called. l-graphs;

väi) The degree of vertex v1, 1 S i < m, is the numbe¡ of a¡cs with vi as an

endpoint;

ix) A graph is regula¡ if each venex has the same degree;

x) A labelled graph is a 3-tupie C =df < V, A, Y>, where Yis a function

Y : V -+ X which æsociates a vertice rvith an element of some arbiuary set X.

Figure 2-1 illustrates a l-graph, labelled with elements of the power set of

P =df ( pl, p2, p3 ]. The order of the graph is five. Arcs al and a2 are adjacent.

This graph has no arcs in parallel. Arcs a6, a5, and a4 are in series. The degree of vertex

v5 is three. This graph is not regular. The two di¡ected arcs aó and az form a bidirectional

arc. This method of illustrating a graph is used and extended in the sequel.

I Since a di¡ection from a predecessor to successor is implied, a directed graph has been
defined using directed arcs. A bidirectional ørc is shonhand for two arcs ( x, y ) and
( y, x ), Figure 2-1.
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4

Figure 2-l : A labelled graph

Definition 2-2-5 : Subgraph

A subgraph of a graph < V, A > is a tupie S =df < V', A' > where :

i) V'cV;
ii) A' E A, where any arc ( vi, vj ) e A' has both v¡, v¡ e V'.

Definition 2-2-6 : Chain

A chnin of Length q > 0 of a graph < V, A > is a sequence C = c t, c2, ..., cq of arcs

c¡e A, I < i < q, where, given that either ci - I and ci + I exist, one endpoint of c¡ is

the same as an endpoint in c¡ - 1 and the other endpoint of c¡ is the same as an endpoint

in c¡ .. 1.

i) T\e leng¡lr of a chain C is the length of the sequence C; i.e., I C l;

Q V".to 

-> 

DirectedArc

a1 = (v1,v2)

a4 = (v2,v5)

a7=(v5,v4)

Y(vr) = { pr, pz }

Y(va)=(pr¡

a2=(vl,v3)

a5=(v5,v2)

Y(v/=1pt¡

Y(v)=6

ts.} B idi¡ectional Arc

a3=(v1,v4)

¿U=(v4,v5)

Y(vs) = { pr, p¡ }
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ü) An elementary cl¡¿ln is a chain that does not encounte¡ the same vertex twice;2

äi) A simple chain is a chun that do€s not include the same a¡c twice;

iv) the initial endpoínt of Cisv¡for(v¡,vi ) =ct and the terminal endpoint of Cis

v1 for ( v¡, v1 ) = cqi

v) A, path is is a chain with all constituent a¡cs in series; that is, for the chain C,

for i < q, the temlinal endpoint of ci is the initial endpoint of ci * l; a path with

initial endpoint x and terminal endpoint y is called a path from. x. ro y; a single

vertex is called a path of length 0;

vi) A cycle is a chain C where no arc appea$ ¡pice in the chain and the

endpoints of C are the same vertex;

vä) A pseudo-cycle is a cycle, but where an a¡c is encountered more than once;

väi) A circuit is acycle C=c1, cz,...,cqsuch that the arcs a¡e in series.

Definition 2-2-7 : Connected Graph

A connected graplr < V, A > is a graph containing a chain for any two distinct venices

x,ye V.

Therelationx=ythatholdswheneitherx=yorx+ywithachainconnectingxandyis

an equivalence relation.

Definition 2.2.8 : Connected Component of a Graph

The equivalence classes of the relation = panidon the graph < V, A > into connected

subgraphs, called connected components. A g.aph that is a connected component is

called a connected graph,

Forx, y e V, the relation ¡= y that holds when there exists apath fromx to y and apath

from y to x is an equivalence relation.

That is, the vertex appears in at most two adjacent arcs.
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Definition 2-2-9 : Strongly Connected Component of a Graph

The equivalence classes of the relation = partition the graph < V, A > into strongly

connected subgraphs, called strongly connected components. A graph that is a

strongly connected component is called, a strongþ connected graph.

The following portion of the Theorem 7 in Chapter 3 of I Ber ] is useful.

Theorem 2-2-10 t Connected Graph Theorem

If < V, A > is a connected graph, the following conditions are equivalent.

i) < V, A > is srongly connected;

ii) every arc lies on a circuit.

The proof of Theorem 1-7-10 can be found in I Ber ].

Definition 2-2-lL : V,lalk

A wøl&of length q + 1>0isasequenceof vertices that corespond to a path of length

q>0.

The walk vt, v2, v5, v2, v5 oonesponds to the parh, with the a¡cs explicitly denoted,

C = ( vr, vz)v (vz, v5 )2, ( vs, vz)y (vz, v5 )4 of the graph in Figure 2-1. Fo¡ a

1-graph, a path uniquely determines a walk and vice versa. It is clear that there can be

walks of finite and infinite length.

Another fundamental mathematical structure used in this dissertation is a tee

I Smu ]. A tree is a connected I -graph without cycles.

Defïnition 2-2.12 z Unordered tree

An unordered tree is a tuple U =df < N, p, Q > where :

i) N is a set of rodes;

i) ¡t is a level function ¡t: N -+ N, assigning a /evel to the nodes;

äi) Q E N x lI is a successor relanon such that :

a) for nodes x and y, if x Q y then y is the successor of x and

x is the predecessor of y;



b) there is a unique node assigned a ievel of i, called aroot rndei

c) every node x, except the root node, is a successor of some other node;

d) for nodes x and y, ifx Q y then p(y) = p(x) + 1.

A node is called an end node if I does not have a successor. A node with one successor is

callel a simple nad¿, whtle a node with more than one successor is called a junction node.

A lree where all junction nodes have at most two successors is called abinary tree.

Definition 2-2-13 t Ordered tree

An ordered tree is a4+upleT=df <N, tr , Q, O >, where N, p, and Q are as per

Definition 1-7-12, and where O : N -+ N is a injective function that orders the

successors of a junction node.

For example, given the successors n3, n4, n5, and n6 of a node n2, the function

O : { n3, n4, n5, n6 } -+ { 1, 2,3,4 | orders the successors. This dissertation uses

the illustration convention that ordering among successors is specified by the order the

nodes are drawn on the page, from left to right, The tree srructure is specified by the

defining tuple < N , p,Q>,orcN, p,Q,O >. A tree with every node having a

finite number of successors is called a finítely generated tree. Atree islnire if it has a

finite number of nodes and a tree is ínfinite if ithas an infinite number of nodes.

A labelled tree is a ordered or unordered ree with an additional function Y, which

associates a node with an element of some set; for example, given the ndes n3, n4, n5

and n6, one labelling could be Y(n3) = a, Y(na) = b, Y(n5) = c, and Y(ne) = d. There

can be two different lab€lled Eees with the same Eee structure. The purpose of a labelled

tree is to attach additional information to a tree.

For example, Figure 2-2 illustrates a labelled ordered tree, including some of the

examples already presented.
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level

1

2

J

4

5

root node n
,1t

^^1"'N^"3156
Y
n

{
n I

n. node successor relation
I

Y(n1)=¿ Y(n)=¡ Y(n3)=¿ Y(na)=6

Y(n5)=¿ Y(n6)=¿ Y(n7)=s Y(ns)=ç

Figure 2-2 : An Ordered Tree

.

:

, Node n3 is an end node, node n4 is a simple node, and node n2 is ajunction node.
:

' 
Oefinition 2-2-t4 : Tree Path

, A path in a tree is a countably finite ( infinite ) sequence of nodes nl, n2, ... , ni

( n1, n2, ... , ni, ... ), such that n1 is the root noot and n¡, i > 1, is the successo¡

of ni- y A maximal path is either a finite path ending with an end node or an infinite

path. For any node x in a tree there is a path that ends on x,

: For example, in Figt:lre 2-2, the sequence n1, î2, n4, n7, n8 is a finite path that ends on ng;

i figure Z-1 does not contain an infinite path.
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Lemma 2-2-15 : König's Unendlichkeitslemma

König's Unendlichkeitsle¡wna states that a finitely generated infinite tree must contain

ât least one countably infinite path.

The proof of Lemma 2-2-15 can be found in I Smu ].
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Section 2-3 : Languages

A language is composed of a set of words. An alphabet is a finite set of

constituents X =df { x1, x2, ... , xn } that comprise the words. A word is a sequence of

constituents. A mechanism can be defined to construct words.

Definition 2-3-l : Free Monoid

Afree monoid I Pra ] generated by the alphabet X is the tuple X* =df < X*, ¡, Â >,

where :

i) X* is a set of countable se4uences in the set X, called wards;

ä) o is the operaton of concatenation;

iä) the symbol ¡1, denotes the empty word.

The process of generating words begins with the empry word À e X*, where given a

constituent x e X, .r\,ox e X*. This process may continue ad infinitum; in general, given

o e X*, o.x € X*. A subset f c X* a¡e selected because meaning can be associated

with them and are called/ormulae oî the language. The syntar defines the criteria for

formulae selection and Íhe sernantícs define the meaning of the formulae.

A lexicographical ordering, analogous to the ordering of a dictionary, can be

defined for words I c X* generated by a f¡ee monoid.

Definition 2-3-2 : Alphabetical Ordering

An ølphabetical ordering is a total order among the constituents of an a_tphabet,

denoted <. Identical constituents x and y are denoted x = y.

Definition 2-3-3 : Lexicographicat Tree

T\e lexicograhical tee for a free monoid < X*, o, Â > is an ordered ree defined by

the tuple < X*, p, Q, O > where :

i) the set X+ comprises the nodes of the tree, the root node being À;
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ü) ¡t is the level function, such that given a word o e X*, p(Â) = 1 and

¡t(o)=dflol+1;
üi) givenoandye X*, oQyiff ry=df orx,forxe X;

iv) given any two successors y =df y1, VZ, ..., ym and X =df 21,22, ..., z^of

o € X*, which must have the same card.inality m, V O X holds iff y1 < zi or, for

some maximal k,yi=zi, 1<i <k<n, and yk+ t <zk+ 1, if k<n.

In fact, the ordering O is a total ordering that holds for all nodes in the same level of the

tree. The lexicographical tree is a finitely generated, infinite rree. By König's

Unendlíchkeitslemma an infinite path through the tree can be identified. The set of all

infinite paths are denored X0r. Since this dissenation is interested in defining a

lexicographical ordering for F 
-c 

X*, the lexicographical tree need only be defined to the

level that matches the greatest catdinality of any word in F.

Definition 2-3-4 : Lexicographical Ordering

A lexicographical ordering of the words in f specified by the sequence

( 0r,02, ... ,Sp ) is a total o¡der derived by a prefíx, depth-fírst search for rhe

words in an appropriately defined lexicographical ree.

In Chapter 5, a lexicographical ordering is required; by virtue of this section, the

lexicographical ordering need not be explictly defined in that chapter.
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Chapter 3 SPECIFTCATTON AND ANALysrs oF VALTDATTON MoDELs.

Section 3-1 : Introduction.

The objective of this chapter is to specify validation modeis f¡om collections of

component models. A validation model, Figure 3-1, consists of n component models.

local states

concurrently

held by each component

model

global state held by the validation model

(0 1 000;0000 I 00000;... ; 0 I 0)

Figure 3-1 : Validation Model

Each component model is specified using a finite state machine state-based transition

model, but is presented as a graph. Interaction among the component models is defined

by coupling particular arcs of the graph. The resulting validation model forms a subclass

validarion f'''-.,.--.-Il componenr

model tËJ model
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of labelled general Petrí nets. Reachability analysis is used to gene¡ate a reachabitity sraph

from the validation model.
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Section 3-2 : Component Models.

The component models a¡e specified in terms of labelled graphs, with certain

vertices distinguished from others. The vertices of the graph a¡e labelled with a set of

atomic propositions P.

Definition 3.2.1: Component Model

A component model is a connected, directed graph defined by a 5-tuple

<n,^,A,O,H>where:
i) lI is a finite set of vertices { n1,...,rrk } calledsrdr¿s;

ü) Â is a finite set of arcs, defined by a binary relation A : II -+ lI, called

transitiotßi

iï) A is the singleton set of start states, A e fI;

iv) O is tbe set of final sta¡¿s, Ç) c fI;

v) H is an injective mapping which labels each æ € fI wirh an element o12P,

H:fI -+ 2P.

The states held by a component model are represented by the graph vertices fI. The graph

arcs Á, the transitions, describe how a component model may change its state. Given an

arc ( n, æ') e Â, when the component model holds the predecessor endpoint state n it

may directly proceed to hold the successor endpoint state 7¡'. Thus, the predecessor

endpoint represents the enabling state of a transition while the successor endpoint

represents the resulting state of a fansition. It is clear that a chain can be constructed from

the relation Â. A component model begins execution in a start state { æg } =A e lI.

Execution of the component model is represented by a walk through the graph, the

holding of a succession of states. The set f) c 11 of final state(s) represent logical points

at which the component model completes execution to provide a function; these states do

not necessarily prevent furthe¡ execution. The mapping H: fI -+ 2P associates each
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state fi € fI with a distinct state description c çP, consisting of the atomic propositions

that are true when the state n is held. A state may be labelled with any element of 2P; but

typically, a state is labelled with a proper subset of P. Thus, C is an element of the range

of the function H.

There a¡e tkee ¡estrictions placed on the definition of a component model. First,

the graph must be connected. Second, there must be a walk from the sta¡t state to every

other state in fI. These two restrictions avoid including states in the definition that can not

possibly be held. A funher restricion is that the relation Â is irreflexive; that is,

^ 
= { ( ft, ß' ) t Tc * n' ) . Irreflexirivity means that a rransition causes a change

f¡om one state to a different state; this restriction simplifies the analysis techniques

presented in Chapter 4.

The mapping H from a vertex to a state description C associates additional

information with the vertex to more accurately describe the corresponding state. An

atomic proposition represents a phenomenon corresponding to the component model state;

an atomic proposition is true when the corresponding phenomenon is observed, and is

false at all other times. It is possible for a number of atomic propositions to be

simultaneously true; thus, the states fI actually identify the set of atomic propositions that

are true at any one time. In the next chapter, the atomic propositions serve as the

foundation for the development of linear temporal logic.

A notation is required for the state currently held by the component model. A

component model may hold at most one local state fii € { ,r1,..., rt ), 1< i < k,

at any one time.

Defìnition 3-2-2 t Local State Function

The local state function p:fI -+ { 0, I } associates the value 1 with ri if the

component model holds that local state, and 0 with the remaining states.
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The local state is an element of the range of p and is denoted by a k-tuple

m = ( p(nl), p(¡z), [r(7¡3),..., p(7ri), ... , p(nk) ); thus, a locat state

m e { 0, 1 }k. This notation is used in the formal def,initions of execution defined

beiow. But for the purposes of discussion, since only one state æi can be held, a local

marking is speciñed simply by ( ni ). In the sequel, the local states will be combined

into global states.

Accordingly, illustrations of component models are possible, based on Figure 2- 1.

The vertices of the graph conesponding to the finite set of states II are represented by

circles. A component model holding a particular state is indicated by placing a token, a

black dot, inside the corresponding circle. The number of tokens in a state 7¡i, for a given

a local state m, is specified by m(r); hence, the local state denotes the number of tokens,

at most one token in one vertex of the graph. The graph arcs describing the relation À

among the states are represented by a¡rows, When a token exists in an enabling state of a

transition, the edge(s) leading from that vertex indicates ( indicate ) the resulting state(s)

the may be held by the component model. The start state A of a component model is

indicated by a large arrow pointing to the vertex. The set O of final states of a component

model are indicated by bold circles. The propositions rhat label the venices are positioned

close to the vertices in an unambiguous manner.

For illustrative purposes, the producer, n-slot buffer, and consumer system

component designs a¡e described and modelled.

A producer is a system component whose goal is to produce some arbitrary item.

A producer is a commonly found in multiprocessor systems, e.g., a sender creating a

message to be transmitted. A producer begins in a state where "the item is not produced",

proceeds to a state whe¡e "the item is produced". Figure 3-2 illustrates a component

model of a producer.
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^t /f the irem is not produced

-Q rheitemisproduced

r =df {nvnzl'
Àr =df l(nynz),(nz,nt)l
Ar =df (¡r )

C)1 =df { nzl¡

Hr =df { (¡¡r, (the itemis not produced l), (n1, { the item is produced }) J

Figure 3-2 : Producer Component Model

The final state does not cause the producer to terminate; thus, a producer holds a

succession of local states that alternate between \ and rq.

When a producer creates an item, it can not continue execution until the item is

sto¡ed somewhere. A system component called a n-slot buffer is defined here for this

purpose. This system component is responsible for managing n item storage slots.

Clearly, there are n + 1 states that a n-slot buffer system component may hold. The buffer

begins holding a state of storing no items, expressed by the propositions "buffer contains

0 items" and "buffer empty". Items ca¡ be added to the buffer to a maximum of n items;

as each item is stored, the buffer holds a new state where the proposition "buffer contains

k items", 1 I k I n, is true. When the buffer holds the state where the proposition "buffer
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contains n items" is true, the proposition "buffer full" is also true; this means that no more

items may be added to the buffer. Figure 3-3 illustrates a 2-slot buffer component model.

T3 n4 ns

contains 0 items contains I item contains 2 items

buffer empty buffer full

fI2 =df ( n3,na,n5 |

À2 =df { (nz,nc),(nq,ns), (ns,nq ¡, 1æa, ll3 ) }

A2=df {r¡)
c22=df {¡:}
H2 =df { ( n3, ( contains 0 items, buffer empty } ),

( æ4, ( contains 1 item ] ),

( n5, ( contains 2 items, buffer full ) ) )

Figure 3.3 : 2-Slot Buffer Component Model

The set of the possible succession of states is considerably more complex than a producer.

Finally, a consunter is a system component that takes items off the buffe¡ and uses

them for some purpose. A consumer begins holding a state where "an item is available for

consumption", then proceeds to complete the function ofconsuming an item and ends up

holding a state whe¡e "an item is consumed". Figure 3-4 illusrates this component

model.
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It6 k anitemisavailable

,l- \ forconsumption

.W an item is consumed

fI3 =df I n6,n7 \

Á3 =df I (ns,q ), ( lri,716 ) ]

A3=df {no}
C)3 =df lh )

H3 =df ( ( 7t6, { an item is available for consumption ) ),

( n7, { an item is consumed } ) }

Figure 3-4 : Consumer Component Model

Again, this component model altemates between holding two states.
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Section 3-3: Validation Models.

Validation models consist of n concurrently executing, interacting component

models. Interaction implies that, when at least two component models execute

concufÏently, in certain situations thei¡ execufions can not proceed without aid from each

other. For example, the producer can not store an item if the buffer has no available slot.

Thus, inæraction suggests that certain ransitions in A of interacting component models a¡e

related. In fact, interaction is represented by having the respective component models

each simr¡Ita¡eously hold some panicular enabling state and then each proceed in step via

the related transitions to some new resulting state; thus, a state-based transition model is

required that combines, in this manner, a number of concurrently executing component

models into a vaüdation model. After the formal definitions of interaction are presented,

this dissertation constructs a validation model called a P¡oducer / Consumer system by

combining the component models of the previous section.

Specifically, an interaction among n component models is defined by a collection

of transitions, each selected from a distinct component model.

Definition 3.3.11 Validation Model Transition

A validation model transition is a q-tuple t =df ( ô1, ô2, ... , õq ), where for every

j, 1<j < q such that q <n,õje 
^i, 

where 
^i, 

1<il n, is the ser of transirions

among the states of one component model involved in the interaction, and where the

validation model ransition can include only one member of the relation Âi.

A validation model transition indicates the simultaneous change in the state of all system

component designs involved in the interaction. A validation model transition is an atomic

actioni either all involved component models change state o¡ none of those involved do.

This definition includes a validation model ransition ( ô1 ), to provide for a change in state
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of a single component mdel without interaction with other component models. In Figure

3-5, portions of two component models p and q are shown.

\^ ^-,
componentmodetp 

n.Q--Cf n,o*,

-t _ _
componentmo<ieiq on ¡flô nn*,

.zv --a

Figure 3-5 : Interaction Among Two Component Models

The bold line identifies the arcs involved in the validation model transition; viz.

(n*nnl+ I) and ( æn, rcn a ¡). When component models p and q simultaneously

hold, respectively, the states n, and nn they are said to hold the enabling states of the

validation model transition. This particular validation model transition requùes that,

simultaneously, the token in p moves from state 7!n,, to ttrra1 while the token in q moves

from state Ín to state 7rna1. When p and q hold respectively the states nm + I and rh + 1 at

the same time, they a¡e said to hold the resulting states of the validation model transition.

Because the transitions of the component models define an irreflexive relation, the

resulting states are different from the enabling states, The simultaneous change in the

component models' state is called a validation model transition fring; a formal definition

of validation model transition firing is forthcoming. The combination of componenr

models into a validation model is obtained through the definition of validation model

transitions.

The interaction among component models is defined using a mathematical strucrure

calied a Petri net. The following is a general definition of Petri nets, which includes all

conceivable PeFi nets. Following this definition, a ¡estricted Peri net class resulting from
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indicating interaction among component models is defined and is used as a modelling

technique.

Definition 3-3-2 : General Petri Net

A General Petri Net, GPN, t Hac I is a 5-tuple CPN =df <n, >, I,O, ms >

satisfying the following statements :

i) fI is a finite set of p/øces { ny... , tr. }; the curren, pldce state p(ni) is a function

p- : ?t¡ -+ N, which determines the number of tokens in a place; the r-tuple

m = ( p(æl), ... , p(nJ ) of all current place states is a called a global marking,

and represents the current global state of the GPN;

ä) E is a finite set oî GPN transitions ( 4, ... , t, ) that represent the changes in the

marking of the GPN; the details of how the markings change are described by the

following functions;

äi) I is the input functionl: E x fI -+ N representing the enabling conditions of rhe

GPN transitions; a GPN ransition t is said to be enabled for a given marking m" if

it satisfies the condition that (Vlr) e II, m(n) à I(t, r);l this is always rrue when

I(t, æ) = 0, so only the entries where I(t, r) > 0 are inspected; a GPN ransition is

said tofre when it causes a state change; only enabled GPN t¡ansitions may fire;

iv) O is the ouputîanctionO: X x fI -+ N which represents rhe conditions resulting

from the firing of the GPN transition;

v) For a GPN ransition t e E, enabled at marking m, the result of firing the GPN

transition is a marking m' = ( p(ær), ... , p(nJ ) where (Vr) e II, p(n) = m(n) -

I(, æ) + O(t, 7r); the change of marking ftom m ro m', by the fring of a GPN

Eansition t, is denoted m[ t >m', where I t > is a relation between the markings m

I That is, the GPN holds the enabling srates of the GPN ransition.
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and m'; an underlying assumption is that no two GPN transitions may fire

simultaneously.

vi) Finally, m¡ is a marking which represents the ínítial state of the GPN.

For a GPN transition t to be enabled, every place with an arc leading to t must have at least

as many tokens as it has arcs leading to t. The flring of a transition t removes from a place

one token for each arc leading from t to that place. The firing of t also puts in a place one

token fo¡ each arc leading from t to that place. The conditions of transition firing are

called firing rules. A GPN is k-bounded if no current place state exceeds the integer k;

further, a GPN is sale if it is l-bounded. Unbounded nets have place states of any

integer. Only safe nets are defined here.

A validation model is specified with a restricted sub-class of General Petri ners.

Definition 3-3.3 : Validation Model

A validation model is a7+upleN =df < lI , E ,I, O,.0 , Mr, H > defined

from n component models < fli, Ài, Ai, Oi, Hi >, lSiS n, satisfying rhe

following conditions :

i) the finite set II = III u flz u ... u fI' denoted { rt, ... , æ, }, contains all the

local states that may be held concurrently by the validation model; of course, only

one state per ni, 1 I i I n, may be a constituent of a global stare at a time;

ä) t = { tt, ... , ts } is a finite set of valídation model tansitions, where transition

to = ( ô1, ô2, ... , õq ), l<u(s,suchtharl<qSn,whereforeveryj,
1< j <q such thatq<n,ôje A¡, where 

^i, 
1 S i I n, is the ser of transitions

among the states of one component model i involved in the interaction, and where

the validation model transition can include only one member of the relation Â¡;

each õ¡ = ( e¡, r¡ ), where e¡ and r¡ are, respectively, one of the enabling and

resulting states of the transition; because q < n, some component models may not

be ilvolved in the ransition def,rnition; this definition also includes the case where
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a transition is a singleton set of edges; the rules for firing the transitions a¡e the

same as for GPN, but the input and ouçut functions must be defined;

iji) I : E x II -+ ( 0, 1 ), where, for each ô¡ = ( e¡, r¡ ) e tu = ( ôr, ô2, ..., õo ), when

ne {e1 t) e2u... ueo ), I( ru, 7r ) - 1; otherwise, I( to,æ) =6;

iv) O:ÐxII-+ {0, I }, where, foreach õle tu, when n e {11 u 12 \J ... urq },

O( ti, fi ) = 1; otherwise, O( to, æ ¡ = ¡;

v) mo = At tJ A2 tJ ... u An is the validation model Start Set;

vi) Mf =C)1 u Cþ u... u f\ is the validation múel End Set;

vü) H = H1 u H2 u ... u Hn are the mappings from states to the set of propositions

P=PtUP2w...uPn

Validation models hold global states specified by global trurkings. A validation model has

clearly defined initial and final global markings. The word "concur¡ent" implies that, at

some time, component model i, viz. < IIi, Ài, Ai, Oi, Hi > where

fI¡ = { n1, ... ,æt }, comprising the validation model, displays a local stare

mi = ( pi(rr), þi@ù, pi(n3), ... ,\ti@),... , pi(ær) ), 1 < z ( k. A globar

marking of a validation model is an n-tuple m = ( ¡¡l i m2 ; ...; mn ), where the

component model local states are separated by semi-colons. Given a validation model

N =df < II, E, I, O, m¡, Mr, H > and a global marking m, the number of tokens

in a state z¡ e fI, is denoted m(n). Amarkingme [0, I )r.

There a¡e some important characteristics of the validation models inherited from

the component models. First, because only one state from a component model can be held

at one time, a validation model is a safe Peri net. Second, because the relation Â in the

component models is i¡reflexive, the fning of a ransition produces a resulting global state

different from the enabling global state. By the definition, a validation model begins in

one i¡itial global state; hence, the definition uses the lower-case denotation m0 to indicate

the fact that there is only one initial marking, Unlike the start set, the end set ailows more
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than one final marking; this accounts for the upper-case denotation M¡ used in the

definition.

To illusrate the use of the validation models, a Producer / Consumer validation

model is specif,ied by combining the producer, consumer, and buffer component models

defined above. The producer a¡d buffer interact when a producer creates some item and

places it in a buffer slot. A consumer and a buffer interact when the consumer takes an

item f¡om the buffe¡ and consumes it. The interaction among a producer and buffer may

proceed only if there is a slot in the buffer to store an item; likewise, the consumer may

proceed only if there is some item sto¡ed in the buffer. Figure 3-6 illusuates a P / C

validation model with a two-slot buffer, using the techniques of Figures 2- I and 3-5. For

clarity, the propositions are not illustrated.

producer

consumer

Figure 3-6 : The Producer / Consumer Validation Model
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The circles represent the places il = { rr, ... ,rz ). The dots in the start set places are the

tokens. The validation model start set of Figure 3-6 is mg = ( n1, n3, n6) =

( 1,0; 1,0,0; 1, 0 ). The validation modei end ser of Figure 3-6 is

M¡ = ( n2, n3, n7 ) = ( 0, 1; 1,0,0; 0, 1 ).

The bars represent the validation model transitions I =df { tt ,... , t6 }. The

validation model transitions t5 and k, between n1 and T,2 and between rÍ6 and T1

respectively, are not illustrated with ba¡s, because they consist of one arc; these validation

model transitions imply that the respective component models can change state without

interaction with other component models. Figures 3-7 ( a ) and 3-7 ( b ) represent the

input function I and output function O respectively.

I I 'tct fi2 n3 fi4 rE5 n6 'tc1 O I n¡ lE2 n3 rE4 rr.5 'Ít6 n7

t1

tz

t3

t4

t5

k

t1

u.

t3

q

t5

k

0110
0101
0001
0000
1000
0000

(a)

000
000
010
110
000
001

1001000
1000100
0010001
000 i 001
0100000
0000010

(b)

Figure 3-7: Input and Output Functions

In Figure 3-6, only validation model ransirion t5 is enabled.
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ln Figure 3-6 the places are æsociated rvith the following propositions :

Places:
P¡oducer

î1 : the item is not produced

7t2 : the item is produced
Buffer

n3 : buffer contains 0 items; buffer empry

n4 : buffer contains 1 item

n5 : buffer contains 2 items; buffe¡ full
Consumer

î6 : an item is available for consumption

î7 : an item is consumed

The proposition(s) associated with a place is ( are ) true, when there is a token in that

place.

The validation model transitions describe the actions of the validation model. In

Figure 3-6 the following interpretations a¡e used with the validation model transitions :

tl a¡d t2 : produce item and place on buffer

t3 and t4 : take item off buffer and consume item

t5: produce item

k : get ready to consume next item

The interpretations aid in understanding the validation model.

A validation model can be partitioned into validation mcdlel phases I CG ], which

represent portions of the overall function represented by the validation model. Each phase

is represented by a separate validation model and is composed of component models. The

validation model phases a¡e combined into a validation model by taking the union of all

tuples specifying a phase, where the end set elements of one phase is matched with the

singleton start set of another phase, while conserving the number of tokens in the resulting

validation model. Phases provide a means of composing the design problem. The
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intention is to specify and analyse each validation model phase, assemble the phases into

the entire validation model, and analyse the entfe system design. The producer /
consumer example is defined below with phases.

Phases provide flexibity in specifications. The validation model allows for

terminating phases, with well defined end states having no possibility of furrher

execution. Terminating phases can be used as building blocks to form numerous

validation model structures. Structures with loops define cyclic validation models,

defïned not to terminate except in certain situations.2 This dissertation is ¡est¡icted to

validation models which are cyclic.

Fortunately, a terminating validation model N may be redefined as a cyclic

validation model N' by the addition of two phases. The turn on phase has a turned off

place for each component model, that represents all of the component models holding a

state where they are tumed off and not executing. A single validation model transition t is

included in this phase, with an input function mapping each turned off place to t a¡d an

output function mapping each place of the start set with t. The fìring of rhe transirion

changes the component models' global state from holding the tumed off states to holding

the start set of N. The turn off phase consists of the same turned off places, but has a

number of transitions t'. For each ransition t', the input function maps one element

selected from the phase end set of each component model and the output function maps t'

to each of the tumed off places. The component models must all simultaneously hold the

local state corresponding to the turned off place; the corresponding global state is called

the turned off marking. T'he intent is that any validation model that includes the turn on

and turn offphases is cyclic; the proof of this statement follows in a forthcoming section.

Such as tuming off the system for maintenance.
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To illusrate the concept of assembling phases into srrucures, the P / C validation

model is extended. The P / C validation model, defined so far, can be thought of as a

single cyclic phase, called the P / C phase. It would useful to be able to tÌrn on and tum

off the P / C validarion model. Figure 3-8 illustrates the P / C validarion model with these

additions.

riO n6

( a ) Tum on Phase

1t7 æ10

( b ) Turn off Phase

( c ) Combination of Th¡ee Phæes

Figure 3-8 : A 3 Phase P / C Validation Model

'ñ3

n6
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Tuming on the validation model places the P / C validation model into its initial global

state. The P / C validation model can only be turned off when it holds a state in the end

set of P / C phase; this was done to simplify the tum off validarion model phase. Figure

3-8 ( c ) illusuates the P / C validation model holding the state represenred by the srarr set

of the P/ C validation model phase. The 3 Phase P / C validation model conserves the

number of tokens.
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Section 3'4 : Reachabitity Analysis of Yalidation Models.

The validation models are useful because they simulate system execution. The

principles of validation model execution a¡e illustrated with the example of Figure 3-6.

The initial marking mg = ( n1 ;'rnin6 ) = (1,0; l,0,0; 1,0) represenrs the initial

conditions of the phase, namely that the producer is ready to produce, mO(n1) = 1, r¡"

buffer is empty, m0([3) = 1, and the consumer is ready to accept a¡ item, rn0(7r6) = 1.

Transition t5 is enabled at m6, because its input conditions are satisfied; that is, (Vr) e lI,
ms(tt)> I(tt,ts ), viz. (1,0; 1, 0, 0; 1, 0) > (1, 0; 0, 0, 0; 0, 0). The firing of

transition t5, denoted nb[ tS >mt, represents the production of an item and results in a

new mæking m1 = (0, 1; 1,0,0; 1,0). The ¡esult of firing the transition t5 is

illusrrated in Figure 3-9.

producer

consumer

Figure 3-9 : P / C Yalidation Model Marking mr = ( n2 ;fi3 )n6)
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An item has been produced, m(æ2) = 1, but the buffer is empty, m(23) = 1; thus,

transition t1 is enabled. The firing of t1, m1[ tl >m2, places an item in the buffer. The

result of firing t1 is shown in Figure 3-10.

producer

consumer

Figure 3-10 : P I C Validation Model Marking mz =( t\ifiain6)

Now there a¡e two Eansitions enabled, t5 and t3. Either ransiúon may fire in lieu

of the other, butnot both at once. If t5 fires the ma¡king (0, l; 0, 1,0; 1, 0) results, and if

t3 fues the marking (1,0; 1,0,0; 0, 1) results. Figures 3-ll and 3-12 illusrate rhe firing

of transition t3 and then transition t5, yielding markings m3 and m4.
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r6

187

Figure 3-11 : P / C Validation Model Marking m¡ = ( n1 )'rca i t1,1 )

Figure 3-12 : P / C Yalidation Model Marking ml = ( n2ifi3irl7)

t5
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The Figures 3-6, 3-9 through 3-12 represent a succession of transition firings denoted by

m¡[ t5 >m1, m1[ t1 >m2, m2[ t3 >m3, m3[ t5 >m4. The sequence of t¡ansitions t5, t1, t3,

t5 can be denoted by o, which provides an abbreviated notation for the succession of

transition firings; i.e., m6[ o >m4. Finally, the firing of the sequence o of transitions

' results the sequence of ma¡kinfls m¡, m1, m2, m3r nl4.
,

. Th¡ee sets formally describe the finite execution of a validation model

' N=<n,E,I,O,m¡,M¡,H>.
Definition 3-4-1 : Finite and Terminal Transition Firing Sequences

The following sets define transition firings that cause finite execution of a validation

odel I Hac ][ PeterSl ] :

i) the set S¡(m6) =df {oe E*¡3m'e {0, 1}r¡molo>m'] contains finite
. transition firing sequences beglnning with the initial marking m¡;

ü) a subset of SN(mg) is the set of terminal firing sequences from mg,

, TN(mg, Mf) =df {oe E*¡3m'e { 0, 1)r¡m'e M¡n mgl o >m'], that

places the validation model into a final global state.

. fhe sets SN(mo) and T¡(m¡, M¡) can be infinite sets of finite transition firing sequences.

, Later, a definition of infinite ransition firing sequences is defined. If there is a transition

, sequence o such that mO[ o >m, then marking m is said to be reachable from the initial
..

¡ marking m6. In fact, for a validation model N, it is possible to construct the set of all

, 
.arkings that are reachable from the initial marking m¡.

Defìnition 3-4-2 : Reachability Set
:

The reachability s¿t for a validation model N from an initial marking m¿ is the set
:; RMN(mo) =df {me {0, 1}r¡3o e >*am6to>m }.

j *e initial marking mg e RMñnb), because m6[ o >mg for the empty prefix o. What is

, required is a means to generate theses sets,
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Analysis techniques I PeterTT ][ PeterSl ] are available ro generate rhe sets SN(mg),

T¡,¡(mg, M¡), and RM¡(mg). For a validation model N, analysis techniques a¡e based on

the following structure.

Definition 3-4-3 : Reachability Tree

. A reachability tree is an unordered ree RT(m6) =df < RTN, p, Q > where :

:

Ð the nodes RTN are generated inductively, where

a) m0 e RTN; i.e., the root node is mO;

b) If m e RTN and m[ t >m'for some t e Ð then m'e RTN;

ii) the level function ¡r: RTN -+ N is defined such rhat,

a) p(m6) =df 1;

b) form e RTN, where m¡[ o>m, andwhereoe t*, p(m)=df lol+1;
iü) the binary relation m Q m' holds if m[ t >m', for t e Ð.

A reachability ree for a validation model contains a finite set of distinct markings; in fact,

the markings contained in RT(m6) contain the reachability set RMN(md. A reachability

tree is finitely generated, but can be infinite. By König's Unendlichkeitslemma, such an

, infinite reachability tree contains at least one infmite path of markings.

: 
For example, the markings generated in Figures 3-6, 3-9 through 3-12 for thep /

, C va.lidation model a¡e ananged into a portion ofa reachability tree illusrated in Figure 3-

ì 13. The fring of ransitions from the initial marking are indicated by the bold arows.
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m1

m3

(1,0; 1,0,0; 1,0)

t5l
(0, 1; 1,0,0; 1,0)

,1 t
(1,0;0, 1,0; 1,0)

.. :. l" "s (0, 1;0, 1,0;0, 1)(1,0; 1,0,0;0, 1),'t\I
m4 (0, 1; 1,0,0; 0, 1) (1,0; 1' 0,0; 1' 0)

'r/ \.u
(1,0; 0, 1,0; 0, 1) (0, 1; 1,0,0; 1,0)

Figure 3-13 : Portion of Reachability Tree for P / C Validation Model

This tree is infinite. A Reachability Algorithm, found in the cited references, is used to

construct a reachability ree.

The markings in a reachability t¡ee of a validation model can be classified. The

initial marking is the sr¿rt state of the reachability tee and is the root node of the tree.

Internal markings are intermediate markings that are found along a path in a reachability

ree. If an intemal marking appea$ in a reachabiliry Eee more than once, it is called a

duplicate marking, Markings that correspond to the end set of a validation model are

calledfinal states. Markings that have no enabled transitions a¡e called terminal markíngs,

an infinite path can not have a terminal marking. Markings that represent undesirable

validation model behaviour. are called error markings; and should nor be reachable by a

validation model. A terminal marking that does not correspond to a final marking is an

error condition c aJled, a deadlock marking; a deadlock marking occurs if, and only if, the

validation model is inconectly speci-fied.
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Section 3-5: The Reachability Graph

The reachability tree, though useful, is reduced to a reachability graph, a compact

and finite means of depicting an infinite reachability tree. The intention is to let the

reachability set define the graph vertices, let the firing of a single transition def,rne the a¡cs

among the vertices, and label the g¡aph using the validation model mapping H.

Accordingly, in the next chapter, graph theory is used for temporal analysis purposes.

Definition 3-5-l : The Reachability Graph

A reachability graph is a tuple RG =df < S, T, mg, Mr, H >, derived from a

validation model N =df <II , t,I , O , mo, Mr, H >, where :

i) S is a finite set { s1, s2, ... , sn ) of vertices representing validation model global

states conesponding to RM¡(rn¡);

ii) T is a finite set of directed arcs, each cor¡esponding to a distinct transition t e E of

N; for a transition t =df ( s¡, sj ), si is its enabling global state and sj is irs

resulting state; i.e., a validation model holding a global søte represented by si may

fire Eansition t to hold the global state represented by sj; the fidng of the ransition

t is denotated sil t >sj.

iü) m¡ is the start set of N;

iv) M¡ is the end set of N;

v) H is the mappings of N.

The significance of the reachability graph is that it simplifies the validation model without

removing the ability to represent its execution. Definition 3-5-2 modifies the reachabüity

tree algorithm I PeterS l ] so that it produces a graph instead of a tree.
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Definition 3-5-2 : Reachability Graph Atgorithm

A reachabiliry graph RG =df < S, T, .0, Mf , H > is constructed from a validation

model N=df <fI , >, I , O , nb, Mr, H > by the following algorithm :

{ - create the first vertex of the reachabirty graph with the information contairied in the

validation model.

- mO, Mt, and H are the same in the reachability graph and validation model. Ì

S :=(q)
T :=Ø
0ro :=(mO)
state_index := I
Qint ¡ 0ær := Ø

{ main line }

WHILEofm+ØDO
a) SELECT m,"r¡FROM Qm
b) IF--fte l¡Væe fI : m,"r(r) > I(n, t)

THEN DO Qrer:= Q,.. + ( m¡"r¡ Ì
ELSE DO

c) Vte E¡Vre lI : m,..(r) > I(n, t) DO { for every enabled transition }

d) V¡¡ e II DO m'(n) =mor,1¡¡-I(n,Ð+O(æ,ÐOD { fre transition }

e) IFfme S ¡m=m
TI{EN DO T := T + { (mæsr, m) }

Ð ELSE DO
f\taæ-index := m'
S := S + { mro," ¡¿"* }
T :=T+ { (m¡..f mr*re_in¿ex) }

Qno := Qfro + ( ot t"æ_in¿r* )
state_index := state_index + I
ENDELSE

g) Qtnr := Qinr + ( m¡es¡ )
æ

ENDELSE

h) Ono := 0r.o - ( .æ.t )
ENDWHILE
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Lemma 3-5-3 : S is Equivalent to RM¡(m¡).

For a reachability graph < S, T, mg, Mf , H > constÍucted from a validation model

N =df < n, t, I, O, m¡, Mr,H >, by the reachability graph algorithm,

S = RMN(mo).

Proof : There are two cases that must be shown, that RM¡(m¡) E S and S c RM¡(rn6).

ease i : RMN(mo) c S. That any element in RM¡(m6) must be an elemenr of S is

shown by induction on x, the number of times a reachable marking m is added to S,

and by construction using the reachability graph algorithm defìnition.

x = 1 : The initial marking m6 is in both RM¡(m¡) and S.

x> I : It is assumed that S contains x - 1markings and that

!m,"r1 )(3o e E* rm0[o >mrert ) Â ûìrest e RM¡(mg) ^ mtesr€

S n Qfro. When mr"r, is selected for processing and a t¡ansition t e Ð is

enabled in mlss¡, then mtestl t >m, Thus, because m0[ o >mtesr and

m,"r,[ t >m, there is a sequence of transition f,irings o'=df o.t e E* such

that m0[ o' >m and m e RM¡(m6). If a marking m is distinct from any

other marking in S, it is the x-th marking added to S; otherwise, it is already

included in S. Thus, any element in RMN(mo) must be an element in S.

Caseii:S ç RMN(mO). It is assumed that 3m ¡ m e S,r mÉ RM¡(mg). Since

m e R\((mg), -f o'e E* r m6[ o'>m. Clearly, for m6, m0 e S ^
mg e RM¡(mg), contradicting the assumption. Furthermore, for m e S,

f mt"rt ) m¡s5¡[ t >m, where foe E* tm0[o )ñtest. Therefo¡e,

f o' =df oot e E* r mg[ o' >m; reductio ad absurdum, S g RM¡(m¡). e.E.D.
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Theorem 3.5-4 : Delinition 3-5-2 produces a Reachability Graph.

The reachability graph algorithm terminates when applied to a validation model

N=df <n,>,I, O, rn6, Mr,H > and produces a reachability graph

RG =df <S,T,.0, Mr, H > as perDefinition 3-5-1.

Proof : By construction of RG using the reachability graph algorithm.

Case !) : To show that the algorithm terminates, it is sufficient ro show that at some

point Q¡o is empty. Every time a m¿".¡ is selected from Q¡o and processed, it is deleted

from Q¡ro. If it can be shown that the ELSE DO, statements fl are executed a finite

number of times, then the algorithm will terminate. The algorithm starts with the

initial marking m¡ and, by firing enabied ransitions, proceeds to define the vertices S.

The statement b), (Væ) E n : mresr(n) > I(n, Ð, tests if a transition is enabled. A

maximum of all transitions may be enabled and a minimum of no Eansitions may be

enabled. If no transition is enabled mr.., is removed from S¡o. If the new marking m'

is not a member of S, it is added to Q¡ro, S, and an arc (mtest, m') is added to T.

When the result of firing a transition is a marking m' that dupiicates m already in Q¡ro,

the algorithm creates an arc leading from m,"r, to m. Fo¡ a given validation model N

there is a maximum of MAX=ltltlx lfI2 lx...x lfIl lmarkings.3

Since MAX is a finite value and x 
-< 

MAX, a distinctly new m is added to Q¡ro and S a

finite number of times. Therefore, the algorithm must terminate, S must be fînite, and

the reachability graph is of finite orde¡. Thar S corresponds ro RMN(m¡) follows

from læmma 3-5-3.

Case !j): An arc t =df (m¡"r¡ m) is added to T if 3r e I that is enabled and

m,rrd t >m. The firing of a uansition can result in a distictly new marking m or a

duplicate marking m, but never a marking m = m,"rr. Thus, the a¡cs are directed and

3 Here, x is integer multiplication.
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do not form loops. The number of ransitions enabled at ms¡ may vary; therefore, the

reachability graph is non-regular. Clearly, an arc t € T represents the firing of t at the

enabling state mrr, producing the resulting state m.

Cases jjÐ, iy) a¡¡!v) : The sets m¡ and M¡, and the mapping H, follow immediately.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3-5-6 : Definition 3-5-2 Produces a Strongly Connected Graph.

The reachability graph algorithm applied to a validation model N that includes tum on

and tum off phases generates a strongly connected reachability graph.

Proof : By Construction Based on Definition 3-5-2.

By convention, a deadlock ma¡king implies an incorrectly defined validation model.

Because the tum on and tum offphases a¡e included in the validation model, none of

the end sets a¡e terminal markings. The end set markings a¡e reachable from the sta¡t

set markings. Because the tumed off marking is reachable from all of the end set

markings and the sta¡t set marking is reachable f¡om the tumed off marking, all

markings in S are reachable; thus for any two u, v e S, this is tantamount to a path

from u to v and a path from v to u. Q,E.D.

The implication of the previous proof is that a validation model generating a strongly

connect reachability gaph is cyclic.
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To illustrate the results of applying the reachability graph algorithm to a validation

model, Figure 3-14 is the reachability graph for the 2-slot buffer producer consumer

validation model of Figure 3-6. The vertices of the graph are expressed in terms of the

global state notation. The arrows tepresent the atcs among the vertices. The state m0 is

indicated in the normal manner, but the final state is enclosed in a box.

(nl, n3, n6 )
-tÞt

( n2, n3, n6 )
,1 I

(nI, n4, n6 )
tsf 6\.

+ (n2,n4,n6)

./a ¡3

(nl,n3,æ7 )
t5

( n2, n5, n6 )

t6 .4+
( nl, n4, n7 )
t5

( n2, n4, n7 )

t6 a+
(nl, n5, n7 )

,2+
(n2,n5,n7 ) rt

Figure 3-14 : Reachability Graph for the 2.Stot P i C Validation Modet
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Chapter 4 : TEMPoRAL ANALysrs oF THE VALTDATTON MoDEL

Section 4-1 : Introduction - The View of Time

The PLTL defined in the next chapter is based on the línear, discrete view of time

tRU lt HC l. This view of time is defined formally I Bri ]t Hal lt LPS l.

Definition 4-1.1 : The Time Line

T}.e time line is defined by the tuple < T ¡ , R >, where :

i) T¡ is a non-empty set of time instants with, possibly transfinite, cardinality ìÌ;

i.e., N =df lT¡ l;

ä) the symbol R denotes the ¡elation of temporal precedence, a strict well order on

Txi

üi) the well ordered set < Tx, R > is order-isomorphic to an unique cr e ORD; there

is a bijective function p:T¡ -+ cr, such that if, fort andt'e Tn,t Rt'then

p(t)e p(1')€ cr;

iv) the well ordered set < TN, R>=df{ tB r pe a }, where tp is the unique inverse

image of p under p; thus, rhe function p - 1 conforms to the definition of a

sequence.l

It is useful to choose a temporal reference point tp, P É a, cú7eÅ the preseft rtme instant.

The present time insunt tB identifies, for inspection, the history of time instants contained

in T¡ that temporally precede rp.

Definition 4-l-2 : The Temporal Predecessors of tp

The present time instant rp selects a prefix of the sequence p' 1, using the function

$' { O, l, 2, ..., F - 1 } -+ T¡, where tg is the restricrion of p - I ¡o the domain

I i.e., the set T¡ =df { tO, tt, ... , ta - t } is indexed by ordinal numbers.
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B e a e ORD. The range of the function lg is the set of predecessors of tp,

PRE(tg) =df { ts, .!1,,t2,..., rp _ r }. Thus, tp € TN (+ pRE(r¡) c T¡.
The set PREGg) is countably finite and can be indexed by a subset of N, when p < co.

The set PRE(I0) is countably inJinite and can be indexed by the set N, when B = o.

Definition 4-1-3 : The Next Time Instant

Given the present time instant tp, the ¿eit future time instant is rp + t, where by

definition no other time instanrs are identified between rp and rp + ti this is achieved

by the ser PRE(1ß¡:) =df PRE($) v l tg ).2

By the principle of transfinite induction, PREG') =df { tp r B e cl ) -df TN.

The linea¡, discrete view of time is summarized.

Definition 4-1-4 : The c¿-relation

The a-relation holds between any two time instants rp ând tï e T¡, denoted by

rþct rT iff IPRE(!g) l> I PRE(q, l. Consequently, rp c t, impties that r,
temporally precedes tp.3

Consistent with this definition, for the next time instant fp + t of fp, rp + t o tp holds

and tB is called the immediate subordinate of tß + ti for any other time instants such that

tp o t, holds, t, is called the subordinate of tp.

Moreover, PLTL requires the linear, discrete, and absolute view of time.

Whenever there is an order-equivalent isomorphic mapping I : w -r T¡ matching the

index set of a sequence w to the time line < Tn, R >, the function Iis an interpretation

and w is a sequence of obsewed phenomena corresponding to the linear, discrete view of

2 This diffe¡s from continuous time, where a rLme instant t¡ can be selected from between

any two time instants t¡ and r¡.
3 The term "cr,-relation" is chosen since the ordinal number cr is involved with the ordering
among the time instants.
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dme.4 The notion of absolute time requires that only a single determinate sequence w of

phenomena from an interpretation I is observed. But, the study of the potential

observations requires the definition of the c¡-relation among a number of alternative

interpretations,s Linea¡, discrete, and absolute temporal analysis defines the a-relation

structwe of altemative interpretations using elements of the set W for their components. It

is said that the q-relation structure is defined over W, where each interpretation is implied

by the a-relation.

Temporal analysis is the foundation upon which the PLTL language and validation

is based. It is the definition of the cr,-relation structure over the global state holdings S of

the reachability graph and their conesponding atomic propositions. It is based on the

notion that given the present observation of any altemative phenomena, the sets of

observed phenomena sequences leading up to the present observation can be identified.

The remaining sections construct the cÍ,-relation structue.

4 The time instants, e.g. ta, are actually a notation for a generic form of observed
phenomena.
5 In contradistinction to a set of sequences, the notion of relative fime posits a tree
structure of time, where paths through the tree represent sequences òf observed
phenomena.
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Section 4-2 : Tl¡.e Well Founded cr-Relation

The definition of temporal analysis must be extended to solve one difficulty. Since

rvalks of finite and transfinite length can be defined through a reachabiliry graph, and since

validation is performed over both, temporal analysis must define a finite o-structure that

contains sufficient information fo¡ validation purposes.

A certain type of ø-relation is required.

Definition 4-2-l : d. Well Founded ø-Retation I LPS ]

A well founded binary c¿-relation o over a set S implies that, for any infinite sequence

( so, st, ..., si1 si 1 lr ... ) such that si € S : i > 0, it is not the case that si + I cx, si

holds for all i e 0, 1,...;if the relation o is a total order, then < S, o > is awell

founded structure.

A structure < q, > > is a well founded structure, where G e ORD represents the set of

all ordinals smaller than cr, and > is the standard ordering relation over ORD. For A E S,

a number of alternative well founded structu¡es < A, c > are defined.

The implication of the well founded cr-relation is that no matter what element s e S

is assigned to the present time instant, the well founded o-relation defines cenain future

and past finite sequences of elements based on s.6 For example, given an infinite

sequence ( sg, s¡, ... , si, si + t,... ) from an interpretation, an element s¡:i> 0

can be associated with the present time instant. For k < o¡ and 0 < j S k, there is a

sequence ponion ( sj, sj + t, ... , sk - l, s¡ ), such that s¡ = s¡ or s¡ = sj, and where

s¡0 s¡- 1, sk- I ct sk-2,...,s¡a2cr s¡+ t, andsj+ I s sj

6 i.e., when s temporally precedes s', for s and s' e S, then s can be assigned to a time
instant that temporally precedes the time instant associated with s'.
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may hold; by transitivity, s¡ cr s¡ holds. By vinue of observing rhe presenr phenomena

s¡, the observations that may have lead up to the present ca¡ be identified. Conversely,

by virtue of observing the present phenomena sj, the potential future observations leading

to sk may also be identified.

Defìnition 4-2-2 : u,-M'inimal Etement I LPS ]

Given that the well founded c¿-relation is defined over S, any non-empty ser A c S

has at least one a-minimal element s€ A r..r3s'e A>scrs'. The setof all s-

minimal elements of a subset A is MIN(A) -df { s r.-3s'e A, s a s' }.

That is, the o-minimal element s is associated with a time instant that temporally precedes

those associated with all other elements in a well founded structu¡e defined ove¡ A. The

fact that s is an ø-minimal element does not preclude s being associated with other time

instants. The s-minimal element must exist by definition of the well founded relation s.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the definirion of a well founded q,-

relation; the techniques of I LPS ] based on the fundamental Theorem 1. and proof are

required. The following theorem shows that every well founded ¡elation ø can be mapped

into a well founded structtlle < s, > >, viz. the time line.

Theorem 4-2-3 : A Well Founded Relation c Over the Set of States S can

be Mapped into the Time Line < T¡, R >.

A well founded cr-relation a is defined over S. There exists an ordinal cr and a

ranking function p : S -+ o such that :

i) s ø s' =+ p(s) > p(s');

ü) if, for every s" e S, s'ø s" + s s s" then p(s) > p(s').

Proof : By a Means Sirnilar to lheors¡l t LPS l.

The following, possibly transfinite, sequence is defined :

56 =df MIN( S ),
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51 =dfMIN(S-u¡¡1S¡),

S¡ =df MIN( S - ula¡ S¡ ),

ny t *rtrnlt" lnduction for every limit ordinal p,

Sp =df MIN( S - ur. p S.¡ ).

The rankíng function is p : S -+ ct t p(s) =df T <+ s e Sï.

The ranking funcrion p satisfies cases i) and ii).

!) sos'= p(s)>p(s'):

Because, in any well founded structure < S, a >, s ct s'implies that s' temporally

precedes s, the sequence So, St, ... , S., ... implies that s € Sìy and s' e S, for

V > T by the definition of the ranking function, p(s) > p(s').

!!) íf, for every s" e S, s'c¡ s" + s cÍ s" then p(s) > p(s') :

The statement for every s" e S. s' û, s" = s c¿ s" implies that every s" is o-

minimal in the set { s, s', s" ) E S. Since s" can be any element of S, including

either s or s', or both, the only way s' ø s" =+ s cr s" can be guaranteed is if s

and s' are one in the same and p(s) = p(s') o¡ s and s' are different and

p(s) > p(s'); for example, if p(s') > p(s") > p(s), s'cr s" holds but does not

imply s cr, s"; Therefore, the statement p(s) > p(s') must hold. Q.E.D.

There a¡e a number of consequences of this theorem. If S has finite cardinality n, then the

rangeofp isafiniteset (0, 1,2,..,,n- 1 ). If, forevery s e S, the degree of o, i.e.

set { s' t s o s' }, has finite cardinality, then the range of p may be taken as a subset

of N. If S is countable, the range of p is a countable ordinal. The¡e exists an ordinal cr

such that Vs e S, p(s) < s; in this case, c¿ =df o.
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Section 4-3 : Generating Countable Walks

Here, the observed phenomena are validation model global states, conveniently

structu¡ed by the reachability graph < S, T, -0, M¡ H >. Temporal analysis defines a

well founded c¡-relation over S, such that MIN( S ) =df m6, whose set of alternative

interpretarions are countably finite and infinite walks through the global states S of the

reachability graph. The approach of I CV ] is used, defining a À,-free Peti net language

I Hac ] to generate the sets S¡(mg) and TN(mo, M¡), Definition 3-4-1, for the validation

model N. The validation model transitions E comprise the Íinite alphabet of the Petri net

Ianguages, Because E corresponds directly to T, each word in the Petri net language

specifies a path of arcs in T generating a walk. Since the walks are countable, the

following definitions use N to index sequences.

Definition 4-3-1 : Countably Finite Language

T\e countably Jínite language of a validation model N is the set of all words

L{N) =df { o. e E* r o. e S¡(ms) }.

Definition 4-3-2 : Terminal Petri net Language

Tlne terminal Petri net language L'{N) of a validation model N is the set of all words

L'{N) =df { o. e Er r o" e T¡(m¡, M) }.

Definirion 4-3-2 defines words corresponding to transition firing sequences rhat pur the

validation model into a final state. Cleuly, L'{N) c I/N).

Definition 4-3-3 : Countably Infinite Languages

T\e countably itdinite langwge of a validation model N is the set of all words

L¡¿(N) =df { o. e Eor rõú)[i] € SN(m0),ie N ].

Each word in the countably finite language corresponds to a parh in the reachability

graph. Since the a¡cs T conespond to the firing of a single transition, the words in !
explicitly denote the sequence of arcs comprising the path.
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Definition 4-3-4 t A Countably Finite Path

A countably finite wo¡d o" : { 1,..., k ) -+ E such that oo =df ( t1, ..., t¡ ) e Ð*

generates a comtabry rtnirc paú

C=df { cl = (mO, s1 ),c2=(sr,sZ), ...,ck=(sr_r,s'):cyc2,...,c¡e T }

of a reachability graph iff there exisrs mg, s1, ... , s¡_ 1, s'e ( S n RM¡(m6) ), such

that there is countably finite ransition firing sequence mo[ o. >s' in a validation

model N denoted m0[ tl >sl, s1[ 12 >s2, ... , s¡ _ 1[ r¡ >s,.

Definition 4-3-5 : A Countably Infinite Path

A countably infinite path, viz. a countably infinite transition firing sequence, of a

reachability graph is an infinite word o, =df tl, ... , tk, ... e Eco, such that each

prefix o,¡[iì, where i e N, is a countably finite path.

The set of all countably finite paths of a reachability graph RG is denoted F.(RG) and the

set of all countably infinite paths of a reachability graph RG is denoted F.(RG). For a

reachability graph RG generated from a validation model N, F.(RG) is defined by L{N)

and F'(RG) is defined by L¿(N).

It is useful to have a precise notation of the sequence of global states comprising

the walks through the ¡eachability graph.

Definition 4-3-d : Countably Finite ( Infinite ) Walk

The walk generated by the countably finite ( infinite ) ransition fring sequence o"

( o. ) of a validation model N, whe¡e o. € F"(N) ( o. e F6¡(N) ), is the mapping

ô.(o.) : { 1,...,1 o. l+ I } -+ S (ôú)(oú)) :N-+ S ), such that

õ.(oÐ(1) =m6(õr(oo)(1) = mo ) and, for 1<i<lo. l+ 1(Vie Nri> 1),

there exists an se S where ô"(o")(i) = s ( õr(orXi) = s ), where

mot o.til >s ( mo[ or[i] >s ).
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To denote the collection of all countably finite ( infinite ) walks generated by a validation

model N for the corresponding reachability graph RG, rhe norarion 
^"ßG) 

( Â.(RG) ) is

used.

Definition 4-3-7 : Collections of Countably Finite ( Infinite ) Walks

As per Definition 2-2-3 : Collection of Sequences, since for a(n) finite ( infinite )

sequence o. ( oo¡ ) the i-th element can be identified, viz. o"(i) ( or(i) ), the

following definitions are made :

i) the set of i-th components of the sequences in 
^.(RG) 

( 
^@(RG) 

) is denoted

^.(RG)i 
r i € I cN (^o,(Rc)i ¡ ie N );

iì) the union is u¡. 1c N 
^.(Rc)i 

( ui e N Â.(RG)i );

üi) the intersection is ni. r c N 
^"(RG)i 

( ni . N À.(RG)i );

iv) the product x¡ . ¡.¡¡ À.(RG)¡ is the set of finite choice functions

{ &(o") ¡õ"(oÐ; I -+uie r^.(RG)i, whereô.(oÐ(i) e Â"(RG)¡forail i e I };
thus, ô"(o") defines rhe ruple, a countably finite walk of cardinality I o. l,

( ô"(o"Xl), ... , ô.(oÐ(l o. l) ) e xi € to" | 
^"(RG)i; 

furrhermore, the prefixes

of ô"(o") define walks in Á.@G)¡ of lesser cardinaliry;

v) the product x¡ . ¡¡ Â6(RG)¡, is the set of infinite choice functions

{ ôar(o<o) r õr(or) : N -+ u¡. N 
^ú)(RG)i, 

where õr(or)(i) e Âr(RG)¡ for alt

i e N ); thus, õr(o.¡) defines the tuple, a counrably infînite walk of cardinality

N6, ( ô.(o¡¡)(1), ... , ôr(orXn),... ) e xie N^o(Rc)i.
Clearly the prefixes of all ô.(o6¡) € xi e N 

^o(RG)i 
defines x¡. ¡.¡ Â.(RG)i. An

infinite set of finite predicates A¡( v1, v2, ... v¡ ) is def,rned, whose sentences define

countably finite walks.
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Section 4-4 : Restricting Countably Infinite Walks,

The purpose of correctness analysis is to show that the execution of the validation

model meets the requkements of the cor¡ectness criteria PLTL formulae. Certain

conditions, defined by standards of conduct I LPS ], can be imposed on the validation

model execution. For the simple reachability graph illusrrated in Figure 4-1, a liveness

correctness criterion could be that the validation model begins in global state s1 and

eventually terrninates by holding global state s2.

I
Iffi

Figure 4.1 : A Reachability Graph Producing a Race Condition

Unfonunately, this reachability graph generates the countably infinite path (tlr2)o, which

produces a countably infinite walk that alternates between sl and s2; this is a simpie race

condition, which does not meet the correctness criteria. One could reason that the

va-lidation model is flawed, since it generates a walk where the final state s3 is never held;

however, another approach is to reason that such walks would not occuÍ under certain

conditions. Close examination of the path (tltto reveals that ransition t3 is enabled an

infinite number of times, but is never fired. While there is no reason why the walk

resulting from (t1t2)ol can not be considered acceptable, the walk can be removed from

conside¡ation by imposing the condition that any transition enabled an infinite number of
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times is eventually flred. Conectness analysis under such a condition of execution would

show that the validation model honours the conectness criterion.

In I LPS ] the concepts of impartial, fair, and, just standards of conducr are

defined, based on explicit definitions of a well founded relation cÍ,, to prove the

termination of multiple, concurrently executing processes. The methods in I LPS ] are

extended here for cyclic validation models.T This dissenation employs the study of

infinite behaviou¡ of Pet¡i nets in I CV ] derived from the conceprs of I LPS ] to select

those countably infinite walks deemed acceptable.

Two preliminary definitions are required to define the concepts of impartial, fair,

and just standards of conduct in infinite walks. First, a means of determining the number

of times a transition t is enabled in a given walk õr(or) is required.

Definition 4.4.1 : The Enabling Counter

Tlne enabling counter îor an inftnite firing sequence o. and a transition t is the

mapping

EN: F.(RG) xE-+ N, whereEN(o.,Ð=df l{ ie Nrôr(o6XÐ> (r, -) }t.

Here I(t, -) denotes the row of the input function I corresponding to the ransition t. The

relation ôr(o.XÐ > I(t, -) corresponds to the firing rule defined in Definition 3-3-2 and

only the entries of the row I(t, , greater than zero are inspected.

Definition 4-4.2 : The Continuity Predicate

T'he continuity predicate CON(o., t) is rue when

li e N, where Vj e Nrj >i, ô.(orXi) > I(t, I andis false in any orher siruation.

CON(or, t) is true when the transition t is enabled at some point in the infinite t¡ansition

firing sequence o. and enabled continuously thereafter.

ffiposed in the previous paragraph conforms the the impartial
standa¡d of conduct.
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The infinite paths of the reachability graph RG specified by the corresponding

validation model honou¡ing the impartial, just, and fai¡ standards of conduct can now be

defined.

Definition 4-4-3 : Impartial Path

The impanial pa¡l¿s of RG a¡e defi¡ed æ

Fr-¡.'r1¡r¡(RG) =df { oo¡ e túù } Vt e E, EN(o.,t) = o }.

Definition 4-4-4 : Just Paths

The just paths of RG are defined as

Fo_jus(RC) =df {ooe Ec¡>Vte X, CON(o., r) + re INF(oo) }.

Definition 4-4-5 : Fair Paths

The fair paths of RG are defined as

Fo-faft(Rc) =df { o. e Ðro r EN(or,t) = ol =+ t € INF(oú)) ).

The languages generated by a validation model N re L almpar6a¡@ ), Lr_¡^r(N), and

L ¡¿-¡oir$ ), respectively.

Definition 4-4-6 : Impartial, Just, and Fair Watks

The set of countably infinite walks through a reachability graph RG specified by the

paths Fo.¡.Or¡¿(RG), F.-¡orrlRG), and Fo-rai.ßG) are denoted 
^ú)-impa¡rial(RG),

Á.-¡o5¡(RG), and Å¡¡-¡¿(RG), respectively.

It is useful to speak of countably infinite Eansition fring sequences and countably infìnite

walks generated by a validation model honouring a standard ofconduct, without explicitly

naming one of impartial, just, and fair I LP ]. Accordingly, Fo_d(RG) denores the

countably inftnite a-paths of RG and Àr_o@G) denotes the countably infiníte a-walks

specified by the cl-paths.
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Section 4-5 : Defining the \{elt Founded cr,-Relation.

The task of explicitly defining the well founded ø-relation o over the reachable

global states S of the srongly connected reachability graph < S, T, mO, Mf, H > is dealt

with here. The countably infinite walks w e Â._o(RG) consist of an infinite number of

f,rnite preflxes. Each finite walk ponion can be specified by a sentence of a predicate.

Definition 4-5.1 : Walk Predicates

A portion of length i of a countably infinite walk is a sentence of an í-ary walk

predicate A¡( v1, v2, ... , vi ). Fo¡ each predicate, v1 is called the leadlng variable and

vi is called the rrailing variable; likewise, for a sentence

( sr, sz, ... , s¡ ) of A¡( vy v2, ... , vi),

s1 is called the leading term and s¡ is called the trailing term. A walk predicate

A( v1, v2, ... , v¡ ) implies the set of subordinate predicates

Ai( v1, v2, ... , vi _ 1 ), ... , 
^z( 

vl, vz ), Ar( vr ).

^o-o(RG) 
defines an infinite set of hnite predicates A( v1, v2, ... , vi ) : i < co.

The impartial, just, and fair standards of conduct sele¿t infinite sequences, whose finite

portions are sentences of the predicates A( v1, v2, .., , vi ) :i < ro. The countably infinite

walks w e Â.-o(RG) can be mapped to the time line by defining interpretations

I:w -+ T¡; therefore, as in Section 4-1, the c¡-relation can be defined over rhe

components of each infinite walk and each finite portion.

Since the countably infinite walks Â*oßG) are sequences in the finite set S of

giobal states, for every ôr(o.) e 
^o-d(RG), 

an infinity set INF(õo(oo)) is defined.

Likewise, an infinity set INF(^'-'(RG)) is defined, consisting of all those global states

that appear infinitely often in every infinite walk;

i.e., INF(Â¡¡-'(RG)) =df n6.1oor) e Ât+-a@G) INF(õo(oo)).
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Therefore, INF(^úFû(RG)) defines a strongly connecred component of the reachability

graph with an equivalence relation =, where, for every x' y e INF(À._'(RG)) aì S,

¡ = y implies the existence of a set of path portions from F._'(RG) def,rning a finite

walk from x to y and y to x. By definitions of the standards of conduct, and since the

reachability graph is strongly connected, INF(^(,F'(RG)) = S; hence, the equivalence

¡elation = holds over S. Therefore, what is required is the minimal set F,n¡n of fìnite path

portions of F.-d(RG) that specify the equivalence relation = over S; Flnin must define atl

elementary paths and cyclic elementrry paths of ttre reachabiliry graph. Transitiviry of the

equivalence relation = implies that longer path protions can be defined from the minimal

set.

The equivalence relation = is defined among the leading and trailing terms of all

sentences. All longer finite walk portions are constn¡cted using transitivity. The

elementary and cyclic elementary paths select cenain walks.

Definition 4-5.2 : Acceptable lValk Portions

A cyclic walk portion is a sequence of global staæs

( s¡' s¡ + t'..., s¡+i ) : j + i r j +i =df k, k à j'

where the nailing term s¡ duplicates the leading term sj. Cyclic walk portions are

acceptable iff the railing and leading tenns a¡e the only duplicates. Only portions that

do not duplicate a component, except those acceptable cyclic walk portions, are

acceptable.

Definition 4-5-3 : The Maximal Length of an Acceptable Portion

Since the reachability graph is loop free, the maximal lengtå of a ponion of an infinite

walk is a cyclic walk portion of lengrh I S I + 1.

The predicate large enough to contain a maximal sentence of length nSlS l+ l and the

family of subordinate predicates {A¡:1<iSn } are required. Not all subordinate
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predicates may have a sentences conforming to acceptable cyclic walk portions, bur rhe

sentences of maximal predicate must be acceptable cyclic walk portions.

Definition 4-5-4 : SCC-^'_'(RG) Acceptabte Portions

The acceptable walk portions of Á._o@G) specified by { Á¡ : 1 < i < n ) arecalled

S C C - A a4ßG ) ac ceptable portíons.

The SCC-Â.-'(RG) acceptable porrions defi¡e an equivalence relation among the leading

and railing terms of all sentences.

A well founded bina¡y s-relarion is defined among the sentences of A1( v1 ) to

define the minimal set of finite predicates An( vt, ... , vi ) : n > 2. Thus, rhe senrences of

predicates

An( v1, v2, ... ,vi ), ... , Az( vr, v2 ), A1( v1 )

areportions(sj,sj+1,...,sk-1,sk):k>j,suchthatsi=s¡ors¡=s¡,ofinfinite

walks Â.-o(RG).

Definition 4.5-5 : The Well Founded d-Relation

A well founded a-relation is defined over all distinct elements of S, sentences of A 1 .

The predicates { A,i:2 < i < n ) correspond to the SCC-Á'_'(RG) acceptable

portions. For every leading term s and railing term s' of a sentence, s'c s holds

and specifies at least one acceptable portion of SCC-Â._o(RG) using a path o" such

that s[ o. >s'; s o s holds implies a cyclic path oo.

Temporal analysis uses Definition 4-5-5 to define future executions of the validation

model in terms of the linear, discrete, and absolute view of time.

Lemma 4-5-6 : The Well Founded cr,-relation is an Equivalence Retation.

Proof : By Construction.

The paths Fmin selecr porrions of walks in SCC-Â,_'(RG). The acceptable portions

allow all global states S to be a leading o¡ trailing term. Reflexitivity, symmetry, and

ransitivity clearly hold. Q.E.D,
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Lemma 4-5-6 is of critical significance to this dissenation.

For example, Figure 4-2 shows a simple reachability graph, Figure 4-2(a), and the

s-relation defined over cyclic portions, Figure 4-2(b), for the graph.

Figure 4.2 I Well Founded c¿-relation Example.

In figure 4-2(b), the dots represent time instants and the arrows rcprcsent the ø-reladon.

The c,-relation requires four predicates :

Ar( vl), Az( vr, vz ), A3( v1, v2, v3 ), and A4(v¡,v2, vl, v¿ ),

whose sentences define the acceptable portions. The o-relation and the corresponding

portions for Figure 4-2 follow.

,.i

;j ;l ;l ;l ;l-t-l

"O' =i li "J ,ì
ìot 

',rt, 
ìol
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s1 û, 51 sl s2 sl

st s2 s3 sl

st C[, s2 st s2

s1 C[ s3 sl s2 s3

s3 C[, sl s3 sl

s3(l s2 s3 st s2

s3 Ct s3 s3 sl s2 s3

s2 C¿ sl s2 51

s2 s3 sl

s2 c[, s2 s2 sl s2

s2 s3 st s2

s2 ct s3 s2 s3

It is clear, that a well founded relation can be defined for any portion of maximal length n

of any walk in À.-o(RG), by applying Theorem 4-2-2. An infinite walk can be

constructed with an infinite concatenation of acceptable portions. However, the task of

temporal analysis is not complete, because the SCC-^ú)_'(RG) acceptable porrions musr

be expressed in a form compatible with PLTL. This is the subject of the next secrion of

this chapter.
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Section 4-6: The Validation Model s-Relation Structure.

PLTL is a language for reasoning and inference about phenomena arranged in a

temporal structure. Model thcory [ Bri ] is based on the def,rni¡on of a relation structure, a.

generic mathematical structue that underlies any logic in general, and PLTL in particular.

Any logic should be sufficiently comprehensive to express its relation structure

I Rob77 ]; indeed, PLTL is a language that can exp¡ess its relation structure. Here, the

relarion structu¡e describes cr,-SCC-Àr(RG) acceptable portions, providing remporal

structure for PLTL.

Definition 4-6-1 : Relation Structure

A relation strutture I Bri ][ Rob73 ][ Sac ] is a 4-tuple,

Z=dÎ <Z, {Ai }i. r, {fj }¡. r, { c¡ }ke K >, where:

i) Z is a non-empty domain;

ä) { Ai }¡. ¡ is a family of predic¿¡¿s defined over the domain, with a function

1": I -r N such that, for each i e I, l,(i) >0 and A¡ is a l,(i)-ary relation on Z;

i.e', AicZL(i);

iä) ( f¡ )¡ . ¡ is a family of choice functions, with a function p : J -+ N such that, for

each j e J, p() > 0 and a given f¡ is a p(i)-ary function in Z;

iv) { c¡ }t. r is a set of distinguished elements, with a possibly empty set K of

integers such that, for k € K, c¡ is associated with a corresponding element of the

domain Z.

I, J, and K are the respective indexing sets for the families of relations, functions, and

distinguished elements of the relation structue. The À(i)-ary relation A¡ with domain Z is

a À(i)-tuple (zy ... , zÀ(Ð ), whe¡e z¡ is called a component with index j. A function f¡

has the domain of p(j)-ary tuples of z and a range of single elements of Z; therefore, a



function f¡ can be thought of as a (¡r() + l)-ary relation. A distinguished elemenr c¡ is a

unary relation that associates some item with an element f¡om the domain. Hence, a

relation structure could be defined completely in terms of relations; it is only for

convenience that functions and distinguished elements a¡e used.

Pa¡ticula¡ classes of relation structu¡es can be identified.

Definition 4-6-2 : The Relation Structure Type

T\e type of a relation structure Z is the tuple 0z =df < À, p, K >, where X, and p are

functions associated with the families of predicates and functions respectively, and

whe¡e K is the set of integers corresponding to the distinguished elements. Two

structures Z andY have the same type iff 0z = 0y. Two structu¡es Z and Y a¡e of

similar type iff 02 =df < À, p, K >, 0y =df < X', p', K' >, and there are bijective

mappings h1 : I -r I', h2 : I -+ J', and h3 : K -+ K'.

When two relation structures Z and Y are of similar type, then Z and Y are isomorphic.

Definition 4-6.3 : Relation Substructure

If the relation structures Z and Y have the same type, then

Y =df < y, ( Bi )i e l, { B¡ }¡. l, ( dr. }r. x > is a substructure of

Z=dÎ <Z, { Ai )i.1,{ fj ì¡.1, (cr }¡E ¡ç> iff :

i) Y cZ;
ä) the family of relations in Y, {Bi }¡E ¡, is the restriction [HaJ ][ Bri ] of the family

of predicates in Z, I A¡ )i. I, to the domain of Y; i.e., for every i e I,
Ai=BinYÀ(i);

üi) given any family of functions ( Si )¡. ¡ in Y and any family of funcrions

{ ! }¡e I inZ, for each y1, ... , yp6) e Íand for every j e J, itis the case that

s¡( Yr,...,ypq) ) = f¡( Yr' .'. , ypû) );
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iv) for each k e K, c¡ = dri each distinguished element of Y is a distinguished

element of Z.

Given a relation structure, Definiúon 4-6-3 shows that a substructu¡e can be extracted

f¡om the relation structue.

The cr-relation is defined in terms of the relation structure. The domain Z

consists of the global states S and the families of predicates and choice functions defîne

the o-relation among the domain. The global states are abstract representations of

phenomena observed of the validation model. The atomic propositions assigned to the

global states by the function H : S -+ 2P are a mo¡e explicit meanigs ro the global states.

Definition 4-6.4 ¡ Atomic Tableau

An atomic tableau is the set of atomic propositions, denoted ai, that are mapped to the

value of a variable vi; i.e., a¡ =df H(v).

The PLTL language is based on sequences of atomic tableaux.

Therefo¡e, the well founded cr-relation is specified in terms of the atomic tableaux.

The predicate of the well founded cr-relation A( v1, v2,..., vUÐ ) defines a subset of

all sentences, those sequences of bound va¡iables ( a1, a2, ... ,af(i) ) with cardinality l,(i),

where ai g P : 1 < i < ),(i) explicitly defines an atomic tableaux of the senrence.

Definition 4-6-5 : Finite Linear Ordered Atomic Tableaux

The sequence of finíte línear ordered atomic tableaux, abbr. FLOAT, resulrs from

mapping each sentence in a predicate AUi)( ul, v2, ... , vÀ(i) ) with the function H;

i.e., a FLOAT T =df H( Al(i)( ur, v2, ... , v¡1¡ ) ) =df
( H(vr), H(vz), ... , H(vl,<il) ) =df ( ar, az, ... , al(Ð ).

Thus, a member of the c-relation a'cr a corresponds to a number of sentences of the

well founded cr-relation, FLOATS of maximal length n, where a is called the leading

tableau and a' is called the trailing tableau of the sequence. Those reflexive relations
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a'd,a where a=a', viz. aca'and a' c a, are caJled, cyclic FLOATs. The notation

T =df ( ar,a2,..., al(i) ) explicitly lists of the sequence of atomic tableaux

( H(vr), H(vÐ,..., H(vq¡) ) comprising a senrence. A FLOAT is a countably finite

sequence T, its cardinality I T I =df l"(i).

The relation structute for a validation model N is constructed from the SCC-

^o(RG) 
acceptable portions.

Definition 4-6-6 : The Validatíon Model c¡-Relation Structure E

A validation model a-relatíon structure E of type 0 =df < À, ¡r, lP I > construcred

from the ¡eachability graph conesponding to the validation model N is rhe 4-tuple

3=df<S, ( A¡: 1 <i<n ),SCC-^o_d(Rc), { H(s) >Vse S ) >where :

i) S is the domain of global states of the reachability graph;

ii) (A¡:1<i<n ) is the family of predicates corresponding to the cr-relation;

iü) ø-SCC-Â.(RG) walks are choice functions for the family of predicates;

iv) ( H(s) r Vs e S ) is the set of 2P mapped by the function H to each element of

the domain S.

The validation model cr-relation structure E has type 0e = < À, p, lP l>. The function î,

determines the length of the maximal acceptable portions portions up to a maximum of n.

The function p determines the the length of predicate sentences up to a maximum of n.

Since the variables assume values of global states mapped to the time line, cr, denotes the

binary relation of temporal precedence among the variables; thus, given two variables vi

and v¡, i <j, vn - I s vn can be w¡itten.

The well founded cr-relation is defìned among the atomic tableaux. The predicate

A1( v¡, v2,..., vi ):1 S i S n defines a ser of FLOATs of length i defined by

sentences of a predicate E¡( v1, v2,..., v¡ ):1< i < n. A system of FLOATs of

cardinalities no greater than some maximal cardinaliry n can be defined. Accordingly,
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there is a sequence 31, Ez, ... , En of such sets, where E1 is the set of atomic tableaux. It

follows from definition of the cr-relation, En must contain only cyclic FLOATs.

Moreover, ei : 1 < j I n denores the set of all FLOATs of length less than or equal to j;

i.e., Ej =df E1u E2 u ... U Ej. Therefore, El =df E¡ and El c72 c... c Ej.

Because, Ei c Ð : i < j, Ei is said to be the subordinate of âi; for Ei and Ei + 1, Ei is

said to bé the immediate subordinnte of Zi + r.

Definition 4-6.7 : System of FLOATs

A system of FLOATs En for a validation model defined by the validation model cx,-

relation structure E having maximal cardinality n is the set

3n =df E1 u E2 t/ ... u En.

Thus, the validation model cr-relation structüe 3 and the system of FLOATs En are

equivalent.
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Chapter 5 : SyNTAx AND SEMANTICS oF pRoposITroNAL LINEAR

TEMPORAL LOGIC

Section 5-1 : Introduction

The previous chapter defined the c¿-relation strucnue, the foundation from which

PLTL is constructed. PLTL is now defined.

The PLTL syntar has a pre-fix notation. PLTL is a quantifier-free modal logic

based on first order classical propositional logic I HC ]; i.e., pLTL does not include the

existenial quanrtfier 3, nor the universal quantífier v. Propositional logic has sufficient

expressive power to construct conectness criteria formulae for a single automic tableaux.

Because PLTL employs the temporal operators X and U, it has sufficient expressive

power to construct correctness criteria formulae for the enti¡e cr-relation structure.

The temporal sementics of PLTL provide a means to evaluate the formulae with

Ìespect to a semantic tableaux of the d-relation structure. Exploiting the connection

between subformulae and the semantics, fhe semanttc tableaux procedure is a proof,

reductio ad absurdum, that the conjugate of an æsenion is valid with respect to the relation

structure. If the conjugate of the assertion results in a contradiction in all attempts at

validation, then the assertion is valid. It is shown that a conradiction occurs if, and only

if, the assertion is valid.
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Section 5-2 : The PLTL Syntax.

This section describes how the PLTL language is consrructed. It consists of PLTL

formulae selected accordin E ro the PI-:TL syntax.

Definition 5-2-l : PLTL Alphabet

T\e PLTL alphnå¿¡ L consists of the following constifiients i

i) the logical constants T =dl truth and L =df falswn;

ii) the elements of the finite set of atomic propositions P =df { pr, p2, ... , pn };

ä) the logical connectives - =df not and ¡ =dÎ conjunctionl

iv) the temporal operators X =dÎ next-time and U =df ¿r¡¡il.

Fi¡st order classical propositional logic is constructed from i) tluough iii) of Definition 5-

2-1. By adding iv), derived modal logic operators interpreted in terrns of time, the PLTL

language is defined. The next-time opetator X is used to express the fact that, at the next

time instant relative to the present time instant, some formulae is true. Formulae of the

form U14¡ are read as "unril y is true, 1is true"; that is, y is true at some time instant in

the future, but in the mean time 1 is true. The alphabet

L =df { T, -1, pr, pZ, ... , pn, ._i, X, ¡, U )

has an alphabetical ordering, a total ordering, determined by the order of appearance of the

constituenß in the definition of the set L.

The PLTL syntax defines the criteria for selection of PLTL fon¡ulae fp¡a¡ from

L*. For the ¡emainder of this discussion, PLTL formulae æe denoted with lower-case

Greek letters, e.g. Q, y, and 2¿.
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Definition 5-2-2 : Atphabet Stratification

The PLTL aiphabetL is a stratified alphøbet I Bra ], a srrucure < L, b >, where

b:L-+ {0, 1,2 }suchthar:

Ð b(T) = 0, b(-t) = 0, b(pr) = 0, ... , b(pn) = 0;

ü) b('-¡ = 1, b(x) = 1'

:

üi) b(n) = z'b(J) = 2.

The notation Ln = b'1(n) identifies the set of constituents having srati-fication n. A

fo¡mula is constructed by taking a constituent and concatenating a numbeÌ of previously

. constructed formulae to the right ofthe constituenq the constituent stratification determines

, how many formulae may appear after the constituenl

Oefinition 5-2-3 : PLTL Syntax Schemata

The PIJIL syntax schemata I Smu ][ Bra ] consists of the following synrax schemara

, with sratification 0, I, or 2 :

Sratification 0: schemata a¡e T, pl, ... , pn, and 1;

Sratification I : schemata are ry and Xry;

Stratification 2 : schemata a¡e nr¿¡ and Uy1.
:

The essence of Definition 5-2-3 is that cenain strings of constituents from the alphabet L

, a¡e PLTL formulae. The following definition specifies how the strings of constituents,

I PLTL formulae, are constructed.

, Definition 5-2-4 : The PLTL Formulae

' The set of P LTL formulae is the smallest set, denoted fp¡.¡a, defined inductively :

: n= i: T e Fp¡1¡, J_ e fp¡11, andp E fp¡11i

, n> 1: given thatyandl e lp¡1a at the (n - l)-th søge of the induction, then

I --V e I.p¡_n, Xy e trp¡.¡¡, ny¡ e fp¡1.¡, and Urry e fplrr.
prom now on, a PLTL formula Q is refened to as a formula, which implies that

0 e lplrr' l¡ denotes the set of formulae generated in the i-th stage of the induction.
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For example, the strings -r.r âÍd ÍX^U are not formulae, while the strings 
^UlpV 

and

-Xp are formulae.

The formulae a¡e in a Polish prefix notation, where the formulae are read from left

to right. Given a formula Q and given that a constituent is read, the sratifìcation of the

constituent indicates the number of fo¡mr¡lae, the subformulae t Bri I of O, that can appear

to the right of the constituent.

Definition 5-2-5 : Subformulae

T'he subformulae of a formula, SUBFORM(Q) are defined recursively :

i) for the logical constants, SUBFORM(I) = df { T } and

suBFoRM(l) =df (r );

ü) for all atomic propositions p e P, SUBFORM(p) =df { p };

iü) SUBFORM(--ìy) =df {-V } u SUBFORM(ry);

iv) SUBFORM(Xy) =df { XV ) u SUBFORM(y);

v) SUBFORM(ny¡) =df {¡VX } u SUBFORM(\,)

u SUBFORM(1);

vi) SUBFORM(UIry) =df {UVX ) u SUBFORM(V)

u suBFoRM(Ð.

The constituents with sratification 0 are the trivial case in the recursion. Constituents with

stratification n > 0 are followed by n subformulae. Fo¡ Q =df a.-UpqnpXq,

SUBFORM(Q) = { n--UpqnpXq, -Upq, Upq, p, q, npXq, p, Xq }.

In Section 2-3, a lexicographical ordering is defined for any words consrructed

from an alphabet; likewise, a lexicographical ordering can be defined for the inf,rnite set

fp¡¡¡. For any set of formulae \ c fp¡.¡a at rhe i-th stage of induction, vide Definition

5-2-4, a lexicographical tree can be constructed with lexicographical ordering among

lp¡.¡¡ defined by a prefix, depth-first traversal of the lexicographical tree. Using a proof
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by induction on the length of formulae, which is not stated here, it can be shown that a

lexicographical ordering can be defined over I-p¡1¡. In the remaining sections, references

to the lexicographical ordering over fp¡1a Íìre made.

The number of constituents in a formula has significance.

Definition 5-2-6 : Formulae Length

Tl'e length of a formula $, denoted LENGTH(Q), is the cardinality of the sequence of

constituents defining the formula.

The significance of formulae length is that certain propenies can be proved by induction

on the length of formulae. Here, that the arbitrary property PROP holds for a given

formula Q is denoted PROP($).

Definition 5-2-7 : Induction on the Length of Formulae

A proof by induction on ttre length n of every Q e fp¡1¡ to show that PROP(Q) holds

t Bri ll Dal I is achieved iff :

n = I : the property is shown for formulae of length 1; i.e., PROP(T), PROP(I), and,

for every atomic formula p e P, PROPþ);

n > 1 : the induction hypothesis assumes that for every formula 0 e fplrr, such that

LENGTH($) < n, PROP(Q) holds. The property is shown for formulae of

length n iff :

a) for every y such thatLENGTlI(V) = n - t,

PROP(V) + PROP(ry); PROP(\I) =+ PROP(Xy);

b) For every y and 2¿, such that LENGTH(y) + LENGTH(1) = n - 1,

PROP(ì+I) and PROP(fl + PROP(ny¡) and

PROP(ì+I) and PROP(1) =+ PROP(Uryl).

ln later sections, certain propenies of PLTL a¡e shown with this proof technique.
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Although PLTL has sufficient power to express coÍecmess criteria, for ease of

understanding, it is sometimes useful to abbreviate the formulae using the foilowing

definition.

Definition 5-2-8 : PLTL Formulae Abbreviations

The following /o rmula abbreviation schemata may be used instead of the syntax

schemata :

i) disjwction :v\ry =df rÂ-rìJ.r.rfi

i) implication : rVrC =df rÂ{-rfi
u) if andonlytf :='y"¡ =df ^r\r1r1ìy;
iv) possÌble : FV =df a) Ur¡/f or b).-G.-ry;

v) herrceþrth :GV =df a) UyI or b) -F-ry;
vi) double negate :---.,---.,t4t = df V.

Abbreviated formulae, conforming to the abbreviation schemata, do not inc¡ease the

expressive power of the language, but are simply a shonhand method of writing formulae.

All theorems are ptesented and proved in terms of formulae; any abbreviated formula are

converted into formulae, if necessary,

Definition 5-2-9 : Reduction Sequence

A reduttion sequenc¿ of abbreviated formula Q I Dal ] is a finite sequence of formulae

( 0r, 02, ..., Qn ) where q = qt, where, for every 1 < i S n, Q1 is obtained from Q1 - 1

by replacing the abbreviations i) through v) of Definition 5-2-8 with rhe appropriate

definition, and where Qn is a formulae.
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For example, the following is a reduction sequence fo¡ the formulae 0 =:Favbc; a, b,

and c are atomic propositions.

Q1 ::Favbc

Q2 : -rnFa-rvbc ; by Definition 5-2-8 ü)

Q3 : r.nFa-r-n-brc ; by Definition 5-2-8 i)

Q4 : .rÂUaT--r-rn-brc ; by Definition 5-2-8 iv) a)

Definition 5-2-9 provides a means of converting any abbreviated formula into a formula.

For further cla¡ity when reading formulae, other conventions are adopted. Blanks

are used to separate components of the formulae, particularly the next formulae. A

conjunctionofafinitesetofformulae{0r,02,...,Qn},¡0ln0Z¡...a0n_r0n,is

denoted r^n - I Qr 0z ... 0n and a disjunction of a finite ser of formulae { 0r, 02, ... , On },

v Qr v 0z y... v 0n- rQn, is denoted rvn- r 0r 0z... 0n.
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Section 5-3 : Temporal Semantics.

Temporal semantics are rules that determine if formulae sute something "true" or

something "false" with respect to a system En of FLOATs. The definition of a FLOAT

must be extended. Again, the set of atomic propositions P is assumed.

Definition 5-3-1 : Semantic Tableau

A semantic tableau, constructed from a possibly empty atomic tableau a, is the tuple

s =df < LC(s), RC(s) >, where :

i) rhe left colurnn of s, denoted LC(s) =df a e 2P, contains the subser of the atomic

propositions specified by the atomic tableau a and contains any "true" formulae,

including T;

ä) the right column of s, denoted RC(s) =df â =df { P - LC(s) }, contains rhose

atomic propositions not specified by the atomic tableau a and contains any "false,,

formulae, including J;

ä) an atomic semantic tableaux contains only the truth constants and atomic

propositions;

iv) an empty semantic tableau, denoted so, contains no atomic propositions nor any

"true" or "false" formulae except the logical constants; i.e., LC(s.) =df { T } and

RC(s")=df{1).

A non-empty semantic tableau may include any atomic propositions of P and other

formulae. A semantic tableau s contains a semantic tableau s' if LC(s') c LC(s) and

RC(s') c RC(s). All non-empty semantic tableaux must contain rhe empty tableau s".

Two semantic tableaux s and s' are equal, denoted s = s', iff LC(s) c LC(s'),

RC(s) c RC(s'), LCG') c LC(s), and RC(s') c RC(s). Equal semantic tableau have

the same assignment of atomic propositions and formulae in each column; otherwise, they
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are not equal, denoted s * s'. It is said that any atomic tableaux can be converted into an

atomic semantic tableaux.

The system En of FLOATs is convened into a system of sequences of atomic

semantic tableaux.

Definition 5-3-2 : System of Atomic ø-Related Semantic Tableaux

Each atomic a-related semantic tableaux, cr-RST, is derived from a conesponding

FLOAT T included in the system En of FLOATs, T =df ( a1, a2, ... , ap ) € gn,

by converting each atomic tableau a¡ into an atomic semantic tableau s¡, 1 < j < n.l

The set of cr-RSTs T=df ( st, s2,..., sO ) : p<n is called a systemEn of o,-

RSTs.

Accordingly, sentences of the predicates E¡ : 1 I i ( n a¡e atomic û-RSTS. Two atomic

cx,-RSTs T=df ( sl, s2,..., so ) : p(n and T' =df ( s'1, s'2, ..., s'p ) of the same

length are equal, denoted T = T', iff their corresponding atomic semantic tableaux a¡e

equal; i.e.s¡ = sj:1< j<p < n; otherwise, they are not equal, denoted T+T'. No

two distinct o-RSTs in En a¡e equal, but an o-RST T of E¡ may be equal to a prefix of

another T' of E¡ : i < j. Thus, an atomic sentence can be defined for any non-atomic

sentence of the predicate E¡.

This dissertation adopts a notation convention for specifying q,-RSTs with the cr-

relation. The term "cr-related semmtic tableaux" refers to the fact that the distinct semanric

tableaux comprising the c¿-RSTs a¡e ordered by the same well founded c¿-relation cr

defined among the atomic tableaux. Any sentence of En is a well founded structure that

specifies a ponion of an infinite sequence of semantic tableaux. The atomic o-RST

T =df ( s1 ) e E1 defines an atomic semanfic tableaux. The ct-¡elation is defined among

I The same notation is used for FLOATs and cr-RSTs, and systems of FLOATs and

c¡-RSTs, since there is a di¡ect correspondence; no confusion should arise. Accordingly,
the notations E¡ and Ei apply to a system of c¿-related semantic tableaux.
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E 1. When s' cr s holds, s' refers to the trailing term of a predicate sentence, s refen to the

leading term of a predicate sentence, and the¡e exists at least one atomic ø-RST

T =df ( sl, ..., h ) € En : 2 S p < n, where sl = s a¡d sp = s'. All semantic tableaux

components ofan o-RST sentence are indexed with natu¡al numbers; si E S : 1< i < p.

When s' a s holds and corresponds to an atomic o-RST T =df ( s1, so ) e E2, s' is the

next state with respect to s; these sentences a¡e defrned by the reachability graph arcs T.

Clearly, since no loops a¡e allowed in the reachability graph, ( s, s ) É E2. When s o s

holds, it corresponds to a cyclic atomic o-RST

T =df ( st, s2, ... , si, ... , sn ) e En.

All sentences in En are maximal cyclic walks that can be defined from s to s.

Using this notation, the o-RSTs define the futue of all semanric tableaux defined

by the predicate El. All semantic tableaux of E1 must appear in the infinite sequences.

The o-relation defines the next states of all s with the predicate E2. In general, the

predicate E¡ : i < n defines the future sequences of finite length of all semantic tableaux.

The non-cyclic sentences of E¡ are prefixes of the sentences in E¡ 1 1i since En defines

only cyclic sentences, En * 1 is not defined. The future portions of any infinite sequence

that contains a semantic tableaux s is determined by the sentences ofEn.

Temporal semantics are evaluation rules to establish a tuth relatíon l= between a

formula Q e f and a system En. Establishment of the rrurh relation implies the

assignment of certain formulae to either column of all semantic tableaux. A formula Q is

verifed aI a semantic tableau s iff Q e LC(s). A formula Q is/a/srfed at a semantic tableau

s iff Qe RC(s). It is absurd to have Q e LC(s) and Qe RC(s), Ie LC(s), and

T e RC(s); a, contradiction is said to have occu¡red in these th¡ee cases. The notation

Ej l= 0 indicates that the formula Q is verified at every trailing term s, of every senrence in

E¡. In contradistinction, the notation E¡ l* Q indicates that the formula Q is falsified in
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every trailing term of the sentences in E¡. When either E¡ ¡= q and E¡ l* Q,8¡ l+ T, or

Ei l= J- are true, a contradiction results. Any formulae that is assigned to the left column

of one semantic tableaux and the right column of another semantic tableaux, without

producing a contradiction, is satisfied by Ej; the truth relation, one way or the other, can

not be written for satisfied formulae. Informally, the relation 3¡ l= $: i < n indicates

that the formula Q says something "true" about all sentences of E¡. The relation

E¡ l* Q : i I n indicates that the formula Q does not say something "true".in all sentences

in E¡. The following definition establishes the truth ¡elation for each predicate E¡, in order

of predicate length.

Definition 5.3.3 : Evaluation of Formulae I SC ]

The evaluation of Q in En is achieved by evaluating the formula in terms of every

predicate E¡ e En, in order of predicate length. The formula Q is evaluated in terms of

each predicate E¡ with respect to trailing terms s1 of predicate sentences. Evaluation

begins with E 1 and is defined recursively. For the trivial case, the formulae T is, by

definition, verified no matter what 3¡ e En is chosen; viz., E¡ l= T; the formula I is,

by definition, falsified no matter what reference point is chosen; viz., E¡ l* T. Given

any other formulae Q :

E¡ l= p¡ e P iff for every s, e E¡, pi e LC(s) ;

E¡ l= rty iff E¡ l+ ry;

E¡ l= ay¡ iff E¡ l= { and E¡ l= l;
E¡l=Xy iff Ð jcn:E¡+rl=Vl

il) j=n:E1 l=qr;

E¡ l= Utyl iff Ej l= rlrì{-r[, E¡ l=-ra¡-rXU\ry, and Ej l= UVT.
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Thus, the leading variabie of each predicate can be thought of as the present time insønt to

which altemative atomic semantic tableaux are associated. If the relation is established for

3n then the formula is verified at any semantic tableaux in an i¡rfìnite sequence.

Part of this dissenation's thesis is that a means can be defined to show that

, corrêctness criteria hold for a validation model. In other words, that a means to establish
j

, the truth relation between the system of atomic o-RSTs En corresponding to a validation

model and the correctness criteria, a subset f g l.plr¡-, can be defined. The following

definitions make this notion explicil

Definition 5.3.4 : Validity

formula Q is valid in a system of atomic c-RSTs En iff En l= Ô.

, It is said that En validates O if En I= 0. Clearly, En l= O iff En l*.r0.

, Definition 5-3-5: Tautology

, A ualid formula Q is called atautology.

For example, T is a tautology; in the next chapters, a syntactic means of defining

tautologies is presented. Only formulae Q e I have the truth relation defined; either Q or

' its conjugate -'Q are validaæd

, Definition 5-3-6 : Model

: Analysis of validation models for conectness criteria is summarized by the following

: d"tinirionr.

, i) ff En l= 0, then En is called a model lor S;

ä) If En l= -4, then En is called a counter-model for þ;

äi) A system of cr-RSTs Et is a model for a set f Ç fp¡a¡ iff VQ e f, En l= 0; this
.

, fact denoted En l= I-.

i Some formulae a¡e valid no matter what system of alternative ø-RSTs is associated with

. th" for-ulae; they are call el axioms.
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Section 5-4 : Semantic Tableaux Procedure.

This section continues semantic analysis of PLTL formulae by presenting a proof

method called the semantic tableaux procedure IHC lt Kri59 lt Kri63 l[ Smu ]t RU l.

The semantic tableaux procedure exploits a connection between pLTL syntax and the

evaluation rules in Definition 5-3-3 to answer the question : is the system of ø-RSTs En a

model for the formulae comprising the corectness criteria F? The semantic tableaux

procedure answers this question by considering each formula Q e f separately.

Essentially, the semantic tableaux procedure is a proof, reductio ad absurdum, that

En is a model for a formula Q. The proof begins with the assumption that En is a model

for'-Q, the conjugate of Q. The procedure attempts to show that a contadíction results

from all attempts to validate -'$, with the consequence of contradiction that formula Q is

valid. If a contradiction is found in only some validation attempts, then satishability is

shown. The semantic tableaux procedure investigates the validity of .-Q, with respect to

every sentence of En, by applying a succession of semantic tableaux rules to every

predicate Ei : 1 S i ( n. The rules place formulae into semantic tableaux of sentences,

based on the syntactic consequences of formulae in a semantic tableaux column. The

semantic tableaux rules control the order in which predicates and sentences a¡e

investigated; in this manner, an exhaustive evaluation of the conjugate is performed for a

sentence.

The semantic tableaux procedure creates a system of semantíc tableaux

constructions from a system of atomic a-RSTs En. A sernantic tableaux consÛuction is

an attempt to validate in all possible ways the reductio ad absurdum assumption, the

conjugate of Q, in each predicate sentence. The initial støge of each semanric tableaux

procedure posits the assumption, by placing Q in the right column of every s e E1; the
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result is a set of sentences T1 =df(s1 )e 81, with the reductio ad absu¡dum

assumption Q e RC(s1). A semantic rableaux rule is applied to the predicate El and

affects all sentences. In general, a stage of the semantic tableaux procedure is an

application of a semantic tableaux rule to a predicate. The rule is applied at stage m to

every alternative sentence of the ptedicate E¡ : 1 S i < n, but may not affect all

alternative sentences. The rules are defined in terms of a formula Q and the trailing

tableaux s, of the sentence. Details a¡e defined in terms of a semantic tableaux

construction for one sentence, and is easily extended to the general case.

Definition 5.4.1 : Semantic Tableaux Procedure

A stage of the semantic tableaux procedure is defined by induction. A stage m

consists of an altemative set of semantic tableaux constructions each associated with

sentences of Em.

m = l:Each sentence T, ofEl begins a semantic tableaux construction. The

sentence T* =df ( s ) e E1, with Q placed in the right column of semantic tableau

s; i.e., V(s ) e 81,0e RC( (s ) ).

m > 1 : The (m - 1)+h stage of the procedu¡e is an altemative set of semantic rableaux

constructions. Each semantic tableaux construction is a set of alternative validation

attempts T, _ l, sentences inE¡: l li< n. The validation attempt Tm _ t has a

leading tableau sl and Eailing tableau s,. A validation attempt Tm of a predicate

E¡ :j > i results from applying one of the following Semantic Tableaw Rules

t Kri63 I to a formula in either column of trailing tableau sr.

i) Negation Izft,NL : If -r\¡/ e LC(s) in T* then T, * 1 is Tn' with y
placed in RC(s).

i) Negation Right, NR : If .r{ e RC(s) in Tn', then T, * 1 is T, with y
placed in LC(s).
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rut) Conjunction Left, aL : If r.ryl¿ e LC(s) in Tr, then T. * 1 is T* wirh y
and l placed in LC(s).

iv) Conjunction Rigåt, nR : If ny1 e RC(s) in T*, then the sentence T, is

replicated creating two new possible sentences T,n .. 1 and T"¡ .,. 1i T'¡¡ 
". ¡

is T, with ty placed in RC(s) and T"m * 1 is Tn' with 1 placed in RC(s).

The result is that y e RC(s') of T'm + l andX € RC(s") of T'',n+ l.

v) Next+ime IßÍt, XL : If Xìy e LC(s) in Tn' e E¡ : i < n, then ry is

placed in LC(s) and, for every sentence Tm + I e Ei * 1 with trailing

tableau s, * I such that the sentence Tn' is a prefix of Tn,, * 1, the prefix

T, a 1[iJ is T'n and y is placed in LC(s1 + l). If Xty e LC(s,) in

T.e E¡ : i = n, then T, * 1 is T. with y placed in LC(s).

vi) Next-timeRigl¡1 XR : If XìI € RC(s) in T,n e E¡ : i<n, theny is

placed in RC(s) and, for every sentence Tm + I e E¡ * 1 with trailing

tableau s,.'. 1 such that the sentence Tn,, is a prefix of Tn,, * 1, the prefix

T, a 1[iJ is T, and y is placed in RC(s, + r). If Xry e RC(s,) in

T, e Ei : i = n, then T, * 1 is T, with ry placed in RC(s1).

vn) Until Lefl UL : If Uyl e LC(s) in T* then T,n * 1 is T, with

rÂ-r\.rrl, -afirXU\rl, and Ur¡/I placed in LC(s).

vüi) Until Rlgl¡1 UR : If Utyl e RC(s) in Tn', then Tn' * 1 is T* with

-rÂ-rìf-r[r -'^X-XU\'I, and UyT placed in RC(sr).

The new stage Trn * 1 may be equal to the previous stage, except with formulae added to

columns of some semantic tableaux of T, * 1. The rules XL and XR force the addition of

cr-RSTs Tm + I e E¡ a 1 to the semantic tableaux construction. The rule aR requires the

replication of d-RST Tfn and the addition of the resulting ct'-RSTs T. * 1 and T", a 1 ro
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the semantic tableaux construcrion. Thus, at any stage, there are a number of alternative

validation attempts.

The semantic tableaux procedure applies semantic tableaux ¡ules to a construcrion

until it is impossible to apply further rules. No rule is applied if it results in duplicating a

formula in a column; the application of such a rule, using Kripke's terminology, is said to

be superfluous. The semantic tableaux procedure does not apply a rule to an alternative

validation attempt once a contradiction has been found.

Definition 5-4-2 : Closure

Certain situations in the system of semantic tableaux constn¡ctions imply a

contradiction:

i) a semantic tableau is closed either when a formula occurs in both columns of the

semantic tableau, when T is in the right column, or when I is in the left column;

ü) an alternative validation attempt is closed iff some semantic tableau s of that

sequence is closed;

iï) a semantic tableaux construction is closed iff each alternative validation attempt is

closed;

iv) a system of altemative semantic tableaux constructions is closed iff each of the

altemative senìantic tableaux constructions a¡e closed.

A closed semantic tableaux construction implies that a conEadiction is generated in all

altemative validation attempts. A closed system of akemative semantic tableaux

constructions implies that Q is valid. A semantic ubleaux rule is not applied to a closed

validation attempt, since that attempt has generated a conEadiction. The procedure

terminates for sentence in a predicate when its semantic tableaux construction is closed.

The procedure terminates for a system of semantic tableaux constructions when each of

the constructions is closed.
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A semantic tableaux construction is a tree structure, where the altemative validation

attempts comprise the nodes. Before the formal definition is made, the successor relation

Q is defined. The successor relation is defined only as a result of applying a rule. There

arc two ways in which an alternative validation attempt Tm may be a successor of another

Tn,-ththetree.

Definition 5-4-3 : The Successor Relation Q

There a¡e two ways an altemative validation attempt Tm can be a successor of another

non-closed alternative validation attempt T, _ 1 :

i) The alternative validation atrempt Tm is the immediate descendant lAEi: i < n

obtained from the non-closed altemative validation attempt Tm - I when :

a) Tm - 1 is not affected by a semantic tableaux rule; in this case Tn' = Tm _ r .

b) Tm - 1 is affected by any semantic tableaux rule, except rules XL and XR; in

this case Tm * Tm _ 1. The rule nR is a special case when the¡e are two

immediate descendants in E¡, T'n, and T',n, where

T'm+Tm-1andT",rTm-1.

i) An immediate descendant g1[8i: i < n occurs when T,n _ 1 is affected by the

semantic tableaux rules XL and XR.

An alternative validation attempt Tm is a descendant of an alternative validation attempt

To:o>m+2.

Definition 5-4.4 I Semantic Tableaux Tree

A semantic tableaux construction defines an unordered semantíc tableaux tree

STT =df < En, ¡.t, Q >, where :

i) the each sentence T of En is an altemative validation anempt and a node in the tree;

sentence T1 of the main stage is the root-node of the tre€;
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ü) the range of ¡r determines at which stage the alternative validation anempt is added

to the construction; !r determines the index of an altemative validation attempt in a

construction;

iji) fo¡ T and T e P, T Q T' holds as per Definitions 5-4-3.

Since a semantic tableaux rule is not applied to a closed alternative validation attempt, a

closed alternative validation attempt must be an end-node of the tree. The semantic

tableaux tree is a fìnitely generated, finite ree; this is clea¡, because there are a finite

number of semantic tableaux rules, altemative validation attempts a¡e finite in length, and

because of the c¡iteria by which the semmtic tableaux procedure terrninates.
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This section concludes with a proof that the system of semantic tableaux

constructions for a formula $ is closed iff En is a model for Q. For Q to be valid, all

altemative semantic tableaux constructions < En, p, Q > must be closed. The following

lemma shows the connection between the truth relation l= and the semantic tableaux

procedure. Until a contradiction occurs in all alternative validation attempts, the conjugate

is satisfied. An alternative validation that produces a contradiction is removed from

consideration. Thus, the truth relation l= in this lemma refers to the non-closed sentences

in En. Any non-closed sentences after the semantic tableaux procedure implies that there

is a substructure of En that validates --Q.

Lemma 5.4-7 : Membership in a Column Preserves Formulae Evaluation,

At stage m in the semantic øbleaux procedure, there is an altemative validation attempt

Tm =df (st,sz,...,s¡)e E¡e En:1<iSn, where sr=df si. The lemma asserts

the following "condition" : For every non-closed alternative validation attempt Tm, if

y e LC(s) : s, e Tnl then E1 l= ì+t; otherwise, for every non-closed alternative

validation attempt Tm, if y e RC(s) : s, e T, then E¡ l+ y.

Proof : By Induction.

The lemma is proved by induction on m, the number of stages in a semantic tableaux

construction. Each validation attempt Tm is included in a semantic tableaux

consEuction STT =df < En, tt, Q > at stage m =df ¡r(Tfn). The proof must show

that the successors of any altemative validation attempt Tm satisfy the condition. An

important fact required by this proof is that at each stage the evaluation rules hold,

Definition 5-3-3.

m = 1 : The initial stage of the construction consists of a sentences T1 e 31 with

Q e RC(s). Because of the definition of the initial stage, the assertion E I l+ 0

can be made satisfying the condition.
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m > 1 : The induction hypothesis posits that the condition is satisflred by any non-

closed validation attempt Tm - I € Ei in the (m - l)-th level of the semantic

tableaux tree. An altemative validation attempt Tm e E¡ : j > i in the m-th level is

obtained from the (m - l)-th stage by applying a semantic tableaux rule to some

formula Q in a column of Tn' - 1. If T. = 1',n - 1, T,n - 1 is not affected by the ruie,

and the condition holds for T, in the m-th stage. If Tm * Tm - 1, the effects of

applying every semantic tableaux rule must be investigated to show. that the

condition is satisfied in T..

--L : .--'ry e LC(s) in T'n - 1. By the induction hypothesis, E¡ l= r{ and

€¡ l+ y. The rule --L places y in RC(s) resulting in the immediate successor

Tnt. Since T. is equal to T, - 1, except that V e RC(s) in Tfn, E¡ l* ty.

--R : -ty e RC(s) in Tm - r. By the induction hypothesis, E¡ l+ -,y and Ei l= ry.

The rule --R places y in LC(s) resulting in the immediate successor Tn.,.

Since T. is equal to T. - 1, except that ìI e LC(s) in Tm E¡ l= ty.

¡L : nr¡r¡ e LC(s) in T. - 1. The induction hypothesis implies that Ei l= ny1,

Ei l= ìy, and E¡ l= 1. The rule nL places y and I in LC(s) resulting in the

immediate successor Tnl. Since T, is equal to Tnl - l, except that y e LC(s)

and ì{ e RC(s) in Tm E¡ l= ty and E¡ l= 1.

,rR : ,ry¡ e RC(s) in Tn' - 1. The induction hypothesis implies that either

i) Ei l+ ¡VX, Ei l* y, and E¡ l= I,
ü) Ei l# nVI, Ei ¡= y, and E¡ l* 1, or

üi) Ei l* nVI, Ei l* ty, and E¡ l+ 1.

The rule ¡R constructs wo altemative validation attempts T,o and T", from

T, - 1, where T'^ is Tr - 1 with y in RC(s) and T", is T, - 1 with 1 in

RC(s¡). The tableaux s'¡ e T,n and s", e T", are the same as sr e Tm - l,

but with y in RC(si) and I in RC(s"ù.
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i) Ei l* nt¡ry, Ei l* y, and E¡ l= X : The condition is satisfied for T', because

Ei lx y implies E¡ l* ìf. The truth relation Ei l= 1 implies that I e LC(s)

of T. _ 1. T", produces a contradiction because 1e LC(s"r) and

1 e RC(s") of T"r.

ü) Ei l+ ¡VI, Ei l= y, and E¡ l* 2¿ : The truth relation E¡ l= y impiies that

y e LC(s.¡) of T,n - 1. T'n,, produces a contradiction because

ty e LC(s') and \, € RC(s') of Tn'. The condition is satisfied for T",

because E¡ l+ ¡ implies E¡ l* 1.

üi) E¡ l+ ny1, E¡ l* ry, and E¡ l+ 1 : The condition is satisfied because Ei l* ry

implies E¡ l* ty and because E¡ l+ I implies E¡ l+ 1.

XL : Xy e LC(s) in T* - 1. The induction hypothesis implies that Ei l= Xy and

two possibilities :

i) i < n: E¡ l=y: j =dfi + 1. The rule XL creates atleastoneTrn oflengthj

with ty in LC(sj); Tm - 1 is a prefix of Tn.,, a prefix of length i. The

condition is satisfied for all Tn,,.

ü) i =n: E1 l= y:The rule XL places y in LC(s¡) of Tn'_ 1, creating Tm,

The condition is satisfied.

XR : Xty e RC(s) in T'n - 1. The induction hypothesis implies that E¡ l* Xy and

two possibilities :

i) icn:E¡ l+ty: j=df i+ 1. The rule )(| creates at least one Tm of length j

with t¡ in RC(sj); Tm - 1 is a prefix of Tn , a prefix of length i. The

condition is satisfied for all Tn',.

ü)i=n:E1 l*y: The rule )C- places yin RC(s¡) of T,¡_ 1, crearing Tr. The

condition is satisfied.
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UL : UìyX e LC(sy' in T'o - 1. The induction hypothesis implies that E¡ l= Uy1,

which, in turn, implies that Ei l=-rn-rì{-rf , E¡ l=.ra¡-rXU\rr(, and

E¡ l= UyT. The rule UL creates a T* with .rÂ-r\.r-rf , --'^X.-XUìyX, and

UyT placed in LC(s). Clearly, E¡ l= r,r-rVl1, E¡ l= rnlrXU\rx, and

Ej l= UW. The condition is sarisfied.

UR : Uy¡ e RC(sy' in Tn' - 1. The induction hypothesis implies thar Ei l* Uì/X,

which, in tum, implies that E¡ l* -Â.rì{rl, Ei l*--n1.-XUy1, and

Ei I+ UìyT. The rule UR creates a Tn' with -rÂrì[-rf , ..-^X..1XUVI, and

UyT placed in RC(s). Clearly, E¡ l*--n--tyr1, 3¡ l+.-n1rXUì{X, and

Ej l* UW. The condition is satisfied.

Q.E.D.
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Lemma 5-4-8 : A Closed System of Semantic Tableaux Constructions for Q

Implies that En is a Model for Q.

If all semantic tableaux constructions a¡e closed for a formulae Q in a system of c,-

RSTs En, then En is a model for S.

Proof : Reductio ad Absurdum.

The semantic tableaux procedure is a proof, reductio ad absurdum, that the conjugate

of Q is valid. Each semantic tableaux construction begins with the assumption

0 € RC(sl) of the initial stage Tt; i.e., E1 l* Q. The semantic tableaux procedure

attempts to show that En lÉ O. An immediate descendant is constructed from a non-

closed altemative validation attempt. Lemma 4-5-7 ensües that membership of Q

within a column of a non-closed maintains the correct evaluation of Q in terms of En.

Because every semantic tableaux construction is closed, every end-node of every

semantic tableaux tree contains a closed semantic tableau; hence, an evaluation

conEadiction has been found in all possible attempts to validate -Q.1 Since every

attempt at validation of the conjugate results in an absurdity, ¡eductio ad absurdum, S

must be valid. Q.E.D.

I The conjugate -'Q is not satisfied by En.
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Lemma 5-4-9 : A Non-closed System of Semantic Tableaux Constructions

for Q Implies that En is Not a Model for Q.

If the system of semantic tableaux constructions En are not closed for a fomrula Q

when the semantic tableaux procedure termintes, then En is a counter-model for Q.

Proof : By Inspection of Each Semantic Tableaux Tree.

It must be shown that -ty is satisfied by En, implying that En is a counter-model for

0, a¡d 0 is not valid. If the system of semantic tableaux constructions En for Q is not

closed after the semantic tableaux procedure terminates, then at every sÞge of some

construction there exists at least one non-closed altemative validation attempt

f =df ( s1, s2, ... , sn ). T is a non-closed end-node of the finite semantic tableaux

tree. Bylæmma4-5-7,if Se RC(s¡):1(jln,thenEnl*0. That 3n is a counrer-

model for $ is determined by identifying a semantic tableau s e TwithQe RC(sj); by

definition of the semantic tableaux procedure, semantic tableau s1 e T is such a

tableau; therefore, E1 l+ Q. Thus, En is a counter-model for Q. Q.E.D.

The following theorem is fundamental to the semantic tableaux procedure.

Theorem 5-4-10 : A formulae Q is valid iff the semantic tableaux

construction for Q is closed.

Proof : a iff b e if a then b and if not b then not â,

The proof of this theorem follows immediately from lemmata 5-4-8 and 5-49.
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Chapter 6 : THE PLTL F0RMAL DEDUcrrvE SysrEM.

Section 6-1 : Introduction.

The purpose of this chapter is to define a mechanism to generate formulae valid

when interpreted with respect to validation model, a deductive means to show that

coÍectness criteria fomrulae are tautologies with respect to vaiidation models. The

advantage of such a mechanism is that the iterative evaluation process I McA ] and the

semantic tableaux procedure are not explicitly invoked, but are implicit in the mechanism.

The mechanism stans with a set of tautologies that express a system of atomic u,-RSTs E

and selects additional tautologies using syntax definitions.

Definition 6.1.1 : Formal Deductive System I Cop ]

T1ne Formal Deductive Systemis a collection of :

i) terms, arbitrary symbols interpreted as objects of discourse,

i) theses and hypotheses , constructed using terms , and

ü) theorems, derived from ii).

A PLTL formal deductive system is defined here, based on the concepts of model theory

I Bri ][ Sac ], semantic tableaux I Kri63 lt RU ), modal normal form formulae

I Fine ], and Henkin proofs IHC I. For the following definitions, Q, ry, and 1 are

formulae.

The PLTL deductive system is a syntactic technique of selecting tautologies caìled

theorems using a derivation. That formulae are valid is expressed in terms of the system

of semantic tableaux constructions,
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Definition 6-l-2 z Left and Right Side

'|he left side, LS, of the system of semantic tableaux constructions is all left colum¡s

in the system and the right side, RS, is all right columns in the system.

Evaiuation of the derived formulae assigns theorems to the left side and the conjugates of

the theorems to the right side, The deductive system must ensure that if theorem ry is

assigned to the left side then its conjugate --y is assigned to rhe right side, and vice versa;

to have a formula on the left and right side implies that the deductive system derives a

conrradiction. Neither non-theorems nor conjugations of non-theorems can be assigned

sfricdy to either side of the system of alternative semantic tableaux constructions, because

evaluations of non-theorems may place a formulae in some of the left side and in some of

the right side. However, non-theorems y and -y must not generate an evaluation

contradiction.

The items in Definition 6-1-1 a¡e formulae in the PLTL deductive system. The

semantic tableaux are terms of the deductive system.l The axiom schemata rypes

I HC ][ McA ]t MP83 L that imply the linear, discrere, and absolure view of time,

define the syntax of valid formulae called theses. The hypotheses are a set of valid

formulae that pose the system En of RSTs. From this axiomatíc åasls, theorems are

derived. The PLTL formal deduction system must be sound, a theorem Q is valid in a

model, and be safi'icienr, any formulae Q valid in a model is a theorcm.

@nedtoaleftsideisavalidformulaeandimpliesthatthe
atomic proposition is a member of all atomic tableaux.
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Section 6-2 : Terms,

The terms of the PLTL deductive system are the observed validation model

phenomena, viz. the semantic tableaux in the system of atomic ct-RSTs En. As usual, it is

assumed that atomic tabieaux are constructed from a subset of the finite set

P =df { Pr, Pz, ... ,Pp ) of atomic propositions. The definition includes only those

atomic tableaux that are found in a system of semantic tableaux constructions, but allows

for any possible atomic tableaux that can be constructed from P.

Definition 6-2-l : Semantic Tableaux Formulae

The set of all po ssible semantíc tableaux formulae sk: 1 S k < lS I < 2lP I defined for

every semantic tableau s e E1 c En is :

ç¿ =df { S¡ } S¡ =df 1ao - 1 TtrPl n2p2... npÞp : 1 I i I p,

n¡ is blank iff pi e LC(s) and n¡ is a-- iff pi e RC(s) ).

A term g implies a semantic tableaux s, and vice versa; thus, the well founded cr-¡elation

can be specified among the te¡ms. The semantic tableaux formulae describe which atomic

propositions are included in the left and right columns of a semantic tableaux s e E1.

Using this definition, a semantic tableau formula sk is said to contain a semantic tableau

formula g¡, denoted g¡ c sk, iff every n¡ that is blank in g.¡ is blank in sk; the definition of

equality arnong semantic tableaux formulae follows similarily.

Atomic tableaux formulae a¡e not necessarily theorems. If for every sk e l, there

is a pi : I I i S p, where n¡ is blank, then that atomic proposition is t¡ue in every semantic

tableaux; such an atomic proposition is caJled an atomic theorem. The atomic theorems are

useful in what follows.
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Section 6-3 : Theses.

This section formally defines and informally discusses the theses of the PLTL

deductive system. Since theses form part of the axiomatic basis, the generic term axiom is

used in the following definitions.

The formulae T and l- are special cases in the syntax and semantics of PLTL;

because T is always verified md I is always falsified, the PLTL deductive system

automatically assign them to the left side and right side, respectively.

Definition 6.3.1 : Äxioms of Tautology, Falsification, and No

Contradiction

i) The formula T is called the axiom of tautology.

ä) The formula -'l- is called the axíom of falsification.

ä) The formula {-I is called the axiom of no contradiction.

These axioms are useful in the proofs that follow.

Theses correspondng to propositional axiom schema¡ø, based on conjunction and

negation found in the references I Dal ][ HC ], are included in the deductive system.

From the propositional axiom schemata, theses, such as De Morgan's laws, the Law of

Double Negation, the Commutative Laws, the Associative Laws, the Distributive Laws,

and the Law of Transposition, a¡e derived. The cited ¡eferences list additional theses.
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Some theses contain the temporal operaton X and U and formulae abbreviations F

and G.

Definition 6-3-2 : PLTL Temporal Axiom Schemata

The PLTL temporal axiom schemata t MP83 I consist of the following axiom

schemata types.

41. l- =-.F\¡G.-V.

l^2. l-:Gyty

43. l-:GyXry

44. l-:Gr¡XGry

45. l-:G:ty1=GyGl

46. l- =X=ylrXyXl
A7 ' l- =X'-rY-Xr¡

48. I-:G>yXy:yGy

49. l- =Uy¡vynlXUy1
410. l- TUVIFV

A1l, l-:yXT

The temporal axioms a¡e better undentood by the following i¡formal discussion.

The meaning of axiom Al is that a formula ry is false at all semantic tableaux iff it

is not the case that there is a futu¡e semantic tableaux where y is rue. Axiom Al

establishes that the temporal operators F and G arc duals; that is, they can be defined in

terms of each other with the definitions GV =df -rF--V and F\r =df --G--r¡. The next

four axioms define the implications of the G operator. Axiom A2 states that a

consequence of Gt¡t being valid is that y must be valid. An implication of Axiom A2 is

that the present is part of the future; clearly, the next time instant is a futu¡e time instant.

Axiom A3 states that Gy implies that Xry is true in all futu¡e semantic tableaux. Axiom

A4 states that when henceforth y is true, at the next semantic tableaux ìy must be
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henceforth rue. Axiom A5 establishes that tf a material implication ishenceforth true then

¡he antecedant and the corcequent I HC ] of the implication must also be henceforth true.

The X operator is a fundamental temporal operator of PLTL, since it is used to

create formulae that express the linea¡ sructrlres contained in the validation model s-

relation strucnue. Axiom A6 is similar to axiom 45, since if at the next semantic tableaux

a mate¡ial implication is true then the antecedant and the consequence of the implication

must also be true at the next sema¡rtic tableaux. Axiom A7 is important because itrestricts

the language PLTL to linear structures; Figure 6-1 illustrates why. In that figure, the dots

represent time instants and the alrows represent the relation of temporal precedence among

the time instants; Figure 6- 1(a) illustrates a branching structwe t MP83 lt RU I Figure 6-

1(b) illustrates a linea¡ structure.

*þ/

\.,

o-t
'-= X-0 -X0 ^-@

Figure 6-l: Branching and Linear Structures that do not Verify Axiom A7

Clearly, the formula =X--Q--X$ is not an axiom for a branching structttre. In a linear

süucture the axiom can only be false if there is a contradiction, when both Q and .-Q are

verified at the same time instanL

Axiom A8 is called the corzp wartonal induction axiom schema I MP83 ]. It stares

that if henceforth a properry established at one semantic tableau implies the establishment

of the property at the next semantic tableau, then the establishment of that property implies
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that it is henceforth true. Axioms A9 and 410 pertain to the U operator. Axiom A9

distributes the effect of the U operator to the present semantic tableau and the next

semantic tableau. Formulae of the form Uy¡ a¡e true in two situations. Either y is true,

or 1 is true and in the next semantic tableau Uryl is true. Also, both y and I can be

simultaneously true. The semantic tableaux rules UL and UR are defined from Axiom

49. Axiom 410 states that for U\rX to be true, it must be the case that some semantic

tableau in the future ty must be true; thus Ur¡r¡ cannot be true if only I is established.

Axiom schemata Al l is called the nefi-rtme consistency axiom schema. Because

the validation models can be cyclic, there is always a next state. Thus, any valid formula

is true in the next semantic tableaux. Since T is always verified, any formulae of Axiom

schemata A 1 I type can be added to the deductive system without causing a contradiction ar

the next semantic tableaux. For example, if ¡ is valid then :tyXT is an axiom that does

not contradict X at the next time instant. This axiom is used to define the hypotheses of

the deductive system.
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Section 6-4 : Ilypotheses.

The hypotheses of the PLTL formal deductive system are tautologies that describe

the system of atomic o-RSTs En. Hence, the set of hypotheses indirectly describe the

validation model a¡d provide part of the axiomatic basis fo¡ deriving theo¡ems of the

validation model.

Hypotheses have a special ability to express a system of ct-RSTs En; first,

hypotheses must be constructed to express E¡:1< i< n. Each ct-RST

T =df ( sl, s2, ... , s¡ ) e Ei begins with a particular leading tableau sl and ends

with the trailing tableaux si. The terms Ir express the semantic tableaux in the ø-RST T.

A hypothesis Q must be able to specify the leading term 0t, a trailing term Q,, all terms

between the leading and trailing terms, and the well founded o-relation ordering the terms.

For a member of the well founded s-relation a ct' a' in the system En, there is a NTNF

formula Q. The hypotheses definition is inductive; it begins with the set of hypotheses X1

that express 81. The induction hypothesis assumes à set of hypotheses X¡ - 1 that express

E¡ - 1, and creates a set of hypotheses X¡ that express Ei; in this manner, a set of

hypotheses Xn can be constructed that express En. The following hypotheses use the X

operator to describe the c¡,-relations among the terms to define hypotheses that express the

system of semantic tableaux const¡uctions En. The following definition uses p¡1g to

denote the leading term of y¡.

Definition 6-4-l : Next.Time Normal Form Formulae I Fine ]

The set Xn of next-time normal form formulae, NTNF formulae, of degree n

conesponding to En is defined by induction on m :

m = 1 : The serXr =df { QrQ =df =yXT :tq e ça I.
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m> 1:The induction hypothesis posits thatX,n- t =df { y1, Vz, ... , Vr } consists

of the next-time normal form formulae of degree m - 1 arranged in their

lexicographical order.

Xm=df{0¡

i) Q=df :BX 1v¡- LnLVrn2V2...rrkvk;

ü) B =dfQ¡ :B e (ci

üi) æ¡ is blank iff 0t s Vi(l)2 holds or æi is-- iff Q1 er V(l) does nor

hold:1<ick).
The next-time normal forms Xn can describe any atomic o-RSTs in En. For Xi and

X¡:i>j, X¡ is said to be the subordinate of X¡; X1 does not have a subordinate. The

set X¡ - 1 : i > 1, is called the ¡mrnediate subordinate of X¡. Each element of the set X1

is constructed from X1, X2, and Xi - 1. The disjunction describes the remaining porrions

of all the s-RSTs that begin with term B and have n - 1 terms. The term B temporally

precedes the leading terms of the disjunction having a blank æ¡, but does not temporally

precede the leading terms of the disjunction with a -- in n¡. If there exists a NTNF

formula Q having - in every rli of every disjunct Di, the tableau B does not temporally

precede ary other tableau; this does not happen here. The trailing term of the NTNF

formula Q, denoted þ¡e (d , is the semantic tableaux formula r¡ of the subformula

)ÌtXT e X1 of Q.

The NTNF formulae Xn -df Xt u X2 \J ... U Xn are organized to express

En. The cr-relation must be specified among Xn.

2 i.e., Q¡ o ry¡1¡ is the c¿-relation among the terms Q¡ and r¡r¡i1¡ which corresponds to the 2-

ary predicate Az( 0r, V(D ). Q¡ conesponds to the next state with respect to rhe srare

corresponding to ty16¡.
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Definition 6-4-2 : cr-Relation Among NTNF Formulae

The a-relation among NTNF formulae t4t e Xi and 1e X¡, i + j, denoted y S 1,

holds iff ty1 =df s' and Xl =df s, such that s' a s holds.

The cr-relation is specified among the leading tableaux of the NTNF formulae.

The following definition uses En to denote a suucture of NTNF formulae to

express the system of Ct-RSTs En.

Definition 6-4-3 : PLTL Deductive System Model

For n ) 1, the PLTL deductive system model is the triple En =df < W, S, H > such

that :

i) W =df Xn;

ü) S =df {<V,X>e<lf,Í>€ WxW:ryS1};
iìi) H =df {<V,ai>)<ìf,a¡>e Wx2P:ai=df ry1 )3.

The set Vy' in En contains all NTNF formulae of degree not greater than n. The set 91

defines the well founded ct-¡elation of temporal precedence among the leading terms of

NTNF formulae. The mapping H associates NINF formulae with distinct semantic

tableaux in the system of cr-RSTs. If evaluated, each element of W in En would be piaced

in the left column of some initial tableau of a c¡-RST. The definition of subordinates also

extends to PLTL models. ForEiandÐ:i>j,Ej is the subordinate of EiandEi- lisúe

immediate subordinate of 8i.

Since the PLTL model En is a coilection of hypotheses to express the relarion of

temporal precedence among the semantic tableaux comprising a system of atomic cx,-RSTs,

the validity of formulae can be denoted with respect to En or any of its subordinares. In

fact, definitions of evaluation, Definition 5-3-4, or of the semantic nbleaux procedure can

be made in terms of a PLTL model En, because the ordering of semantic tableaux is

3 i.e., a¡ is a distinct semantic tableau coresponding to the leading term of y.
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implicit in the ordering among NTNF fromulae; this is implicit in what follows. The

notation En l= 0 indicates that 0 is vaiid with respect to the PLTL model. For an atomic

theorem Q, Et t= q a¡d En l= Q hold. For any formula Q € W of Þn, En l= O.

Definition 6-4-4 : Evaluation of Formulae in Terms of a PLTL Model

For a PLTL model En and a formula $, the following hold.

Ð Ent=T iffEnt=-J;
ü) En l= $ e P iff Q is an atomic theorem;

üi) En l= ry iff En l+ ìy;

iv) En l= nty¡ iff En l= { and En l= 1;

v) En l= Xy iff Én l= \t;

vi) En l= Utyl iff En l= rÂ-r1r-rl, En l= -¡I.-XUì{X, and En l= U\¡T.

That Definition 6-4-4 is true can be determined by inspection of the evaluation rules and

sema¡tic tableaux rules. This fact that is exploired in the forthcoming sections.
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Section 6-5 : Theorems,

The process of deduction begins with a PLTL model En, an assertion of

hypotheses with the set W of valid NTNF formulae, and atomic rheorems. The process

takes the hypotheses W and the PLTL theses, and uses the rules of inference, defined

below, to deríve a theorem.

Definition 6-5-l : PLTL Derivation

A PLTL derivation of a theorem Q from a PLTL modei En =df < W, S, H > [ Bri ],

denoted En l-p¡.¡¡ Q, is a finite sequence of formulae I =df ( 0r, 02, ... , 0p ), such

that Q =df Qo and, for each i S p, either :

i) Q¡ is a thesis,

or ü) Q¡ e W or Q¡ e P is an atomic theorem,

or äi) for some j and k < i, Q¡ results from one of the following ruløs of inference:

Rl. Modus Ponens - MP

For Q; =df =ty2¿ 
and 0k =df V then Q¡ =df 2¿.

R2. G Insenion - GI

If Q¡ =df y then Q1 =df Gr¡.

Definition 6.5.2 : PLTL Theorem

A formulae þisaPLTL theorem iff En l-pl.1'¡ 0.

The notation En -lplru Q is used if Q is a conjugate of a PLTL theorem. One can derive

from the PLTL model En, an infinite set f-_Ls =df ( 01, 02, ... , 0n, ... ) of theorems

and an infinite set of their conjugates f-_¡5 =df {.-0t, -02, ... , -Qn, ... ); i.e.,

En l-pllL f-. A uniform method of deriving l- is given below. A repertoire of derived

rules of inference and theorems for PLTL are provided in I MP83 ]. It will be shown that

formulae obtained from derivations are valid.
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Section 6-6 : Consistency.

This section shows that any derived theorem Q is validated by the PLTL model En.

That the PLTL deductive system is cottsistent is achieved by showing that Defi¡ition 6-5- 1

does not produce a contr¿diction.

Definition 6-6-l : Soundness

The PLTL deductive system is sound if En l-pl1¡ f--rs + En l= f--m.

Definition 6-6- 1 formally states the objective of this section. The proof of Definition 6-6-

1 is obtained by the Theorem 6-62. The notation l-p¡¡¡ is simplified to l-.

Theorem 6-6.2 z The PLTL Deductive System is Sound I Kri63 ].

En l-p¡1a f--¡g =+ En l= l--LS.

Proof : By Construction of a Derivation ( 0r,02, ... ,0p _ r ),

It must be shown that the set l--¡5 of all formulae derived by Definition 6-5-1

is consistent, viz. sound. This proof shows that l--¡5 is consistent by showing that

it is not contradictory. To prove that f--¡5 is contradictory it is sufficient to show

that, for any subset of formulae { 0r, 02, ... , 0p - r } c f--Ls, a formula Qo can not

be derived such that 
^0p-0p 

e f--Lsi if nQo--Qo can be derived, then consistency

implies that En l= qo and En l= -4p, a contadiction. If

) 1Ì.p -z Qr0z ... 0p - t n0p-0p e f--ls
is valid and l--¡g is contradictory [ Rob77 ]4. A derivation of Qo is an ordered

sequence of theorems lP =df ( 0r, 02, ... , 0p - r, 0p ), where theorem Qo is

concluded by one the conditions i), ii), or üi) of Definition 6-5-1 from the sequence

fP' I =df ( 0r, 02, ... , Qp - r ),

4 The semantic tableaux procedure applied to -n 1.,,0 - z Qtfu ... Qp - t --nQp-'Qo must not

close.
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Therefore, a proof that f-_¡5 is not contradictory must show that if a derived Qo is

valid then its conjugate -Qo is not valid; this can be achieved using the semantic

tableaux procedure as outlined in the appendix. The implications of the semantic

tableaux procedure are exploited by the remainer of this dissenation.

Each of the conditions i), ii), and iii) of Definition 6-5-1 must derive a valid

formula. condition iü) can not b€ invoked in a derivation until any of rhe conditions i)

and ii) have been invoked at least two times in the case of rule of inference Rl or at

least one time in the case of rule of inference R2; therefo¡e, conditions i) and ii) are

investigated fi¡st. It must be shown that theorems added to a derivation by i) and ii)

do not create inconsistencies. The set of NTNF formulae W are defined vajid; any

atomic theorem is valid. The theorems created by the pLTL axiom schemata are

shown to be valid, by using a modified semantic tableaux procedure that shows the

validation of the theorem conjugate creates an inconsistency. The appendix shows this

simple but tedious task. Thus, the hypotheses do not create an inconsistency.

Now, it must be shown that the rules of inference do not derive

inconsistencies. Given that a sequence ¡ =df ( 0r, 02, ... ,0p _ r ) of theorems

has been derived, En l= f holds.

The rule Rl p¡ggerve5 validity. If En l-p¡p >\r¡ and En l-p¡1a y are rheorems, then

3n l= 
=V?( 

and En l= V. For En l-plrr I, derived by Modus ponens, it must be

shown that En l= ¡. The formula >y2¿ is an abbreviation for rny-1; therefore,

3n I= -r¡V--I. Since En l= -r¡V.rI implies En l* ny.-1, and because En l= V
implies En l+--1, En I= I.

The rule R2 plgsgrveÅ validity. If En l-p¡p \r is a theorem, then En ¡= y. The

theorem En l-pLtL Gy is derived by G Insertion from En l-p¡1¡ ry. By a

reduction sequence, the formula Gy is convened to UVI_. It must be shown that



En l= U\¡f . It is assumed, reductio ad absurdum, that 3n l= -U\¡I.
Therefore, at least one of the following must be true E n l= ¡--V--.1- ,

En l= nl--XUVI, andEn l=--U\rT. En l= ¡--r{¡--l- contradicts En l= V.

En l= ¡I-XUVI implies that En l= J, which can not be true. ,En l= --U\rT

implies that En l* U\tT. Therefore, for every semantic tableaux s,

UyT e RC(s). But clearly, since En l= V, ìy appea¡s in all ieft columns. The

semantic tableaux procedure applied to any UyT e RC(s) cioses. Therefore,

En l= UVT. Therefore, reductio ad absurdum, En l= U\¡f. Q.E.D,

The significance of this proof is that l--¡5 is consistent; therefore, the PLTL deductive

system is sound.
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Section 6-7: Maximal Consistent Set.

Given Definition 6-5-1, a set of all formulae derivable from the PLTL model En is

useful I Rob77 ]t HC l. It is shown that derivation from the PLTL model En implies

va-lidation with respect to the PLTL model En.

Definition 6-7-1 : Consistent Formula

A formulae Q is co¿sjsl¿nt with respect to the PLTL model En iff En -lplrr -'0.

When Q is consistent, -,Q is said to be inconsßtent with respect ro O.

Definition 6.7.2 : Consistent Set of Formulae

A set of formulae { 0r, 02, ... , 0p } is consístent with respect to the PLTL model 3n

iff En -lp¡a¡ -1Âp _ 1 0r 0z ... 0p.

The infinite set of all theorems that can be derived with rhe PLTL deductive system from

the PLTL model En is denoted l--¡g =df { 0r,02, ... ,Qp, ... }.

Definition 6-7-3 : Consistent trnfTnite Set of Formulae

The infinite set of formulae f-_LS =df { 0r, Q2,...,0p, ... I is consistent wtth

respect to the PLTL model En iff it does not contain an inconsistent finite subset of

formulae; i.e., for every subset { 0r,02, ... ,00 } c F--ls,

En -lprrr-r1Âp - I 0r Qz ... 0p.

Definition 6-7-4 : Contradictory Set f--pg

The setof derived formulae f*¡5 is contradictory 7f it includes formulae 01,02, ... ,

0o and a formula nty-rry such that the formula l1Âp _ I 0r0z ... 0p n\¡/.r{ is derivable.

This definition of contradictory reflects the definition presented in the PLTL semantics.

The formula )1Ap - I 0r0z ... 0p Â{-{ represents the derivation of nry--y from the

derivation of 1np - I QrQz ... 0p. To derive :1no - r Qlh ... 0p nr¡r-y ultimately implies

that En l= ¡V--V, a contradicrion. The implication is that a set of derived fo¡mulae f-.¡5

is consistent iff it is not contradictory.
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A formal means of generating the infinite set of formulae f--¡5, such that if any

formulae were added to f--¡5 would result in an inconsistency, is a tool of this

dissertation.

Definition 6-7-5 : Maximal Consistent Set

The nnximal consistent sef f--¡g derived from a set of hypotheses W of a PLTL

model En =df < W, S, H > is constructed in the following manner I HC ] :

The set of all PLTL formulae, except W and the atomic theorems, a¡e placed in

their lexicographical ordering, resulting in the sequence 01,02,... , 0p, ... of

formulae. The set f-_¡5 is constructed by forming a series of sets, superscripted

by z*, (fo, f l, f2,...,|p, ... ) where :

i) Io is W and the atomic theorems;

ü) given fp-1,fp=dffP- tu {0p } iff Qo can be added ro fP- 1 without

creating an inconsistency; otherwise, fP =df f? - 1. The set of all formulae

that a¡e included in l0 v fl v 12 u ... \J Fp u ... is denoted f--¡5.

There are a number of consequences of this definition. Fi¡st, each set in the series

f0, f 1, f2,... , Fp, .,. is consistenr. By the definition of hypotheses W, f0 is

consistent. Moreover, FP is consistent if fp - 1 is consistent. Second, the set f-_¡5 is

consistent. If Z is a finite subset of f-_15, and Sn' is the last formula of the

lexicographical order in ZZCP. The set Fm is consistent. Because any subset of a

consistent set is consistent, Z is consistent. Therefore, l--LS contains no finite

inconsistent subset and is consistent. Finally, the set F--LS is maximal. A formula Q, of

the lexicographical ordering and consistent with F--¡5 can be selected. The formula is

consistent with any subset of f*¡5, which includes fn - 1. In the construction of f--¡5,

Q,n is added to fm - I to form frn and, therefore, is in I.--¡5.
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Th¡ee lemmata are a consequence of Definition 6-7-5. For the remai¡der of this

dissertation f--15 is shortened to f-.
Lemma 6-7-6 :

If l- is maximal consistent set derived from W and if Q is a formula, it is not rue that

$ and -S are both in f-.

Lemma 6-7-7 :

If l- is maximal consistent set derived from W, then either

i) 0 e f- and -'0 e l-,
ü) O É f- and--Q e F-, or

üi) Q ø l- and r0 Ê f-.
The lemmata 6-7-6 and 6-7 -7 a¡e a result of the fact that the PLTL deductive system does

not generate a contradiction.

Lemma 6-7-8 :

If F- is maximal consistent set derived from W and if ty and 1 are formulae, then if

V e f- and )VI e f-, then X e f-.
The previous lemma results from the rule R2. The proofs a¡e found in I HC ].
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Some additional facts about the maximal consistent set f- are requked.

Lemma 6-7-9 :

The maximal consistent set f- is a set of PLTL formulae such that I MP85 ][ Dal ] :

i) T e f- and 1e f-;
ü) VÉ F-

üi) Ve l-
iv) rì/ € f-
v) ntyl e f-

ry e l- or-ry É I'-;

'-V É f-;
:Ð

+
=à ìy É l-;
<+ I e l- and ì+, e F-;

vi) Xtye f- <+ ye f-;
vü) Uy¡ e f- (å rÂr\.r-rf e f-,-n1-XUVI e f-, and UVT e f-;
vüi) UrpT e l- + -r{ É l'-.

Proof :

Ð, iÐ, jÐ, Ð, and Ð A consequence of the definition of the maximal consisrent set,

which can not produce a contradiction.

yÐ Fo¡ this to be true, Xy e F- + ry e l- and Xry É f- + ìy É F- musr

hold. It is assumed, for a proof reductio ad absurdum, that Xy e F- and

V É l-. By ii), y e f- has rwo possible consequences. First, if --y e f-
then by rule R2, G-{ e l-. Now, by axiom 43, rG-{X-ly e F-. Thus

by rule Rl, X-y e F-; by axiom 47, -Xy e f-. By iv), Xy e f- is a

cont¡adiction. Therefore, reductio ad absurdum, V e l-. Second by ii), if

rrlr É f-, then either rr{ € f- of rr\.r É l-. A contrad.iction results

immediately from y e f-. The otheÍ case is the original reductio ad

absurdum assumption and the case where Xry e F-, -V É f-, and V ø f-
must be considered. If Xty e f- then, by Theorem 6-6-2, Én l= XV and, by

Definition 6-4-4 En l= V. -V C f- and V É f- imply that there a¡e some
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uÐ

semantic tableaux s with r\|, € RC(s) and some semantic tableaux with

ì+t e RC(s). But En l= y implies rhar, for every semantic tableaux s,

y e LC(s); a contradiction exists. Now it is assumed, for a proof reductio ad

absurdum, that Xty e F- and V € f-. By rule R2, Gy e f-. By axiom

43, =GyXy e f-. Thus rule Rl, Xy e f-, resulting in a contradiction.

Therefore, Xye F-=+ye F-andXyÉ f-+VÉ f-musthold.

By rule R2, if UVI e l- then GUy2¿ e f-. By axiom 43,

=GUylXUyl e l-. By Rule Rl, XUyl e f-. By axiom 49, viz.

=UtylvtyrlXUty2¿, and by the definition of maximal consistent set,

=UVXvryn2¿XUy1 e f-. By Rule Rl and Uryl e l_,
vynlXUy¡¿ e f-. By the Distributive Law, nvylvryXUryl e f-. By

the definition of the disjunction abbreviation,

^---1^--ìy-.-1I-1^---1ty--XUtyl 
e f-,

rÂr\|/-rl e f-, and

rnrr¡/-rXUìy1 e l-.
By Axiom 410 and Rule Rl, FV e l-; thus, UryT e f-. Now given that

rÂ-rì|/rf € f-,
--1^--1ìlr-XUVX e f_, and

U{T e f-,
it follows that En l=--¡--V-)1, 3n l= rnryrXUyl, and En l= UVT. It is

assumed, for a proof reductio ad absurdum, that Uy'f É f-; therefore, either

En l= ¡.-V-rX, En l= ¡-\r-XUy1, and En l=--UVT. Any one of them

causes a contradiction. Therefore, reduction ad absu¡dum, Ur¡/I e f-.
It is assumed, for a proof reductio ad absurdum, that UVT e f- and

-rty e l-. r{ € f- means thar V É l-. UrpT e f- implies that there

YüÐ
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must be semantic tableaux s with V e LC(s). This clearly contradicrs

r\r e l-.

Q.E.D,
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Section 6-8 : Completeness.

This section shows the converse of Section 6-6.

Definition 6-8-1 r Suffïciency

The PLTL deductive system is s uff¡cient iff Êî l= f- + En l-plrr f-.
A formula Q is sufficient iff En l= Q + En l-pl11- S. If the PLTL deductive system is

sufficient then every tautology is derivable. Theorem 6-6-2 proves rhat rhe PLTL

deductive system is sound; for the maximal consistent set of formulae l-, there exists a

PLTL model that verifies l-. A proof of sufficiency is given here, using a Henkin type

proof ÍHC l[ Sac ] based on the maximal consistent set f-, on NTNF formulae, and on

some concepts presented in I LP ].

Theorem 6-8-2 : PLTL deductive system is sufficient.

Proof : By Induction.

It is assumed that a PLTL model En =df < W, S, H > exists. To avoid a

contradiction for any Q e f-, it is not the case rhat En l= 0 and 3n l+ Q. Altematively,

En l= 0 implies that En l+ -.Q, and En l= -0 implies that En l* 0. The proof is

achieved by i) deriving a maximal consistent set f- from En and showing that ii) if

En l= 0 then 0 € f-. This exploits the advantages accrued by Theorem 6-6-2.

Pan i) is not difficult. By Definition 6-6-5, a maximal consistenr set f- is

derived from En; but, some further definitions are required. The set denoted f¡ is

derived from W of the subo¡dinate Ei : I 3 i 3 n of En; the derivation is denoted

Ei l-pl'IL Fi. Thus, Ei l-pLTL fi : i < j is the sØo rdinate oî Èi l-pln l. Also, fi _ 1

is the immediate subordinate of fi. Thus, ln =df f-. Because f 1 c ... c fn, if

Q e f¡: 1 I k I n, then Q e \'k < j < n. The characteristics of rhe maximal

consistent set are exploited in the remainder of the proof; if $ e f- then En ¡= q and if

Q e f- then 3n lt 0.
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Part ii) of the Henkin proof requires that every formula Q validated by the

PLTL model En =df < W, S, H > is found in the maximal consistent set f-. By

Definition 6-?-3, it is only necessary to show that there does not exist an inconsistent

set of formulae included in f-; i.e., if there is an inconsistency in any f i c f-, then

there is an inconsistency in f-. It is shown, with a proof by induction on the length

of formula 0 t HC l, vide Definition 5-2-7 , that Q is sufficient. At each stage of the

induction, when En l= 0, the proof must show that there is a derivation

En l-pL.¡'L 0 e f-. Since f- is maximal and every formula is checked with respect

to f- by the induction, the proof shows that all derived formulae are complete.

n = 1 : The induction begins with T, l-, and the atomic tableaux. The formula T is

automatically validated by En and is included in f-, while I is not. Each atomic

proposition p e P is checked. That En l= p means that p is an atomic theorem.

The term p must be included in every leading term of the NTNF formula in El.

Since pe f1, pe f-.
n> 1:

-'r[ : The induction hypothesis implies that y is sufficient. That formula -,y is

sufficient must be proved, therefore En l= -V is assumed. By the induction

hypotheses, and since a contradiction occurs when En l= V, En l+ ry. Thus,

V É f-, and --rìf e F- or -ìf C l-. If rì|r e f- then --y is sufficient.

Since f- is maximally consistent, --1\t É f- implies that there exists at least

one semantic tableaux s with V e LC(s); this contradicts En l= -.'V.

4¡4g : The induction hypothesis implies that V and X are sufficient. That formula

^ì¡rX 
is sufficient must be proved, therefore En l= ¡VX is assumed. By the

induction hypothesis and to avoid any contradiction, En l= V, V € l-,
En l= X, and X € l-. By Lemma 6-7-9 v), ny1 e l-.
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X!¡ : The induction hypothesis implies that ry is sufficient. That formula Xry is

sufficient must be proved, therefore En F X\¡ is assumed. Because En l= V,

by the induction hypothesis V € f-, "'r\r É l- and En l+ --y. Lemma 6-7-9

vi), if y e tr- then Xy e f-.
U\rI : The induction hypothesis implies that y and 2¿ are sufficient. That formula

Uyl is sufficient must be proved, therefore En l= Ut¡r1 is assumed.

En l= UVI implies that En l= -¡Â.¡V._¡I, En l= -._,^X..1XUì{I, and

En l= U\¡T. It is assumed, for a proof reductio ad absurdum, that

UVX e l-; hence, the three possibilities

Â-rì[-rf e f-, a-y-XUVX € f-, and--Ur¡/T e f-
must be considered. ConEadictions result by lemma 6-6-2, because

Ârì.[-rf e f- implies En l= 
^-ìy-X and n1-.XUry¡ e f- implies

En t= 
^I._lxuVI.

. The third possibility means that! by lemma 6-6-2, En l=--U\¡T, which

contradicts En l= Ur{T. Q.E.D.

The definition of soundness and sufficiency lead to the following definition and theorem.

Definition 6-8-3 : Completeness

The PLTL deductive system is complete when En l-p¡11 f- <+ En l= f-.
A formula Q is complete when En l-p¡1 $ <+ En l= 0.

Theorem 6-8-4 : The PLTL deductive system is complete.

Proof :

By lemmata 6-6-2 and G8-2, and the fact that l- is maximally consistent.
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Section 6-9: Validation Model Correctness Criteria Formulae

C I assification s.

The PLTL deductive system is used to derive tautologous formulae that comprise

the validation model correctness crite¡ia. If it can be shown that that maximal consistent

set f- contains the cor¡ectness criteria PLTL formulae, then the system design has been

validated. The proofs of consistency and completeness are necessary for application of

this validation method. The remainder of this chapter defines in detail the types of safety

and liveness formulae that could be defined for a validation model using PLTL:

This section defines three classes I MP81i ] of formulae that express the

correctness criteria f for the validation models. The validation model must generate a

PLTL model En for l; i.e., the enti¡e execution of the validation model must adhere to the

requirements specified by the conectness criteria formulae f.I The notation sl identifies a

semantic tableaux formula that corresponds to atomic semantic tableaux si. The term

corresponding to the initial state of a validation model is denoted sq and the term

conesponding to a final state is denoted Sf. Atomic tableaux formulae are not necessarily

valid. Axioms of the form >giy express a fact ry about a particul semantic tableaux s¡.

If more than one semantic tableau is involved, a conjunction can be used. To express the

same fact about all semantic tableaux, the formula y suffices.

The fint classification of formulae express saÍety properties That are inva¡iant over

the PLTL model En. These properties are expressed by formulae having the schema

:vGx.

Definition 6-9-1 : Partial Correctness

t i.e., the formulae must be valid when interpreted in terms of the corresponding system

,En of semantic tableaux.
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The PLTL model must have the property of parrial correctness. If the subformula y is

a pre-condition that holds at the initial state of the model and X is a post-condition thal

holds for any particular state Si, then the partial co¡rectness property is expressed by

the formula r rÐlf Grli1.

But for a cyclic validation model, the corectness criteria might require that the certain

propenies are maintained throughout the execution cycie, viz. with the infrnity ser

Definition 6-9-2 l Clean Behaviour

The property of clean behaviour maintained over all semantic tableaux

{ sr, sz, ... , st } is expressed by the formula

= T Gn¡ _ I rcl1 rtZX rÐX ... rskX.

In general, clean behaviour is defined for the srongly connected component of the

reachability graph. Partial coÍectness and clean behaviour can be combined into a

property that must hold in all semantic tableaux of En.

Definition 6.9.3 : Global Invariant

A formula that expresses a global invariant uses a subformula B to describe conditions

that must hold for all semantic tableaux of En. Given a subformula p true at the start

state s0 of a validation model, the global invariant formulae has the form

= =sqÊ GÞ.

A cyclic validation model does not terminate. However, certain error conditions, called

deadlocks, prevent a validation model from continuing execution; it must be ensu¡ed that

such an er¡or condition does not occur.

Definition 6-9-4 : Deadlock Freedom

Given a formula € that expresses an error condition resulting in a deadlock, a formula

that expresses deadlock freedon has the form r rbv G--1e; it states that from an

initial state, the enor condition does not occur.
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In general, e could be any error condition. For example, to preserve the consistency of a

resource, distributed mutual exclusion must be provided. Only one system component at

a time may be in the critical section. When a system component i accesses the resource,

the fonnula q expresses the fact that the system component is tn a critícal section. If q is

true then no other q can be trl¡e.

Definition 6-9-5 : Mutual Exclusion

A formula that expresses the property that two system components i and j are muttølly

excluded from a critical section is = =SgV G-n cl1 cr,i.

Here ,r ø¡ øj expresses the fact that both system components a¡e simultaneously in the

same critical section, an eÍor condition.

Hence, safety properties express the fact that nothing bad ever happens I MP81i ].

The second classification of formulae express liveness prop¿rties, where, given a

state, some property must eventually be true at some future state held by the validation

model. Liveness properties have the general schema :yF1. Partial cor¡ectness ensures

that a state si exhibits the desi¡ed propeny, but does not gua¡antee that the state is ever

held.

Definition 6.9-6 : Total Correctness

The property oftotal correctness ensures that any state si, where the propefiy I holds,

is eventually held. Formulae to express this property have the form

f f,Ðìt/ F :siX,, with y and 2¿ the same as pafial conectness.

In cyclic validation models certain properties must occur periodically; for example, the

P / C system validation model is cyclic.

Defìnition 6.9-7 : Intermittent Assertion

An intermittent assertions of a Wopeny y is expressed by the formula :ryFry.
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Of course, that an occurence of a propeny implies that it will occur periodically does not

imply that the property is ever asserted in the first place. lndeed, it is often required that a

particular property is asserted at some time.

Definition 6-9-8 : Accessibility

A formula to express the fact that a property ìlr is d ccessíble has the schema :TFy.

For example, a mutual exclusion mechanism must gua¡antee that if a system component

requests access to a resolrlce then it is eventually given access to the resource. There is a

liveness analogue to the safety property of deadlock freedom. A validation model holding

a particular state si must not hold that state forever.

Definition 6-9-9 : Deadlock Freedom

A liveness formula to express the property of deadlock freedom has the form

rS!F-S¡.

Hence, liveness properties state that something good eventually happens to the validation

model.

Semers generate validation models that are cyclic; that is, a server begins in an idle

stale, a request is made for a service provided by the server, the server responds to the

request, and once the request has been granæd the server normally returns to the idle state.

Responsiveness is a class of properties required of cyclic validation models, conceming

requests for services and the resulting responses. In the following definitions, ry is a

formula expressing the fact that a request has been made and 2¿ is a formula expressing the

fact that a response has been granted.

Definition 6.9.10 : Response to Insistence

Given some, possibly permanent, issue of a request ìlr, the property of response to

insistence re4u'tes that eventually a response 1 will be returned; this is expressed by

TGVFI.
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When the response 1 is made and the request ty is satisfied, V must not hold forever and X

must begin to hold at some futu¡e marking; therefore, the formula --Gnt¡--1 must be

included with response to insistence. Polling ís a cornmon method of issuing a request,

where a request ì1, is issued repeatedly until a response 1 is retumed. By persistently

submitting a request for a resou¡ce that is currently in use, eventually the resource will

become free and the request can be honoured-

Defïnition 6-9-11 : Response to Persistence

A formula that expresses the property of response to persistence is :GFyF¡, or

altematively --G^FV-X.

If a request is stored in a buffer, only one request is sufficient to guarantee a response.

Definition 6-9-12 : Response to an Impulse

A fo¡mula that expresses a. response to an impulse has the form :ryFl or C:yF1.

Up to this point, the responsiveness formulae employ the temporal operators F and G.

However, there are responsiveness properties that can not be expressed without

the until operator I GPSS l. Normally, a response occu¡s if and only if a request has

been made.

Definition 6-9-13 : Absense of Unsolicited Response

A formula to express the absence of unsolicited responses has the form =F1U-¡g
and states that, for a response I to occur, it can not happen until the request ì¡r has

been issued or y and I happen concurrently.

If multiple requests are made by a number of different system components, to prevent

some system components from being denied access to the resources, it is sometimes

necessâ¡y to impose an o¡der on the responses. A simple method is to place requests in a

queue, which imposes a First In First Out, FIFO, discipline on the order requests are

considered and thus an o¡der on the responses.
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Definition 6-9-14 t Precede Function

The precede function Pr(ty p rp2) is an abbreviation of the formula )F\I2UV l'-ìyz,

which expresses the FIFO discipline.

The precede function is a formula that expresses the fact that a request ì|r1 is issued befo¡e

request ry2. The precede function is building block from which ordering can be described

for requests and responses.

Defïnition 6-9-15 : Strict Fairness

A formula to express strict fairness, that responses occu¡ in the order their requests are

made, for two ¡equests y1 and y2 and two associated responses Xl and X2 is

=Pr(y1, tyùPr(XyXù.

The strict fairness stâtes that if y1 and ty2 are issued in ttrat order, then the responses must

follow in the order y1 and y2. Unfortunately, this formula allows a single ry to be

followed by any number of responses X; what is really required is that at least one ry is

interleaved between each I. The formula aPr(y, 1)G=1Pr(y, 1) describes the required

p¡operty.
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Chapter 7 : CONCLUSroNs.

Section 7-1 : Summary.

This dissertation presents a methodology to derive, in a heuristic manner, valid

multiprocessor system designs. The methodology is restricted to producing abstract

designs at the architectu¡al level and does not consider implementation of the designs. An

iterative process of defining a system design, constructing a functionally equivalent

validation model of the design, and analysing the validation model for safety and liveness

cor¡ectness crite¡ia continues until a valid system design is derived. It is claimed that this

methodology guides and assists the very complex task of designing multíprocessor

systems.

A subclass of Petri nets is used to model the concuÌent natue of multiprocessor

system designs. A validation model consists of a collection of n component models.

Each component model is a finite state machine state-based transition model,

<fI ,^,A,O,H >, but is presented as a graph. The graphs are coupled to

represent the interaction among the system components. The coupled graphs result in a

Petri net subclass, <n, >, I, O,.0, Mr, H >, which permits the application of

Petri net reachability analysis. The resulr of reachability analysis is a reachability graph,

< S , T, rb, Mr, H>, a finite state machine state-based transition model that represents

the validation model global states and thei¡ transitions. The reachability graph is a

simplification of the Petri net without loss of ¡elevant information necessary for temporal

analysis purposes.

Temporal analysis converts the strongty connected, di¡ected reachability graph to

the validation model cl,-relation structu¡e E conforming to the linea¡, discrete, and absolute
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view of time. The execution over time of a validation model is represented by

constructing the set of disti¡ct finite and infinite walks that begin with a panicular vertex in

the reachability graph, where each walk represents one possible sequence of global states.

standards ofconduct define the o-relation, which select a subset of all countably infinite

walks Ár-o(RG). This set of infinite walks is condensed into a collection of fînite

walks, that contains sufficient information to specify the maximal strongly connected

reachability graph component, SCC-Á@_.'(RG), specified by the a-relation. The

information can be expressed as a family of predicates, ( A¡ : 1 < iS n ), whose

sentences correspond to the finite walks. The validarion model q-relation structure E,

<S, { Ai: 1 <it n }, SCC-Â._a(RG), { H(s) rVse S }>,
is defined from the predicates and forms a structu¡e of finite sequences of propositions

providing the basis for the PLTL definitions.

The safety and liveness criteria are expressed in the language of pLTL. The rules

of syntax select words f¡om the PLTL language which can be assigned meaning. The

temporal semantics determine whether a word asserts something true in a given sequence

of propositions. The semantic tableaux procedure is a proof, reductio ad absurdum,

demonstrating that a word is valid in the relation structu¡e.

The PLTL deductive system is a synractic method of selecting taurologies with

respect to the validation model a-relation structltre. The terms of the deductive system

correspond to the validation model global states. A set of axiom schemata define the

theses of the deductive system. The validation model o-relation structrl¡e E is expressed

with a set of hypotheses. Together, the terms, theses, and hypotheses define the

axiomatic basis for the PLTL deductive system. The process of deduction derives a

maximal consistent set f- of theo¡ems from the axiomatic basis. If the maximal

consistent set f- contains the correctness criteria formulae, the system design is valid.

The proofs ofconsitency and completeness ensu¡e that this is the case.
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Section 7-2 : Epilogue.

The result of this disseration is a technique of validating that safery and liveness

coûectness criteria hold for absEact multiprocessor system designs. The techniques are

intended to be pan of an overall heuristic system design methodology. The technique is

useful to solve multiprocessor design problems, but can be extended to improve its

usefulness. Furthermore, the methodology has some weaknesses that should be

understood.

Computer Assisted Design System. While all of the techniques presented here

could be performed manually, automation would be a practical step towards dealing with

the complexity of designing a multiprocessor system. This methodology provides the

theoretical foundation for a Computer Assisted Design, CAD, system. A CAD system

would consist of three pans : a Peri net mod el specification and storage system using an

interactive graphics capabiltry to specify validation models and an automatíc theorem

prover to automate the validation technique,

Since a validation model is an abstract mathematical representation, it lends itself to

automated specification and storage. First, an intemal representation for Petri nets is

required; vector addition systems and vector replacement systems are likely candidates.

Given an internal representation of a Petri net, algorithms to convert the petri net

representation to the reâchability graph to the system of semantic tableaux are necessary;

the validation model o-relation structu¡e E would be the final form of the models'intemal

¡epresentation.

Furthermore, some means to ease the system designer's task when entering the

model into the CAD system is necessary. An interacive graphics capability is useful,

since illusrations are an effective means for humans to conceptualize the system design.

The interactive graphics capability would have to be integrated with the CAD system,s
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internal representations and conversion algorithms. The interactive graphics capability

must overcome the difficulty of illusuating interaction among system components. If a

validation model were to be constructed with more than two interacting components,

interaction would be difficult to illustrate in two dimensions.

An automatic theorem prover requires that the problems of determining truth,

satisf,iability, and validity of safety and liveness criteria PLTL formulae arc computable

I Dav ], that is, that the problems can be solved by an algorithm. The semantic tableaux

procedure is used to show validity of safety and liveness criteria formulae, but ¡esults in

some very complex semantic tableaux constructions thát would consume considerable

processing time and space. No attempt has been made here to simplify the p¡ocess,

though simplif,rcation is possible; for example, if the procedure has been applied to a

formula, it is not necessary to repeat the process when the formula appears as a

subformula of a¡other formula.

But, the problem of state space explosion must be add¡essed before the automatic

theorem prover can be implemented. The state space explosion affects the processing time

and space required by the automatic theorem prover, since the meæu¡ement of complexity

is based on the number of vertexes in the reachability graph and the length of the

cor¡ectness criteria formulae I LP ]. Indeed, research has shown that the problems of

determining truth, satisfiabiliry, and validity for logics similar to PLTL a¡e pSpACE-

complete I SC ]t Lad l. Thus, the automatic theorem prover might not be usable for

complex system design models with a large number of states. However, the authors of

I LP ] argue that, since many correctness criteria can be expressed with formulae of

relatively small length, a practical automatic rheo¡em prover is possible. The

decomposition provided by phases is illusionary, since many assertions must be proved

across all phases; but, phases may reduce complexity in some situations.
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Methodology Extensions. The validation model is a subclass of petri nets that

generates regular languages. Though it is claimed that this model is sufficient for

modelling pulposes, a study of how this theory could be extended to Petri nets defining

bounded context-free languages may be of some use.

Since the automatic theorem prover would encounter the state space explosion

problem, it might be useful to develop a repefoire of common, basic validation model

constn¡cts with validated coÍectness criteria. Validation for the constructs would be

peformed once; and once performed, the constructs would serve as building blocks for

more complex systems. For example, a common building block is the Producer /
Consumer system. Any criteria validated for the Producer / Consumer system could be

transfer¡ed to systems incorporating that building block. This notion conforms to the idea

of deriving a system design by composition.

Using the PLTL language to define safety and liveness criteria is more precise and

concise than a prose description; but, the PLTL language could be improved with a

number of extensions.l Although the fundamental next-time and until temporal operators

ca¡ be used to express any relevant safety and liveness criteria, it would be useful to have

additional abbreviations for common formulae incorporating these operators, such as in

I SM-S ]. The existential quantiflers could be added to PLTL I CES ]. Branching time

versions of the logic might be more appropriate for the reachability tree

t CE lt EH82 lt EH83 lt EL l. It would, of course, be useful to find the most

efficient means of verifying formulae; this would require an in-depth study of inherent

complexity issues.

Abandoning Petri nets, to avoid the state space explosion, in favour of hybrid

modelling techniques, such as LOTOS, ESTL, SDL, and FAPL, might be a prudent

@toavoidcumbersomebracketingconventions,butisnot
commonly employed. For some people, the infix notation is an improvement.
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course of action. The¡e could be two approaches. First, pLTL could express the

correctness criteria for the validation model specified with the techniques. This would

require methods of validating the formulae with respect to the models. Second, pLTL

could serve as a low level language from which statements in the modelling techniques

could be constructed. Proof that the modelling technique statements are co[ect could be

achieved by investigating the underlying PLTL formulae.

Limitations. This methodology is developed strictly for design purposes,

therefore it does not address the problem of implementing a system design. It is
analogous to data flow diagrams and structure diagrams of software engineering. Like

these software engineering techniques, the methodology provides a framework from

which ha¡dwa¡e and softwa¡e designs can be conceptualized. why use a petri net when

CSP, or even an actual programming language can be used as an model? The petri net is a

fundamental structure that can represent concurrent states; thus, at the very least, the petri

net provides a foundation from which integration of PLTL with other techniques could be

pursued.

This methodology, as was stated in Chapter 1, ignores the issue of predicting the

potential performance of a system design. Performance is measured in terms of some

explicii definirion of real-rime periods. Because of the implicit time definition within

PLTL, there is no concept of a time measurement. Indeed, the concept of safety and

liveness criteria over time is concerned with whether something happens, how it happens,

whether something does not happen, but not when something happens. Just because the

design is correct as far as this dissertation is concerned, does not mean that the design is

acceptable. Fortunately, the methodology presented here does not preclude the

implementation of some means of measuring performance. For example, the validation

model could be modified into a timed Petri net to model logical time or include real-time

measurements.
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APPENDIX

This appendix supplies the ponion of Theorem 6-6-2 showing rhar rhe PLTL

axiom schemata are valid. The proof of validity for each axiom schema is considered

separately. Each proof begins by listing the axiom schema whose validity is to be proved

on the left side of the page. Because the axiom schemata of Definition 6-3-2 are presented

as abb¡eviated PLTL formulae, the abbreviated axioms are converted with a reduction

sequence, Definition 5-2-9, to an unabb¡eviated PLTL formulae Q. The reducrion

sequences are notated as per the example on page 5-95. The proof of validity is achieved

using the semantic tableaux procedure, Definition 5-4- 1. The semantic tableaux procedure

begins with an æbirary atomic semantic tableau T1 =df ( s ) e E¡. The PLTL axiom

Q is placed in the right column ofTl and a semantic tableaux consEuction T, is created by

applying the semantic tableaux rules. If a contradiction occurs in all attempts to verify

Q e RC(s), i.e. the conjugate of$, then it may be concluded that the axiom is valid. A

proof of validity is given for each axiom schema.

However, there a¡e some typographical difficulties encountered when showing the

proofs; therefore, the following conventions a¡e used. The proofs are organized so that

reading from the top of the page down follows closely with the semantic tableaux

procedure. The proofs use the following conventions.
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i) The semantic tableaux, including T1, are indicated by the symbol

indicating the top of a semantic tableau and the symbol

indicating the bottom of a semantic tableau. The left colurn¡r of the semantic tableaux

appears on the left side of the page and the right column appears on the right side of

the page. The conve¡ted PLTL axioms a¡e placed at the top in the right column.

ü) If one of the XL and XR rules is applied for the hrst time in a semantic tableau, a new

semantic tableau is created; the following symbol separates the two semantic tableaux,

for example, in the proofs for 43, 46, 47.

Any additional applications ofXL and XR place the consequent formulae in the new

tableau. The proofs, here, do not require the creation of more than one additional

semantic tableau.

iï) The semantic tableaux rules, Definition 5-zt-1, are applied ro the formulae in a semantic

tableaux, usually one formula at a time. The application of a rule is not explicitly

noted; in addition, rhe turgeî formulae, the formulae the rule a¡e applied to, and the

consequent formulae, the formulae resulting f¡om the application the rule, are not

explicitly identified. However when either the --L or -R rule is applied, the

'consequent formula is always placed on the same line as the target formula, but on the

opposite column. In the other cases, except nR, the consequent formulae are placed

directly below the target formula and a¡e indented.
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iv) The nR rule is a special case. This rule is usually not applied in a tableau until all

other possible rules are applied; also, the rule is applied to every conjunction at once.

lnstead of replicating the tableau, very cumbersome on paper, the following notation is

used.

-_

"-'Q or -If and yÍ e¡ '-1 and ... and --0t or ¡It

-_

The zigzags sepamte a list of consequent possibilities resulting from the application of

the ¡R rule f¡om the formulae in the semantic tableau. Reading the üst left to right, the

consequent possibilities are listed as they appear in the semantic tableau, reading rhe

tableau from top to bottom. For every conjunction 
^VI, 

the rule results in either y or

X on the right side; for multiple target conjunctions, the consequent possibilities are

. separated by the wo¡d "and". The applicarion of the rule requires that one consequent

possibility of each multiple target conjunctions is placed in the right column. If the

choice of a possibility immed"iately results in a contradicion, a closed tableau, the

symbol t is placed by the formulae.l Those possibilities so ind.icated need nor be

considered. The other possibility, not creating a contradiction, musr be selected and

may cause a contradiction with a member of another pair of possibilities. Such

contradictions are indicated by a footnote. If both possibilities produce a

contradiction, the semantic tableaux is automatically closed; vide 42. Every anempt is

made to show closure without replicating a semantic tableaux. When each case must

be considered separately they are clearly labelled, for example, the proofs for axiom

schemata A7 and 49.

I e.g., formula T in the right column and formula J- in the left column immediately result in

a contradiction.
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v) A closed semantic tableau is indicated by placing the symbol

X
within the tableau. If all semandc tableaux are closed, the construction for the axiom's

conjugate is closed, and the axiom is valid

v) Each proof of validity is terminated with Q.E.D.

The f,rst three proofs explicitly notate the application of the semantic tableaux.
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Proof of validity for axiom A 1. =-FtyG-ty

Reduction sequence :

=-FyG-y
^f,iFì{G-rV:G-V-.FV ;üi)
af rFr{-rF-r-rìfl-F---ì¡/..rFl,|/ ;v) b)

Âr-rFì{-rF1rf rFV-FV ;vi)
arn.rF{-rrFìf--ra-F\¡/-rrFp ; ü)

arn-rFì{Fì{-rÂ--FyFry ;vi)
n--n--UtyTUt¡/T-,r-.UyTUyT ; iv) a)

Semantic tableaux procedure :

nra-U{TUyT--n--UtyTUrpT

-_

--r--UtyTUt¡/T or ra-Ut¡/IU{T

-_

(--rR --n--U{TUy'T

-L+ UVT
a-U{TUt¡/t

-UyT
UW

I

J¡I-
J¡l

Q.E.D.
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Proof of validity for axiom 42. 
=Gr¡ny

Reduction sequence :

rct1 {t
--nG1r--ry

--nUy.J--q

Semantic tableaux procedure :

;ü)
;v)a)

I

,rUyl-y
uv1

rÂ'rì{'r1
XUryJ-

UW
-rì/

(-'rR rzrU{h\r

-L-+ Â-r{rJ

-L-+ V

-_

---lìlt+ or -1-L+

-_

X

Q.E.D.

.lur-
,fur-
.hr-
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Proof of validity for axiom 43. =GyXy

Reduction sequence :

=GVXV
-.,^G\r-.-Xy
--nUyI--Xy

Semantic tableaux procedure :

;ü)
;v)a)

I

nUyI--Xy
uvr

rÂ'rì{'rI
-nJ--XUty.L
UvT

rÂr{-T
-nT-XU{T

-XV --L-+

-rnU\d-rX\¡r

Ârì{'rJ-
nJ---XUryI

Â'r{'rT
nT-XU{T
Xì{

v Jxnz_
-.'Vt o¡ -'I* and I or -XUryl and .r{ or rT and Tt o¡ --¡gya

Jw --L-+

Jw --L--)

Jur-
Jw -L-+Jw --L-+

v Jxn
X

-_

Q.E.D.
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Proof of validity for axiom 44. tG\rXGì1r

Reduction sequence :

:GryXGy
-'nGty--XGy

-nUry-L--XUryJ

Sema¡tic tableaux procedure :

;ü)
;v)a)

I

nUyl--XUty1
UryJ-

-rÂrìf-f'r1
---nGXUryJ-

UVT

-XUìÍl-

--nUy1--XUy-L

Ârl|/rJ.
nI-XUyJ-

XUyI
uvf

uvr
X
Q.E.D.
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Proof of validity for axiom 45. =G=ry1=GryGl

Reduction sequence :

>G:ry1>GyGX i
-rr.G=y1--=Gr¡rG1 ;ü)
-rÂGrÂì{-rlr-nGy--G1 ; ü)
-ì^G-i^ìlr-X^GV--GX ; vi)

-ÂUrÂ{-f J-ÂUy1--U1.J- ;v) a)
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Semantic tableaux procedure :

I

nU-nty-1-LnU\rI-UXI
U-ny-.1J-

-rÂr-Äì/rfrI
rnJ-rXUrrr{'rfl
U-ra{"rfT

rÂ,rrÂìl.f'rfrT
-.-1^T-ìXU--1^V--XT

^UVl--UXl-uv1
--ì^-ì{--11

-.n-L-XUryJ.
UW

-rÂ'rp'rT
"1^T'ìXU\iT

--U1J-

Â=frI

^l.-.1XUIl-

-XUI-L

lÂUlÂ{rl-LÂUtyI-U1I

Är'rÂì.['rf'rJ
,rI'rXUrÂt[rfJ-

Â'r'rÂì{rfrT

^T-XU--1^rir-XT

Â'rìf-f'r1

^l---XU\tl-

Âl{rT

^T--rXUvTuxr
'rÂ'rfrJ
raJ--XU1I
uxT

x
I

XUlJ
X

-x
'-l-
I

Q.E.D.
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Proof of vaìidity for axiom 46. )XrìyXrXìyXX

Reduction sequence :

:X=y1:XryXX ;

-aX=y1r:XryXI ; ü)

rÂX-rÂìl,f-frraXy-X1 ; ü)

-aX-ny-laXy-X1 ;vi)

Semantic tableaux procedure :

,rX-atyrlnXy--X1
X--nr¡r1

^XV-XXXy
--xx

v
-rÂìl.f'rf,

'rnXrn{lf nX{rXf

v
-Âì/'rl

x
¡V-Iz

V+ or --I+z
X
Q.E.D.
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Proof of validity for axiom 47. =X--Q-XQ

Reduction sequence :

=X-Q.-XQ
r,:X--Q--XQ:--X0X-O
nrnXrQ'r'rXQ'rnlXfrX'rQ
araXrQXþ,r-XQ-Xr$
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Semantic tableaux procedure :

option a)

nX-$XQ
X-0
xo
'-Q

0

nrnX-rQXS---'',r--X0--X--10

-_

a) -aX-QX$ or b)-arXQ-X-Q

-_ --nX--QXQ

0
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l

option b)

n-XQrX.-Q

-xo
-X-Q

0

nrnX-SXfra--'Xo-X-O

-_

a) -^X-0X0 or b)--^--X0-X-10

-_ rÂrXQ'-X'-Q
x0
X-0
0
'-S

a

-QX

Q.E.D.
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hoof of validity for axiom 48. :G:QXQ:QCQ

Reduction sequence :

=G:QXQ=QG
--nG:QXQ-:QGg
-rnGrnQ-.XQ-r--nQ-GQ

rnG-nQ--XQnþ-GQ
rnU-nQ---'XgJ-nQ--UQI

Semantic tableaux procedure :

,Ul
;ü)
; vi)

;v)a)

I

nU-nf-XQJ-nù-UQI
U-a$--XQ-L

'ra'rra$-XQrI
--,rbXU--n$rXQ1
U--nQ-XQT

rQ--UQ1

o
--u0I

a--Q--I
n1-.XUQI

-zrU-raQ-XQJ-nQ-UQ1

arrnfrX$rI
n1'-XUrnQ--XQ-L

uqf
'ra'rQ'rJ-
--^l---XU0I
UOT

0
t-

--0

-I
J.
--xuQl xuor

X
Q.E.D.
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Proof of validiry fo¡ axiom 49. =UylvlnryXUryl

Reduction sequence :

=Uy¡vlatyXUryl
n:Uy¡vlnryXUyl=vlnyXUVXUVX
n --, nUy¡-v1nì+/XUVX--1^vX^VXU\ry.-UVI

^ 
-.- A UVI-1--1 

^..-rI--1^ìyXUVI-- ^---! ^--'X--1^ì.{XUVX..-UìyX

^--^UìyX^-ìX-.-^VXU\rx--.l^-^..-,X..1^VXUVI..1UVI
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Semantic tableaux procedure :

^-.-^UryX^-X---1^ìyXUVI-,^--r^--1-nryXUyl-Uy1z_
a) raUyla-1-nyXU\¡X or b) rÄrÄ-X-Â\-TXUVX--UVXz._

option a)

nUyln--1-nyXUty¡
urvx

-rÂrì|.f-rf
"1^X--'XU\tX

UW
rÂ-rìf-f--rT

'-nT'-XU1rT

^'-I"1^\rXU\rX
=ft
--1^ì+/XUìrX

'r{ or -T and

v

XUW

UW

zrUylnrlraV)ruVX

Â'rì/'rl

^X--1XU\rX

Â'rl}/'rT
nT--XU{T

x

^vxtJvx

-__

Tf or -.XU\¡T and X or -TXUVIT2 and -r+r or--X* and

\rl3 or XUr{X

-_

-rìf
'-T
--xuvT

x
xuvx
UvT

UìyT

I

2 because XUy1, must be on the right side due to foot note three.
3 because -\r must be on the right side of the tableau.
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I

^-ì^UVI^-.-1X---1^VXUìyI-r ^--^--X-.-1 ^VXUì+rX..-lUìyX

-_

a) --1^U\ry^-,X-^ì{XUìfI or b) -ÂrÂ.rlr^ì{rXUì/X.-UVX

-_

option b)

n-rÂrfrÂ{XUVX.-UVX rÂ.rÂrl-Â\.rXUVX-UVX
-1^--1X--1^VXUìyX 

^.-X-1^ì{,XUì{X--'UVX UVX

^--ìì|/--,X -rÂ-ì{-r[

^X-XUVX 
..1^X-1XUVX

uw
-ì{ v
""tfl x
x
-XUry1 XUVX

X
I

Q.E.D.
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Proof of validity for axiom 410. TUVX,FV

Reduction sequence :

:UrylFr¡ i

-1^UlpX-ìFV ; ü)

-.'nUyl-.UyT ; iv) a)

Semantic tableaux procedure :

I

nUyl--UyT
uvx

'rÂ--r{-rf

-af-rXUr¡/l
UW

--UVT

I

--nUt¡1-U{T

Ârplf
,r1¿-XUryl

UW
X
Q.E.D.
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Proof of validity for Al l. >yXT

Reduction sequence :

rvxT
'-rÂì{'rXT

Sema¡tic tableaux p¡ocedure :

;

;ü)

I

^ìy--ìxT
v
'-XT

Q.E.D.
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